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1. (U) CODE NAME: None

2. (U) DATES of OPERATION: 010001 March -222400 Anril 1969.

3. (U) LOCfTION: Quang Tri Province, RVN

4. (C) TfSK ORGANIZATION: See Inclcsure 1.

5. (C) SUPPORTING FORCESs

a,. Other forces OPCONt Foll.oing units
for the period of time indicatedgL

Unit From

3-5 Cayv
M/3-3 Mar--•-) -(- Mr
D/1-9 Mar
I/3-9 Mar
D/1-9 Mar

*0/2-9 Mar
*H/2-9 Mar
K/3-3 Mar

*%/3-3 Mar
C/1-9 Mar.-

*1/3-3 Mar
*M/3-3 Mar
*B/1-3 xr
*C/1-3 Mar

Before 1
Before 1

11
22
*23
28

115

114
18
18
19
19

were placed OPOCON to this Brigade

' To

Mar 69 22 Apr
Mar 69 23 Mar
Mar 69 23 Mar
Mar 6 9 23 Mar
Mar 69 1 Apr
Mar 69 30 Mar
1pr 69 11 Apr
Apr 69 11 Apr
Air 69 18 Apr
Anr 69 18 Apr
Apr 69 22 Apr
A-r 69 19 Apr
Apr 69 19 ~r
Apr 9 fter 22 Apr
Apr ter 22 Apr

69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

0Wcrking out of C-4, ~ et River,

b.

ki) Iuring the rerorting period 2I 2 •,yU 5 L, 5 1 r ~t~go was moved y y N.
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helicopter in support of the 1st Inf Bde, 5th Inf Div (W). The vast majority
of the cargc was hauled by USMC CH-46 and CH-53 helicopters.

(2) The Brigade also used USMO CH-46 h passengers.
Most of the troop lift was in the form of a'• 4 Uc op•co nied by
an average of six (6) USMC UH-1E gunships.

c. TAC 1ir: Duaring the renocrting period the Brigade continued to be sup-
ported by an air liaison/forward air control team from the 20th Tectical Air
Support Squadron. A total of 299 sorties were flown on 178 missions in support
of Brigade operations.

6. (0) INTELIIGECE:

a. nn analysis of the enemy situation in the-Brigade AO, C•cupled with
an analysis of cordon and search operations and saturation ambushing and
putrolling that had taken, place from December 1968 thru February 1969 revealbd
that:

(1) NVA and VO main force units had not returned to the populated areas.

(2) The enemy continued to move in small groups, avoided contact and
usually refused to fight mechanized forces.

(3) A shortage of food and personnel continued to force the enemy to
move from his base area to the populated areas to get food end intelligence,
and to recruit replacements for his depleted forces.

(4) The infrastructure had been seriously crippled by the ccmbined cordon
and search operations of November 1968 thru January 1969. In order to survive,
the members of the infrastructure had to continuously move, conduct their
business during the hours of darkness, and recruit new membersi In addition,

rdons had become less tofitable because a large number of the infrastructure
•= been killed, cntured, or run off by the constant combined ambushing and

c rdoning.

(5). In order for the infrastructure to survive, the enemy would have to
demznstrate the inability of allied forces to prevent enemy raids and attacks
by fire during Tet, and he would have to disrupt the local elections that were-
to take place each Sunday in March.

(6) The enemy's offensive capability was limited to the conduct of her-
,rossing attacks (attacks by fire, sniping, and the placement of mines and
bonby traps), or terrorist activities. Major forces would have to re-enter
the area from Leos or North Vietnam before a serious threat could be posed to
rlatoon or co.pany sized Brigade, ARVN, RF or PF units.

b. The concentration on saturation ambushing and patrolling during the
"Tet Period" (February) had paid off. During the Tot Period no known enemy
terrorist activities occurred in the AO. and captured a cuments stated that the
enemy felt that he could no longer enter the populated portions of zrieu nPhcng
Hai Lang, or Mai Linh throu
addition the enemy was not
installations during the Te

Route 1. In
forces or

squad was
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shed and seven (7) of the eight (8) VC were killed as they attempted to
at LZ Sharon).

2. Geographically the 1st Inf Bde, 5th Inf Div (M) AO consists of four (4)
Lnct terrain areas; one, the coastal dunes; two, the rice paddy belt between
:oastal dunes and Route 1 (OL1); three, the Piedmont or brushwood areas west
ute 1; and four, the canopy area in the southwest portion of the AO. Base
101 is located in the canopy area (see inclosure 2).

1) Observation and fields of fire are generally good throughout areas
Von1, GwO anu unree except wnere neavily vegetated. In nthese areas, neaviest,

yegetation is normally found along the streams, canals and older roads. Area
four offers limited observation end fields bf fire due to the heavy jungle
growth. Cover in area one is poor at bestU The sand dunes offer some limited a
cover and concealment from ground observation but virtually none from air obser-
vaticn (The enemy stays in underground bunkers and spider holes to avoid detec-
tion in the dunes areas during the hours of daylight). Area two offers some cover
and concealment in the more heavily vegetated areas along the streams and canals,
and in the abandoned hamlets along the "Street Without Joy" (Route 555); area
three offers little acoer, but the vegetation offers goc d concealment from ground
and air observations Thd heavy vegetation, rough terrain and many bomb and shell
craters in area fou= generally.prcvide good.cover and concealment.

(2) The greatest obstacle in the area is water, especially during the
rainy season or after a typhoon when the rice paddy and dunes areas often flood
and the rivers overflow making the area east of Route 1 one large lake. In areas
rne, two end three trafficability is not a problem during the dry season. In
rrea four, because of the rough terrain and heavy vegetation, the trafficability
is difficult the year around. In area four, wheeled vehicle movement is virtu-
ally impossible, tracked movement slow, and foot movement arduous. Avenues of
:-propch into the area are numerous, the primary avenues into the area generally

alel rivers running from west to east, and include, the Thach Han River
, -,g Tri River), the Nhung River, the O'Khe River and the My Chanh River.
'_ e avenues are used as infiltration and supply routes.

d. The 1st Inf Bde, 5th Inf Div (M) AO covered the political districts of
Trieu Pheng, Mai Linh and Hai Lang to include Quang Tri City. Within this area
apprcximately 180,000 people live which includes two thirds of the total pop-
ulation of Quang Tri Province. In the cities and more populated areas the people
appear to be pro-GVN. With a few exceptions, the remote rural villages and hamlets
do not appear to be pro-VC; however, the VC do exert influence on these areas
since the GVN cannot offer constant security to these areas.

7.. (C) MISSIONs The primary mission of the 1st Infantry Brigade, 5th Infantry
Division (Mech) continued to be to conduct pacification, strike,counter-infiltra-
ticn and counterinsurgency operations throughout the populated areas of Quang Tri
Province and in Base Area 101 (See inclosure 2).

8. (C) CONCEPT OF OPE~ATION: To :nke advantage of ... U.tmy it:iaticn and to
continue the pacificaticn effort it ',ai decided:

a. To continue th the base areas

i) ~ fI~
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to the poculated areas, and within the pop#lated areas by continuing to eM-hasize
small unit (squad and fire team) operations. These operations were to include
"ahunter-killer" operations, saturation patrolling and saturation ambushing. Bri-
gade forces ambushed between the population end the base areas ad between popu-
lation centers while territorial forces ambushed within the populated area. An
additional benefit of the saturation ambushing and patrolling would be the early
detection of the entrance of large enemy forces into the area.

b. To continue conducting combined daylight search and clear operations
with the regicnal and popular forces. These operations were to include integra-
ting PF platoons and squads into the companies and platoons of the Brigade,
using US tank and mechanized infantry platocns to block while RF and PF forces
searched an area, and conducting joint strike operations.

c. To deemphasize the use of cordons since they were not as productive as
they had been and ambushing and patrolling offered a better pay-off.

d. To continue maintaining o6ntinuous liaison with Trieu Phong, Hai Lang,
and Mai Linh Districts; Queng Tri Province; and 1st ARVN Regt Hedquarters, in
order to react to any enemy attack (This liaison was to include the establish-
ment of secure voice and VHF point to point circuits between Bde, Sector, 1st
IRI, and between the Bns and Districts). It was considered to be of partic-
ular importance to react quickly to enemy attack against resettlement villages,
District or Provinicial Headquarters end isolated PF platoons. Joint plans were
developed for the abovra contingencies by the Brigade, 1st ARVN Regt and the
Provincial forces.

e. To insure the security of the local elections by patrolling the mortar
belts with US and ATRVN forces and replacing Provincial forces charged with the
c.jefense of fixed installations with US and ARVN forces. The Provincial forces
.ere then freed to conduct security operations clc;e to the villages and ham-
,ts in which the elections were being held4 On the days of the elections

-. :e units stayed out of the populhted area completely.

S(C) EXECUTIONt

a. Daring the reporting period the Brigade continued to emphasise small
unit search and clear operatinchas, combined operations with ARVN, RF and PF
forces and saturation tmbushes and pEtrols st night. The emphasis continued
to be on cutting the enemy's lines of communications between the old base
areas in the mountaint and the population in the lowlands., as well as inter-
dicting his movement within the populated areas. In March plaas were imple-
mented to.protect the local GVN electicns and in April a rice denial program
was initiated (Both operations were planned and implemented in conjunction with
GVN -forces).

b. In addition to opereticns within the Brigade AO, the 1st Infantry Bri-
gade, 5th Infantry Division (Mech) conducted a series of orerations elsewhere
in the 3d Marine Division AO. Fr•n 28 February thru ' Y-h enAd again from
2Z March thru 2 4pril the

nad west of Con Thien (SeE
Operation Montaea Mauler)]

Sof the DIZ
Inclosure 4,

tions on the
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Khe Sanh Plain. The operations on the Khe hS h . orore caucted b"y xa -X:•ech
Task Force (TF Remagen) and lasted until 29 April (See Inclcsure 5). From 8 Apr
thru 15 Anr the Brigade conducted Operation Ellis Ravine, which was a search
and clear and road building operation conducted in doordination and cooperation
with the 1st and 2d ARVN Regts, 1st ARVN Division. During Ellis Revine a road
was opened between LZ Sharon (YD335445) and Ca Lu (YDO15455) giving the 3d Marine
Division a route from Quang Tri to Vandergrift Combat Base that could ait•alittle
improvement, be used as a supply route for Vandergrift Combat Base should Route 9
be closed (See Inclosure 6).

c. Local Elections (Mbrch 1969): In preparation for the local elections4
careful plans were drawn uT by the Vietnamese to insure that the Provincial
Forces would be able to secure the voters.

(1) To provide maximum security the elections were spread over the first
four Sundays in March so that there would be sufficient Provincial Forces in ell
of the villages and hamlets in which the elections were being heldo In coopera-.
tion with the Provincial authorities, the Brigade assumed responsibility for
the defense of the critical bridges in the AO from 0600 hrs to 1800 hts during
each election day. The assuming of the responsibility for the bridges freed the
Provincial Forces end allowed them to secure the voters. The Brigade, in con-
junction with the 1st ARVN Regt, also patrollied the mcrter belts during the
elections and was prepared to assist any RF or PF force that might have. been
attacked.

(2) The Brigade became heavily committed in Leatherneck Square and Khe Sanh
and thus not until 9 March was the Brigade able to place its maximum effort in
support of the elections. Despite other committments, the Brigade was able to
accomplish all of its missions. Not one incident was reported to have taken
place during any of the elections.

d. Battle of Cam Hung (28 February - 3 March): On 24 February the 3d Sqdn,
v. C,v, consisting of B and C Troops and the Squadron Headquarters, was placed
-der the operational control of the 1st Inf Bde, 5th Inf Div (M) and on 27 Feb-

ruary the squadron occupied Con Thien (YD117701) and 02 (YD1366h6). The mission
of the squadron was to secure land clearing onerations northeast of C2 and con-
duct anti-infiltration and strike operations in AO C.[I (See Inclosure 3). .During
the early morning hours of 28 February Quat Xa Ha•let was shelled by enemy mor-
tars. A crater analysis indicated that the mortar fire may have come from Can
Hung (YD079629). Based on the crater analysis and on the other intelligence
provided by the Brigade S-2, which indicated that the enemy was located at
Cam Hung, the 3d platoon of B Troop 3-5 Cav was dispatched into the area of
Cam Hung. \

(1) At 1540 hrs on 28 February 3/B/3-5 Cav was engaged by an estimated
NVA company at YD098630. The remainder of B Trp and C/3-5 reinforced by a platoon
of M/3-3 Marines moved to reinforce the platoon. The cavalry, emplcying air
and attillery on enemy positions and likely avenues of approach, closed with
the enemy end swept the battle a-ca finding sixty (60) nnemy KIA. At 1815 hrs
contact was broken and the cavalry withdre-w to d,f-nsve positions. Throughout
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the night six (6) batteries of Marine artilleryj two (2) batteries of Army Artil-
lery and the USS NIew Jersey fired into the area and on suspected enemy routes of.
withdrawal. Results of the dayts action were one (1) US KIA., nine (9) US WIA and
aibcy (60) IN. KI&.

(2) The enemy appeared to be fresh, well trained. and -well equipped with new
uniforms and weapons. The enemy employed small arms, machine guns and RPGs and
he fought hard and well to defend his positions. An asse•ment of the enemy actions
indicated that the cavalry had probably run into a for7m 1 defensive position for
a larger force (possibly a battalion or regiment). Based on the above estimate
of the enemy situation A/h-12 Cav was ordered to move from the vicinity of Quang
Tri Combat Base (QTCB) to an assembly area at YD102596 to block the south and west
avenues of withdrawal. The troop moved at 0020 lrs on 1 Mar and upon arriving, in
the assembly area. 0330 hrs, was placed under the operational control of 3-5 Cay.

(3) At dawn on the morning of 1 Mar A/h-12 Car crossed the Cam Lo River and
moved north in an attemrpt to regain contact with the enemy while B and C Troops
3-5 Cav and one (1) platoon of M/3-3 Marines moved back into the area of the prev-
ious day's contact. At 1050 brs 0/3-5 Cav regained contact vic Y078639. C Troop
manouvered to dislodge the onomy from his positions while A/h4-12 Cav, B/3-5 Cav
and elements of M1/3-3 Marines moved to seal off the battle area and prevent the
enemy's escape.

(a) Shortly after contact was regained B/1-61 Inf (M) was moved from AO BLACK
(See Inclosure 2) to 02 (YD136646) to act as Brigade reserve. At 1250 hras C/l-11
Inf was air assaulted into the battle area and placed under the operational control
of TF 3-5 Cay.

(b) Throughout the day air strikes and artillery were emrployed in support of
the assaults by the ground troops on the enemy burnker positions. The enemy was
cll dug in, his fortifications were extensive and he fought hard to hold his
Srrund. By nightfall the enemy still occupied fortified positions and the Squad-

T:. withdrew to defensive positions on high ground around the enemy's locations.
In an attempt to hold the enemy in position artillery was again fired on the
enemy positions throughout the night and ambushes were placed between the friendly
locations.

(c) Results of the days activities were: two (2) US KIA, 25 US WIA and 17
WVA K1A (as a result of constant contacts from 1050 hrs until 1730 hlrs, ranging
from sniper fire to heavy engagements between company sized units, it was impos-
sible to check more than a small part of the battle area for enemy casualties).
In addition five (5) personnel carriers and four (4) tanks were damaged and
placed out of action by the enemy.

(d) At 012000 Mar 69 the 1st Bn, 61st Inf (M) was ordered to move at
020700H Mar 69 with a jump OP and one mech rifle company from IZ Sharon to 0-2.
The battalion was to regain operational control of B/l-61 Inf (M) upon arrival
at 0-2 and bo prepared to attack uest to seize hill 16? (-30070635) in an attempt
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to prevent enemy escape to the northwest. The Brigade jump OP was also ordered to
move to 0-2 to control the operation.

(4) At 0700 lrs on 2 iar TF 1-61 Inf (M) moved with the Bde jump CP to 0-2
where TF 1-61 Inf (M) was reinforced by two (2) Marine platoons. By late morning
there had been no significant contact so the 645 east west gridline was established
as a boundary between TF 3-5 Car and TF 1-61 Inf (1) b TF 1-61 Inf (M) conducted
search and clear operations north of the boundary while TF 3-5 Cav conducted search
and clear operations in the southern portion of AO GREEN.

(5) Significant contact was never reestablished with the enerW although
several small contacts were made on 2 and 3 March. By the evening of 3 March TF
3-5 Cav returned to Con Thien and 0-2 while TF 1-61 Inf (M) continued search and
clear operations in the iestern half of AO GREEI until 060800iH Mari 69 when the
battalion retwrned to LZ Sharon.

(6) Results:

a. Enemy: During the battle of Cam Hung the enerV lost 118 ITA KIA and 13
individual and eight (8) crew served weapons captured. In addition, 212 mortar
rounds (104 - 60mmp 90 - 82mra and 18 - 122mm) were captured.

bk Friendly: Personnel losses were three (3) US KIA and 35 US ITIA. Seven (7)
personnel carriors and six (6) tanks vere damaged (Most of the damage was inflicted
by ariti-tank mines).

c' Docmtients captured during the battle indicate that two (2) battalions of
the I7th •VA PRegt mre in the Cam Hung area during the battle. Lfter the first two
lays of the battle the enerm moved northwest into the DJM, and could not be per-
nied.

e. Task Force Remagen (16 March - 29 April): Task Force Remagen was an armor/
7..- Infantry task force which opened Route 9 to iKho Sanh3 and conducted reconnais-
caice in force and strike operations on the KG2e Sanh Plain. From 16 March to 11
&,ril TF Remagon was controlled by TF 1-77 Armor and from 11 April through 29 April
it was controlled by TF 1-61 Inf (Ii). Although TF R1emagen was OPCON to TF HOTEL,
and it extended seven (7) cays beyond the period of this report; it is felt to
have been a significant mechanized operation and is included, in its entirety in
this report.

(1) Background:

(a) Intelligence:

1. Enomry strength and disposition in the area of operations was unknown prior
to starting the operation. Intelligence did indicate that highway 926, which
connected north-south Route 92 in Laos with enemy base areas in Vietnam entering
RVN at XD780234 and running• east to XD985299 was bein- L1:ed by the NVA to transport
men anc- materials into South Vietnam y wvhea-ed hicles V. Arrial 1hotos showed
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the road to be in good con tion with signs of recent heavy use. In addition,
marine reconnaissance t-beams had reported hearing tracked vehicles along Route 926
during the hours of darkness, and aerial observers had, on several occasions during
the latter part of February and the first of Narch, reported suspected tracked
vehicle movement along the same routei It was believed that the tracked vehlicles,
if they did in fact exist, were prime movers for supply and or artillery convoys,
but the possibility did exist that thd enemy had moved tanks into the area (Enemy
tanks had struck the Lang Vei' Special Forces Cemp along Route 9 thirteen (13)
kilometers north of Route 926. during the 1968 seige of Khe SaAnh.

2. Upon first entering the area around the Kho Sanh (XD862398), on 19 March
69, elements of the Task Force fpund only signs of the 1968 seige. As the Task
Force pushed on closer to the LaotianBorder, its lead elements passed through the
Lang Vei Special Forces Camp (XD79h361). Four PT76 tanks, all of whvich had been
destroyed, were found at that location along with an abundance of old aimunitions
and destroyed equipment of both NVA and friendly forces. No signs of recent acti-
vity were apparent. Not until the lead elements reached the Xe Pen River (vicinity
n)7803h0), on 20 March 1969, were there any signs of recent activity. At this point
fresh footprints in the river bottom indicated possible platoon sized elements had
been in the area within the last 24 hours. Aerial observers reported signs of
recent activity all along the Xe Pon River on the Laotian side of the border, Such
signs as gardens, corrals, and fish nets along the banks of the river were seen by
the load eloments of the Task Force. Throughout the period of 23 Mar 69 through
29 April 1969, elerients of the Task Force spotted vehicle lights and a large
a.otnt of anti-aircraft fire almost nightly in the vicinity of the Co Roc Mountains
(XD740317). Intelligonce reports, red haze and reports form aerial observers
operating in the vicinity of TF Remageh during the hours of darkness all indicated
Lat there was a large enc,y force encaxied west of the Co Roc (The enemy force

ias believed to be the 304th 11VA Division).

3. The dominating terrain feature in the area of the operations south of
'e 9 wams the Co Roe. The Co Roc is a granite ridge in Laos that runs along the

o ...r from MD725348 southeast to IM768321 and then south to XM753270. Varv-ing
iu height from 850 meters to 515 meters above sea level the Co Roe is about 300
meters higher than the IGe Sanh Plain and the crest of the ridge is only one to
three kilometers inside Laos. From their privileged sanctuary high atop the Co
Roe the enemy was able to direct mortar fire on Task Force Remagen as it moved
towamrd Route 926, and with artillery the enemy could control the majority of the
iKhe Sanh Plain. Other than the Co Roc the terrain in the area of operations was
of two types: high steep mountains, and gently rolling plateau covered with elep-
hant grass. The high steep mountains were characterized by dense undergrowth and
nuParous mountain streams Vt:zat were found on the eastern and northern portions
of the area. The slopes of the mountains were a challenge to track vehicles and
exceeded sitty percent (60%) in many cases; See Inclosure 1 (Area of Operations).
The platoau ran generally from the iKhe Sanh area and to the south along the Xe
Pon River under the Co Roc with elephant grass up to fifteen (15) feet high cover-
ing the reomaindor of the area. Erosion has caused many gullies running from the
mountains, west into the Xe Pen RWver. Cover and corcealament mwas good for clismoun-
ted troops. th2ooxghout the area and rc ealen-t for tr2cked vehicles would have been
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good along the Xe Pen River, where the trees and surrounding vegetation e=ceeded
100 feet in height in most areas, except that the area was so dry that the vehicles
could be easily spotted by the dust that they stirred up as they moved.

4. The weather for the period 16 March to 12 April was extremly dry with no
rain. Heat inversion caused the visibility to be only fair during the period of
26 Mar 69 to 30 Mar 69. The reduced visibility was an asset on the Laotian
border. Temperatures ranged from the mid 90ts to 105OF during the period. *
Throughout the operation the weather in the pass east of Khe Sanh and running east
by northeast was characterized by low clouds and fog which lasted until mid morn-
ing each day. This condition hindered any aircraft from entering the area of
operations prior to 1000 hours. During the last two weeks the weather turned
cool and several rain storms created trafficability problems in the mountainous
area.

(2) Operation Maine Crag: Based on the reports of heavy enemy vehicular
traffic along Route 926, and the reports of possible tracked vehicle movements
in the area, the 3D Marine Division launched Operation Maine Crag on 15 March 1969.
Operation Maine Crag was designed to be a regimental size search and clear operat-
ion along the eastern portion of Route 926 and around the Laotian Salient in
Quang Tri Province. The 3D Marine Regt landed on IZs Saigon (XD815275), Paris
(xD808236), Hanoi (XD802310) and Sparrow (70O50648). The Marines moved east along
Route 926 searching for possible enemy storage areas trying to find where all of
the traffic along Route 926 had terminated.

(3) Mission: The mission of TF Remagen was to open Route 9 to Khe Sanh, cut
Route 926 in support of the 3d Marine Regiment's operation Maine Crag, protect
the 3d Marine Regiment from an attack by an enemy armor thrust from Laos, conduct
reconnaissance in force operations on the Khe Sanh Plain and to conduct strike
oprerations as directed by Task Force Hotel.

(4) Concept of operation:

(a) Task Force Romagon was to stage at Ca Lu (YD015455) on 16 March and
boginning on the morning of 17 March the Task Force was to move west opening
Rouite 9 to iMe Sanh. The move to Khe Sanh was to be a deliberate move with the
scouts and engineers clearing the road of mines and obstacles, the mech infantry
securing the high ground along the route, and the artillery displacing as needed
to cover the lead elements of the Task Force. After the lead elements opened -the
route the tank company and command group vere to proceed through to "Kch Sanha
From Ca Lu to IGce Sanh 21.91am of Route 9 is nothing but a turning, twisting road
cut out of the side of a steep ridgeline. In short, 21.9km of Route 9 is perfect
ambush country and TF Remagen was not going to take any chances. After arriving
at IGhe Sanh the task force was to proceed south as rapidly as possible to cut
Route 926 and protect the exposed flank and rear of the 3d Marine Regt from any
possible enemy armor thrust from Laos. Because of the need to get astride Route
926 rapidly the task force would have to move along the relatively easy terrain
at the base of the Co Roc. Once astride Route 926 TF eruagen was to conduct search
and alonr ovar rtionn scath of the -ighway and along the Laotian border.
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(b) Another objective of Task Force Remagen was. to give the enemy cause to
think about the vulnerability of any equipment or units that he might try and
move from Laos into Quang Tri using the main avenues of approach into the province.
By demonstrating the ability of a mech/armor force to operate in the difficult
terrain around -d to the bouth of Io &.n1h tU-i eneiV To•ud not onay rev2,ie the
vulnerability of his infiltration routes, but the vulnerability of his main lines
of communications in Laos to an armored thrust would also became quite apparent.

(c) It was decided that TF Remagen would operate at Khe Sanh without a ground
line of comrmunications. Because of the length of the road from Ca Lu to IMe Sanh,
the distance tht the task force planned to move fran Khe Sanh while operating
in the a'cea and the limited combat power available to the task force it was
decided not to waste cQabat .o•mr on-V th'secuitdty of reA~ll)y oporations. 11 re-

supp2y to includ all gas, oil and replo"wiant paxts for the vehicles ias to be
accoplshed or-by air.

(5) Execution:

(a) At 0600 hrs on 17 March TF Remagen departed Ca Lu for Khe Sanh. The
scout platoon of the 1st Bnp 77th Armor supported by the attached engineer
platoon, dozers and AVIB's led the way. Progress was slow but steady as bypasses
around dostroyed bridges were constructed, AVLB's were used repeatedly to span
washouts and fallen bridges and the road was swept for mines. The scouts reached
JD921419 at 2015 hrs and established a night defensive position at that location.
At 180600H ILarch the scouts and engineers resumed their operations westward. B
Companyj let Bnl 61st Inf (1bch) simultaneously displaced from Ca Lu and moved to
secure the hich ground vic XD935410. At 1530 hrs Btry C, 1st Bn, 4Oth Artillery
(105 SP) displaced from Ca Lu to XD921419 to provide fire support for the Task
Force elements which now extended along Route 9 from XDl913h03 east to Ca Lu. By
nightfall, the scout platoon had crossed the last barrier to heavy traffic and
n,ont the night on the lKhe Sanh Plateau. Their arrival on the plateau marked

±e reopening of Route 9 for armored traffic. A prodigious amount of engineering
-. :ort had been required in the first two days. Thirteen (13) bypasses were

constructed, the AVLB's had been launched and recovered six (6) times, and enemy
anti-tank mines were discovered and destroyed in two locations along the route.
C Company, 1st Bn, 77th Armor began moving west on Route 9 at 190800H Mar 69.
The Task Force Comnand Group and combat trains followed 0/1-77 Armor. The march
went without incident, and all task force elements had closed on the plateau
within five (5) hours. Lead elements of the task force reached Khe Sanh City by
noon, where they were visited by LTG Stilwell, -MIV Corps Commander.

(b) On 20 March TF Remagen moved through the abandoned Special Forces camp at
Lang Vei (XD795363) and then turned south along the Laotian border toward Highway
996. At 1520 hrs on 25 March Tm C linked up with /11-3 Marines in the vicinity
of Highway 926 and established a night position at M9777236. Team B passed
through Team C at 1700 hrs and spent the night at XD807236. The battalion 4.2 in
mortar platoon and the engineers displaced to XD799225 to support the teams.
Team C placed an ambush at the poi•t diere Hig•i~r 926 enters South Vietnam after
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crossing the Xe Pon River. This ambush engaged 3 to 5 enemy moving through the
ford site and the ene~i returned fire. A search of the area the following morn-
ing rovealed blood trails and two 82mm mortar rounds were found at XD780242.

(c) From 26 - 29 March 1969, both teams conducted extensive search and destroy
operations north and south of Route 926 from the Laotian border to the vicinity
of the Laotian S3alienti Approximately 100 square kilometers were searched with
negative results. Highway 926 was found to be a good dry highway for wheeled
vehicles. Observation of the Laotian side of the river revealed numerou.s hutsp
bunkers and trails. On the night of 29 Mar Team 0 started north back to Khe Sanh.

(d) At 300720H Mar 69, Team B and the battalion mortar platoon began moving
north. They wore attacked at 0836 hrs vicinity XD778239 by an unknown sized
enery force. One tank was damaged by an anti-tank mine, and another was struck by
a RPG. Team D returned the fire and swept the area. Three (3) enemy bodies were
found. Team D suffered three (3) munded in action and both damaged tanks were
repaired in their field locations. Team C had sent a tank platoon, preoed[ed by
a mine sweep team, in reaction to Team B's firefLight. Following the minesweep
team, the lead tank struck what was estimated to be two Chinese Communist plastic
AT mines stacked one on top of the other. The detonation blew sections of the

,j3 ometers from the vehicle, and left a crater seven feet in diameter by
±our feet deep. While securing the damaged tank, and sweeping the area, Team C
discovered and destroyed a large enemy cache at XD790255. The cache contained
the following:

82mmi mortar rounds 1120 with fuzes
S60mm mortar rounds 218 with fuzes
75mm recoiless rifle rounds 86
.51 Cal Wo rounds 3500
37mm rounds 20
7.62mm rounds 1500
I-PG boosters 25
Chicom Lt Ml 1
IK-47 ammunition 3400
RPG - 2 2
Chicom grenades 2
Mount, .51 Cal ir 2
Gas Nask 300
Plastic anti-tarnk mine 1

Team B passed through Team C and moved north to a night position at XD765292
widile Team 0 secured the badly damaged tank. The following morning (310615H Mar
69) Team B took approximately 100 rds of 82mm mortar, resulting in one (1) friendly
KIA and six (6) WIA. Counter-battery fire from C/1-40 Arty was placed on the
suspected mortar position in Laos and the enemy ceased fire at 0654 hrs. At 0855
hrs Team C took three (3) rounds of 82mm from the Laotian side of the river but
there were no casualties. At 1215 hrs Team C came under mortar and RPG fire. A
VTR from D Company, 1-77 Armor took a RPG direct hit, detonating six (6) LAt's
stored inside resulting in one (1) K•I,, four (h) TIL:, arnd a toblta loss of the VTR.
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Team C returned fire with tank guns3 supp5ýssing the eAemy fire.

(e) From 2 through 6 April 1969 the Task Force was involved in extracting
the damaged vehicles and in relocating back to the vicinity of IChe Sanh where
extensive maintenance was performed. It limst be remembered that all of the repla-
cement parts, to include tracks and power packss had to be delivered by air.

(f) On 7 April the Task Force moved north to conduct a recomnaissance in
force toward LZ Alpine (XD755530) with Team C while Team B conducted search and
clear operations iest-northwest of the Mhe Sanh airfield. By being able to move
from IGhe Sanh to Alpine the armor/mech force domonstrated that armor is capable
of geotting astride all three of the main routes of infiltration into Quang Tri
Province from Laose

(g) On 9 April an accident occurred at Vandergrift Combat Base. Late in the
afternoon a Marine CH-46 crashed and burned placing the Division's forward logis0
tical support area (LSA) out of operation. The LSA at Vandergrift was the sole
means of support for TF Remagen, the 3d Marine RPegt and the hth Marino Regt. The
LSA remainod closed on the 10th and did not reopen until 11 April. Operations
by TF Remagen were able to continue unabated.

(h) On the night of 10 April 1969, after the LSA had been closed all day,
G/l-40 Arty secured by the battalion headquarters tank section and the scout
platoon moved to XD811369 and conducted an artillery raid. Targets consisted of
40 to 50 vehicle lights vic XD780280, vehicle lights at XD761328, ID772318, and
grids XD770310, XD770300.. The battery fired 1149 1I0, 95 VP, and 70 VT rounds.
There m0ere 45 secondary explosions, including 6 lar6e flashes. One large fire was
started.

(i) On 11 April the 1st Dn, 61st Inf (M1) relieved the 1st Bn., 77th Armor as
the control headquarters of TF Remagen. At 1345 hrs the command group, scout

etoon, mortar platoon and support elements of the 1st Dn, 77th Armor departed
T Sanh aid after a 97.61am road march the last elements arrived at LZ Nancy at

2030 hours. When the slet Dn, 61st Inf (M) arrived at IGhe Sanh it brought with
it /1-61 Intf (1M), A/1-77 Armnuor, the scout and mortar platoons of the 1st Bn.
61st Inf (M-), a self propelled 155mm howitzer battery (3 howitzers) and two (2)
Marine 8 inch howitzers. The 8 inch howitzers broke domwn before they reached Ca
Lu and A/1-77 Armor had to drag them to Khe Smanh after dark.

(j) After arrival at IKhe Sanh A/1-61 Inf (M) moved toward LZ Alpine to conduct
search and clear opertbions south of the LZ while B/1-61 Inf (M14) and 0/1-77 Armor
conducted search and clear operations in the vicinity of IGKho Sanh. On the 13th
A/1-77 Armor began to move directly south toward IZ Saigon (XD815275) and Route
926 attempting to find a way through the mountainous terrain that would allow the
Task Force to move between Route 926 and Khe Sanh without moving along the base of
the Co Roc.

(k) While A/14-77 Armor moved south the remaindor of the task force made a
dash for the Laotian border. Eloy 2.0. , ... ~tiley andc ardvancing g directly
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west frman io Sanh the mech/armor force moved tcnard the border attempting to
make the enemy believe that his lines of communications in Laos were in danger,
and that he would be attacked in his sanctuary. The enemy did not react to the
feint.

(1) On 15 April B/1-61 Inf (M) and 0/1-77 Annor departed Khe Sanh for LZ
Sharon and LZ Nancy respectively. As the coipanies reached Ca Lu the columns
split. All inoperable vehicles were moved along Route 9 to Dong H• arndL then
down Route 1 to their final destination while the remainder of the companies
moved through the newly opened Ba Loig valley road. As B/1-61 Inf (M) and
C/1-77 Armor departed IGhe Sanh the two (2) 8 inch howitzers that had accompanied
TF 1-61 Inf (M) on its move to Khe Sanh were returned to Vandergrift Combat Base.

(m) On 19 April the 2d Troop, 7th ARV1• Cayv reinforced by the Recon Co, let
ARVN Regt moved from Camp Evans to Ca Lu. The following day the ARVN moved to Ihe
Sanh and was placed under the operational control of TF Remagen. After arriving
at Khe Sanh the IJVN conducted search and clear operations north of the airfield
and then west toward the Laotian border .

(n) On 21 April A/1-77 Armor reached Highway 926. After spending the night
astride the highway, A/1-77 Armor returned to LZ Saigon while A/l-61 Inf (M)
moved through the tank company, turned east on Highway 926 and conducted search
and clear operations near the Laotian Salient in the vicinity of nD885225.

(o) On the 23d the elements of TF Remagen that had been working along Highway
926 began their move back to IGe Sanh. The last element returned to Ihe Sanh on
24 April and the Task Force performed maintenance in preparation for its scheduled
move to LZ Sharon on 26 April.

(p) At 0330 hours on 25 April an estimated MVA battalion attacked the 2d
Troop, 7th AVIT Cav which was located at XD812410 The attack started with a
i.avy mortar barrage which lasted for about one hour (One mortar round landed
r.oar the FDC track of C/1-40 Arty killing the battery exe cutive officer and w!und-
ang every man in the FDC). Following the mortar fire the enemy attacked the ARVN
position using RPG's, small arms fire, automatic weapons fire, flamethrowers and
small satchel charges# At 0600 hours the enemy broke contact leaving behind 33
IVA ICA. A further search of the area resulted in the capture of 3 AK-47s. four
(4) B40 launchers, one (1) D41 launcher, two (2) IMs, one (1) bangalore torpedo,
two (2) pole charges, 50 ChiGom grenades, 300 8.atchel charges and one (1) flame-
thrower. Friendly casualties were: eight (8) ARIV ICT.A, 40 AIrLVN 'IA, one (1)
Australian advisor KIA, two (2) US advisors WIA, two (2) US KIA, and three (3)
US 1IlA. Three (3) ARVN personnel carriers were destroyed and one (1) tank from
£/1-77 Armor was damaged.

(q) The move from Khe Sanh was postponed until 28 April to allow Task Force
Temagen time to conduct a thorough search for the enemy. At 0300 bra on the 28th
the enemy attacked once again. This time the main attack was directed against
Co A, 1st Bn, 61st Iaf (M) which was located at -XD3ý390. The comparny was alerted
just prior to the start of the attack by a listeitg pest wbich spryg an am:bush
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on the enemy as th#y were moving into position. The enemy attack was supported
by RPG, mortar, small armnus and automatic weapons fire. Throwing satchel charges
and using flame devices the enemy charged from the southwest but was munable to
penetrate the perimeter. At approximate3f 0540 hours the enemy broke contact and
disappeared into the night. While A/1-61 Inf (M) was under attack both 2/7 AMVN
and the Task Force CP were probed by the enemy ground forces. 2/? ARVN moved to
£/1-61 Inf (M) location and swept the area. The day was spent attempting to
regain contact and at 1100 hrs C/1-11 Inf was air assaulted into an IZ near the
Khe Sanh airfield. Contact wams not re-established.

1. Friendly casualties were five (5) KIA and 35 IfIA. In addition, two (2)
105m, SP howitzers and one 1548 cargo carrier were damaged while one (1) M113A3
personnel carrier, one (1) M48A3 tank, one (1) water trailer and one (1) P548
were destroyed (One of the M548s was loaded with 105mm ammunition ifhich exploded
causing most of the friendly casualties).

2. The enemy lost 34 NVA KIA and abandoned the following equipment: 15 AK-47s,
one TI) RTPD, two (2) RM-2s, 500 satchel charges and V6 B-40 rounds.

(r) Enemy inits involved in the contacts of 25 and 28 April have been
identified as elements of the 57th and 9th egts,. 304th NVA DIV.

(s) At 0700 hrs on 29 April TF Remagen began its move from Khe Sanh back to
its home base. Because of the enemy attacks on the 25th and 28th it was antici-
pated that the enemy had mined the road from Khe Sanh to Ca Lu and that he might
try and attack the Task Force uidle it was on the road. The move to Ca Lu was
slow and careful but by 1246 hours the lead element had reached Ca Lu without
incident and by 2150 hours the last vehicle returned to LZ Sharon, a distance of
80 grueling kilometers.

(6) For forty-seven (47) days an armor/mech force had operated in the north-
.c torn mountains of South Vietnam along the Laotian border. Except for the
-.-ly morning hours of 25 and 28 April no major battles were fought, but the 1st

Dde, 5th Inf Div (M) had proved that armor can operate in difficult terrain over
extended distances without a ground line of oommnications.

f. Montana Mauler (22 March - 2 1,ril): By 22 March available information
indicated that elements of the 27th UVA Regt were again operating in the area in
which the Dattle of Cam Hung had been fought earlier in the month. During the
period 15 - 22 March the Can Lo (D0128595) area and Route 9 from Cam Lo to Vander-
grift Combat Dase (YD000490) experienced a significant increasq in enemy activity
dwhich was characterized by minings, harassing mortar fire, rG fire, small arms
fire and numerous enemy sightings4 The nature of the enemy a9tivities indicated
that the 27th Regt probably had the mission of interdicting Route 9. To determine
the enemy situation and attempt to eliminate the onemy threat to Route 9 a recon-
naissance in force operation was to be conducted by TF 3-5 Cay.. TF 3-5 Ca0 was to
move through the Khe Chua Valley searching the draws, conducting reconnaissance by
fires and attempting to gain contact with elements of the 27th 11A RIegt that were
believed to be oparating tganyea. The general trace of the reconnaissance in
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force was to be as follows: YD143616, YD00m620, Ymo00600, XD965595, XD980570,
and XD98555h.

(1) Operation Montana Mauler began on 22 March when TF 3-5 Cav departed
02 and headed through the IGe Chua Valley. Initially Montana Mauler was a
reconnaissance in force operation in which a cavalry squadron using two armored
cavalry troops, a combat engineer platoon and two light infantry platoons searched
for the eneo•y, located him and developed the situation for the Brigade. Once
the situation had been developed the Brigade then committed two light infantry
battalions (one US and one ARVN) to assault the eneiWis position mad destroy
him in place. As the infantry closed with the enemy the cavalry withdrew from
the area of imnediate contact and moved around the friendly forces to the oppo-
site side of the battle area to assume a screening mission in order to protect
the infantry battalions from enemy attacks launched from within the DMZ.

(2) During the first two days of the operation enemy contact was frequent
but sporadic. On the third day TF 3-5 Cay encountered the primary defensive
positions of the enemy. Two (2) companies were entrenched in camouflaged bun-
kers at i3TO46624 and 0DO41616 with a light screening force established between
the two positions. I/3-9 Marines air assaulted into the battle during the
afternoon and was placed OPGON to TF 3-5 Cay. Fighting was heavy on the 24th
mntil the late afternoon when the enemy, now estimated to be a battalion in
strength, began to diminish his attacks. During the evening of 24 March it was
decided that the situation had been sufficiently developed by TF 3-5 Cay to
commit two (2) companies and the battalion headquarters of the 1st Dn, 11th Inf
to the fight.

(3) During the afternoon Of 25 March ALand B Companies and the bittalion
hoadquartors of the Ist Dni 11th- If air assaulted into an LZ on the high ground
north of the previous d;ay's battle (mDO43623). The battalion (-) landed wTith-
out incident and throughout the day c6ntact was light and sporadic for both
tottnliPons. "The lack of contact in the valley on 25 March gave cause to suspect
t sat. the 1TVA had moved north. Accordingly plans were made for the 1st Dn, l1th
Lnf (-), with 1/3-9 Harines OPCON, to move north to regain contacti

(4) 26 March turned out to be the first of four (4) days of heavy fighting
f or the 1st Dn, 11th Inf1. At 0330 hrs the battalion was attacked by small arms'
automatic weapons, RPG I s and moitar fire from the north, west and east. .A t
0800 hrs the battalion jumped off in the attack and almost immediately contact
was gained. Air .strikes and artillery pounded the enemyr positions, but with
each pass the fighter aircraft received a heavy volume of automatic weapons fire
and the enemy refused to budge. 1After experiencing great difficulty with the
enemy and the heat (the first tire since October that the weather had been' hot;
105oF) the 1-ll I'f returned to their positions of the previous night and
prepared to resume the attack on the 27tht

(5) The'lst Dn, 11th Inf began to attack north at 0715 hrs on 27 March.
A and D Co's met strong resistace buit by noon the eneri had been rooted out
of his bunkers oh the i•.termediate- objective and Ci 1). IThf .wa:- air assaulted
into a position n6rth of the. main enemy position (hll 208 at =04h36h).

cotP 1
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(a) As C 1-11 Inf air assaulted into their LZ it was immediately brought
under intense enemy mortar fire from the northwest. The company commander was
wounded and evacuated and the mortar attack did not stop until air strikes could
be placed on thp mortar positions.

(b) During the afternoon A and B Cob's pressed on and seized their objec-
tives, but the enemy immediately counterattacked each company. By 1717 hours
the enemy attacks rere repulsed but the price had been high. B Co lost all
of its officers, e=ept for its FO who commanded the company throughout the
afternoon. At 1800 hrs the two platoons of D/1-11 Inf that had been with the
3D Sqdn, 5th Car moved to reinforce B/1-11I Inf.

(c) The day had cost the 1st Bn, 11th Inf 13 KIA, one (1) KOS KIA and 30
•IA. Enemy casualties for the day were 120 NVA KIA.

(6) 28 March was devoted to cleaning up small pockets of enemy resistance,
resupply and reorganization. Although no major engagements took place the casu-
alties remained high. The lst En, 11th Inf suffered one (1) KIA and 46 WIA
while 68 NVA were killed.

(a) Since the 26th the 3-5 Cay had remained in the IKhe Chua Valley. On
the 28th the squadron was given the mission of moving to the right flank of
the battle area to be in a position on the 29th to support 0/1-11 Inf on Hill 208
(M403644). The cavalry moved into position, and during the night A Troop
received two (2) probing attacks.

(b) During the course of the battle on 28 March it became evident that
the Brigade did not have the forces in the battle area to completely encircle
the enemy and prevent his escape. Coordination was made with the 2nd ARVN Regt,
let ARVIT Div and it was decided to commit the 1st Bn, 2d ARVN Regt/ to the
cporation. Plans called for the battalion to be air assaulted on to Hill 262
(YM031664) during the morning of 29 March in an attempt to block escape routes.

(7) 29 March was the last day of heavy fighting.

(a) Action was initiated when D/1-11 Inf, moving to secure a position in
support of an air assault by I/3-9 Marines, was engaged by an NVA force in a
bunker complex. Nontoxic riot control agents, air strikes and small arms fires
were all used to root the enemy out of his positions. While the air assault
of I/3-9 Marines was in progress elements of A/l-11 Inf, which had been moving
north along a ridge (YW036635), came under heavy counterattack by an estimated
NVA Company. The onemy attacked from the north and attempted to cut off the
lead platoon. As B/1-11 moved to reinforce A Co both companies came under heavy
mortar attack. The enemy attack was beaten off, but throughout the remainder
of the day the 1st Bn, 11th Inf continued to receive sporadic mortar fire*

(b) The planned air assault of Hill 262 by the Ist Bn, 2d ARVN Regt w,as
changed and the 1st and 3d Companies la~dd on an M at DO63646 while the
2d and hth Companies o -n LZ at YDO67655.. r landing, 1-2 ARVN moved
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toward the southern boundary of the DM in an attempt to cut off the enemy
escape routes* Only sporadic contact was made by the ARVN battalion during
the day.

(c) Results for 29 March wre: 19 friendly WIA., 45 enemy KI& and two
(2) enemy 82mn mortars destroyed.

(8) On the 30th and 31st of March the 1st Bn, 11th Inf searched the battle
area while 1-2 ARVN moved to and searched along the southern edge of the DMZ
west of Con Thien from DO55685 to M035675. TF 3-5 Cay, reinforced by the
3d GCo, 2d Bn, 2d ARVE Regt screened the northern flank of the battle area and
maintained a one troop reaction force at Con Thien. Significant ground con-
tact was not reestablished by the lst Bn, 11th Inf or the 3d Sqdn, 5th Cav but
at 1102 hrs vic 1D026665 the 2d and hth Co's 1st Bn, 2d AR•N Regt made contact
with an estimated enemy Go (-). The enemy broke contact at 1530 bra leaving
15 dead behind; the ARVN suffered no friendly KIA's.

(9) The last two days of Operation Montana Mauler, 1 and 2 April, were
without contact. The 1st Bn, 11th Intf conducted search and clear operations
back over the battle area moving east-southeast looking for bypassed enemy
positions and personnel. 1-2 ARVN continued its search along the southern
boadndary of the EFZ and then joined TF 1-11 Inf and searched the northern half
of the battle area. TF 3-5 Gay contirnued to screen the northern flank.

(10) During Operation Montana Mauler the 1st Inf Bde, 5th Inf Div (M) had
been in contact with at least two battalions of the 27th NA Rest. Documents
captured during Operation Montana Matler identified the 3d and hth Co's, let Bn
and 2d and 3rd Co's 3rd Bn, 27th NVA Regt. The losses suffered by the 27th
Regt have greatly reduced the combat effectiveness of the Regt and indications
are that the Regt has returned to North Vietnam. Since the completion of
0-::eration Montana Miauler enemy initiated incidents in the Cam Lo area and along

-. 9 have significantly decreased.

(11) Results:

(a) Friendly Casualties:

AmY USMO IXLVN CUMULATIVE
KIh 217rT cs) 1 0 22
IL, 150 11 10 ' 171

DOW 2 0 0 2

(b) Enemy Casualties:

(1) Cumulative: KI.: 274 HOI CHAIMH: 0
PW: 0 IWD: 31
GIVDEF: 0 CSWG: 17

(2) Inflicted b5 U FoS 1ocd

P, 0 IW: 17
CIVDEF: 0 CSWC: 6
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(3) Inflicted by ARVN.

KIAk 28 HOI CiIAIHM 0
PW: 0 IWO: 14
CRrDEFI. 0 OSWC: 11

g. Ellis Ravine (8 April - 15 April): On 8 April the let Inf Bde, 5th Inf
Div (M) began a combined search and clear, and road building operation in the
Ba Long Valley west of Quang Tri City. The operation was conducted in coordin-
ation and cooperation with the lst and 2d AMVN Regts and lasted until 15 April.

(1) Elements of the Brigade that participated in the operation were the
let Bn, 11th Inf and the 3d Sqdn, 5th Cay. The let Bn, 11th Inf -was reinforced
by the addition of one Cav Troop (A/h-12 Cay) and an engineer platoon (reinf)
from the organic Brigade Engineer Company (A/7 Engr), while the 3d Sqdn, 5th Cav
consisted of A and B Troops 3-5 Cav, D/1-1 Inf and a reinforced engineer platoon
from A/7 Engr..

(2) TF 3-5 Car moved to Ca Lu (YD015455) on 7 April and began operations
into the valley from the west. TF 1-11 Inf departed LZ Sharon on 8 April and
entered the valley from the east. The task forces conducted reconnaissance in
force and search and clear operations designed to destroy the enemy and his
caches in the valley. As the battalions moved into the valley they built a road
from Phuoc Non (YD308469) to Ca Lu. On 11 April the engineer platoons opened
the road to tracked vehicles but much work remained to be done before the road
was passable to wheeled vehicles. On 13 April TF 3-5 Car departed the valley
for operations in "Leatherneck Square" and TF 1-11 Inf remained in the valley
until 15 April when the road had been made passable to wheeled vehicles. The
only enemy contact during the operation by elements of the Brigade was made on
13 April when 2/B/1-11 Inf spotted two (2) VC on a trail and killed one of them.

(3) While the D3de was building the road the 2d ARVN Regt landed one
rttalion at LZ Holcomb (YDl19432) and conducted search and clear operations

in the mountains north of the Ba Long Valley (See inclosuzre 6) . South of
the Valley the let LIVN Regt landed one battalion at LZ Davis-Hill (YD253290)
and conducted search and clear operations toward the north. No major contacts
were gained by either Regiment.

(4) Ellis Ravine had not resulted in the destruction of any enemy forces
or caches, but an alternate supply route was opened between Quang Tri Combat
Base and Vandergnrift Combat Base.

h. Civic Action Operations: Civic action operations in the AO were con-
ducted in close Poordination and cooperation with the hamlet , village, district
and province officials. Because of the battles of Cam Hung and Montana Mauler,
and the effort involved in TF Remagen the Brigade was unable to devote very
much of its time and effort to civic action. The following was accomplished:

(1) Major GVNI projects supported:

(a) Security ope RcDE ASgE and hamlet elections
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(b) Participation in the 1969 Pacification Development Plan (PDP).

1. After an analysis of the 1969 PDP some routine, recurring civic action act-
ivitres were re-obiented to align with designated pacification areas.

2. Pending the outcome of a. survey being conducted in the PDF hamlets. the
Brigade initiated several civic action projects specifically requested by PDP
hamlets.

(2) Routine Projects

(a) Road repair and construction

1. Renovation of approximately 10 kilometers of route 560.

2. Renovation of 3 kilometers of road leading from QL-l to La Vangs making
it p]assble to wheeled vehicle traffic.

(b) Bridge construction-

1. Two bridges constructed on.Route 560.

2. Two bridges constructed in Nbua Le Village.s

3. One bridge at Gia Dang

4. One bridge at Vinh Lai*

(c) Support of Charitable Organizations

1. Thanh Ghia Orphanage

2.s Tri Buu Orphanage

(d) Support of schools throughout the Brigade AO in minor and major construct-
ion and supply of school commoditiese

(e) Medical assistance through NMCAPS, IDMEWTaPS, Vbmnic•ations and use of a
mobile clinic.

1. 6822 Vietnamese treated at OEDCAP8.

2. 222 Vietnamese treated at DENTCLPS.

3. 2820 Immmnizations administered*

4, 39 more serious cases evacuated to the Quang Tri Provincial Hospital.

(f> Comrodity dist I -

1. 10,19a pounds ot F P
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24 3314 pounds of soap,

3. 79 pounds of clothihg.

10. (0) RESULTSt

a. Friendly Losses:

(1) Personnels

K•As 4 Off, 45 EM•
WIA (minor): -0 Off, 45 2M
WI=(s):17 Off, 208 EM
MIAS 0 Off, 0 EM
Captured: 0 Off. 0 EM
N H Death: 0 Off, 4 EM
N H Injury: 2 0ffj 24 EM

(2) Materiel Losses: The following equipment combat losses ore sustained
during the conduct of Operation lst Inf Bde, 5th Inf Div AO. Items listed include
only major items of equipment.

ITEM AMOUNT LOST

Tank, M4843
Cadbat Engineer Vehicle
Personnel Carrier, M213A1
Carrier, Flamethrover
Mortar Carrier, 1125A
Recovery Vehicle, 188
Xenon Searchlight
Racdio Set, A/VR 53
Radio Set, iw/VRC 46
Radio Set, A0PRC 47
Radio Set, AN/PRO 25
Radio Set, AN/GRC 125
Machine Gun, Cal .50o
Machine Gun, M-60
Water Trailer
Truck, - Ton, M151AI
Truck, 3/4 Tcn, M37131

3
1
6
1
1I

1
1
2I
1
2
2

12

3
1
1

b. Ene~r Losses:

UTA KIA: 475
VC KIA: 40
NVA DIS: 23
VC DIS: 22
NVA POWs 9
VC POW: 1L
VO Returneel 7 ( atKe Sanh)

CKI0tIULI UL
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Dotainoos: 26
CIV DEF1 5

(2) Enemy Materiel Losses:

Individual Weapons: 124.
Crew Served Wbaponst 40
82=m Mortar Rounds: 1459
60mm Mortar Rounds 482~
RPG Rounds: 262
120mm Mortar Rounds: 19
140mm Mortar Roundst 1
60m Mortar Base Plates:. 2
AT Mines- 31
Satchel Charges (Small) 800
60mm Mortar Sight: 1
Chicom Grenades: 236
Transister Radio: 1
OhiCoit Radio w/ Earphone -and tAntenna: I
Flamethroweri 1
NVA Gas Masks: 304
WVA Packst I2
Entrenching Tools: 31

co Due to operational requirements and weather, searches were not conducted
in all areas where artillery missions were fired.

d. No signific ant amounts of US manufactured items were recovered.

11. (C) AD.INISTRATION and LOGISTICS:

a. Administration:

(1) The major activity in the personnel area consisted of the continuamce of
the Brigade Infusion Program. that willbe coRpleted by 30 Ayril 1969. The only
facet incomplete or not in the final stages at the time of this report is the
infusion program for senior non-commiissioned officers which is controlled by HQSS
USAR•V.

(2) On 15 January, the lst Brigade Finance Office assumed the responsibility
of the payroll for an addictional 4,500 non-divisional army personnel in Northern
I Corps. The 64th Finance Section was placed under the operational control of the
Brigade Finance Office due to the additional work loade During January -and Feb-
ruary approximately 9,500 personnel were paid by the Brigade. On 15 March 1969
the 64th Finance Section assumed ocmplete responsibility for paying the 4,500 non.
divisional army personnel and the Brigade was relieved of this responibility.

(3) The Brigade Civ.ilian Personnel Section eve•mer administrative control of
the lst Brigade Ki .-CarsDon Scoujt r e 1 t its r-•sources, was
assigned administrative control of the scouts rather t uer the more custom~y
control of the 8-3. or 8-5 0 Personnel oactivities
tunder one staff coction.
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(4) The Drigade Reenlistment Program received increased emphasis during the
1st Quarter of 1969. A separate building was provided for the Career Counselor
and an Assistant Career Counselor was added to the Reenlistment offices

(5) During March 1969 the Brigade published its Standard Operating Proceedure
updating the original draft SOP from Fort Carson and formalizing in.-country proce-
edures in all tacticol and adcbinistrative arease

(6) Post Exchange:

(a) The Drigado Post EHhange was placed in the"'ain Storenoategory as a re-
sult of monthly sales in excess of two hundred thousand dollars.

(b) A request for customer service was approved and facilities requested.

(c) A mobile facility was established to provide exchange facilities to field
units and remote basess

(7) The Brigacde underwent its first Annual General Inspection within this
coim,and durinG the period 23-29 Mbrch 1969 with an overall rating of excellent.

(8) During January 1969 the Brigade assumed operational control of the 3rd
Squadron, 5th 0avalryi The squadron is an organic element of the 9th Infantry
Division and was attached to the 101st Airborn Division at the time of assumption
of operational control. In order to simplify the administrative pipeline for the
3quadrons 'the Drigade has recommended to XXIV Corps that the Squadron be assigned
to the Drigade for all purposes.

(9) During, the 1st quarter of 1969 the Brigade established a hospital pay
system; once each month a Brigade Class A Agent travels to all hospitals in Viet.-

w here 1st Brigade patients are located and provides these patients with their

(10) On 1 March 1969 the Special Services Offider opened a new limited Brigade
R&M Center at WuInder Deach. Tentage was erected to house personnel. Latrine,
lifeguard and trash facilities were provided but there are no messing facilities
available. The facilities are apable of acco=n=dating swimming and outdoor
activities for up to one hundred and eighty personnel.

(11) The Drigade Provost Marshal's Office has initiated the first military
police patrols to the remote areas of Quang Tri Province.~ These patrols have
operated at such places as Con1iden, Gio Linhs Ca Lu and along the Street Without
Joy. These patrols operate twenty-four hours a day when required*

b. Logistics:

(1) During the majority of the reporting period the 3d Sqdn, 5th Cav was
OPCON to the Drigadeb in the cas- of the 3,- COr O2i 00:LO o a ot ADCON and the
Brigades assisted by the 63 idtG**h± i ad supply matters
for the squadron. sbU d

(2) TF Remagen: D ujrUes b-dTF Remagen wire removed the
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operation was a test of the ability to resupplys and keep an armored force operate-
ing without the use of ground lines of communications. The Brigade established
a forward support element (FSE) at Vandergiift Combat Base where supplies and
repair parts were assembled for shipment by helicopter to TF Remagen. Both bat-
ta.lions maintained combat trains with TF Remagen which consisted of tracked maint-
enance and resupply vehicles, the majority of the mechanics and a portion of the
battalion supply section* At Vandergrift, with the FSE, the battalions maintained
their PLL personnel and most of the remainder of their supply sections.

(a) All types of Class I were 'available at Vandergrift. aundry packs were
issued on the basis of one (1) pack per 100 men every tuo (2.) days. The USMD
Class I point issued one (1) A-ration meal per day. Because of the difficulty
of distributing A-rations, 0-rations were used about 90% of the time.

(b) Glass it was available except for some special items such as OH-C
(hydraulic fluid) and LSA (lubricating oil, semi-fluid) in large containers. By
anticipating requirements, sufficient quantities of packaged POL were ordered
from Brigade stocks to meet demands as they arose. Five-hundred gallon rubber
drums were used to carry 75s000 gallons of fuel to the maneuver elementse.

(c) There was no difficulty in draming am=unition. The Brigade S". and the
Marine Logistics Support Unit (LSU) Commander arranged an immnition accountability
transfer that enabled the TF Remagen S-4 to draw Class V quickly. SpecialiUed
i.tems such as 40m anti-aircraft (duster), 479, claymores, and hand flares were
not available in large quantities but could be ordered through the LSU. Non-
imergency delivery was normally made one or two days after ordering. The 105~m
!..ttery fired 8,883 rounds and the 81mm mortars fired hp677 rounds during the
ci.eration.

(d) The U&"C LSA scheduling system for helicopter logistical support caused
: reatest logistical problem. Helicopters were not dedicated to the support

_ '7 Remagen and the LSA scheduling system requires precise locations and times
:. delivery the afternoon before the supplies are to be delivered. With all

units maneuvering, it was extremely difficult to comply with the LSA's system.
A better resupply system would have been for the USMC to apply all helicopter sup-
port to its priorities until TF Remagen was in a position to be resupplied; then
concentrate on TF Remagen needs until completed. With an average of 30 minutes per
round trip, four (4) heavy lift helicopters could have met TF Remagen average
daily resupply requirements in ll hours. In addition a Brigade UH-1 was used
daily for retail distribution of the parts, mail and meals from the combat trains
areas to the users.

(e) Orgaizational maintenance support was available from the combat trains
and a contact team from D Company, 75th Support Battalion was in the field during
most of the operation to provide direct support. In addition the Brigade provid-
ed repair parts and direct support maintenance for the 2d Troop, 7th ARVN Cav.
While operating under combat conditions, the mainternnce teams performed all re-
quired functions to include the pulling of power packs to adjust or replace them.

(f) Following is a summary of the Logistical activities required to support
TF Remagen. It must be re-mbered that all •e , -to- include replacement parts

dLId L AL
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such as power gaeks, wR,s scdomplished by air.

CLASS I

Meals
Sunxdry Packs

93 pallets (55,662 meals)
96

CLASS III

Mogas
Diesel
OE 5o
CE 30
OE 10
Drake: Fluid
GAIL
LSA
00dr0lic Fluid
Hydraulic Fltzicl

39,55o56$450
865
980
320
45

110
56
90
71

gallons
gallons
gallons
gallons
gallons
gallons
gallons
gallons
gallons
gallcns

ZA,9 V

101m
81-m

90m tank
450 cal
7 621Ur
5.56mm(

Hand Flares
Frag Grenades
155m

01t Ds-
40mm (Duster)

8883 rounds
4677 rounds
2338 rounds
522 rounds

59,200 rounds
174,800 rounds

44,200 rounds
5,760 rounds

624
606 -

10L4 rounds
400 rounds

32,2!56 rounds

CLASS IX: Items listed below are items that were replaced. This does
not include items that were "pulled" and adjusted or repaired i.n the field.

1-77 Armor (16 Mar - 11 Apr)

TAIS

Engine 3
Transmission 2
Starter 1
Track 3 sets
O CIp I~ler Arm I

GCRU TOTALS

3
2
I
3 Sets
-

M88

R/Yinal 9r : T IA L
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Track ? sots 2 sets
Generator 1 1
Comp Idler Arm 1 1

1-77 Armor (16 Mar - 11 Apr) 1.61 Mech (12 Apr - 28 Apr)*

M 13AI / M 577AI M 313A / M 577Al

Engine 3 Engine 6 9
Track 6 sets Track 7 sets 13 sets
Transmission 0 Transmission 4 4
Final Drive I Final Drive 3 4

M 106AI M 1i06a

Engine 1 Engine 1 2

M325a~

Engine 1 1
Transmission 1 1

*Vehicles not repaired by 28 April were evacuated with the move of the task force
to LZ Sharon.

I. COMMIANDEMIS INALYSIS:

4. During the reporting period the Brigade proved that a Mechanized Drig~de
is capable of operating in rough terrain without ground lines of communicatios,
f ghting main force ,NVA Regiments and working closely with the GVN forces in the

- •ification effort.

b. The only way to successfully interdict the enemy's movement in and aro6nd
the populated areas is to emphasize squad and fire team operations to include &at-
uratibn ambushing and patrolling. TMenever the Drigade has been concentrated ih
its own AO there is evidence, in captured documents, that the numerous night am~
bushes and the constant clayliLht patrolling has produced in the ennmy a sense
frustration and a fear of movement between the base areas and the populated l3-4
lands.

(1) Small unit operations can be conducted in aryr type of terrain. As long
as a reliable means of communications is established between the squad or fire
team and its parent unit the Brigade can respond to any emergency with fire sup-
port and a ready reaction force in time to prevent the unit concerned from getting
into derious trouble.

(2P) Ambushes are successful when the basic fundcuentals are rigidly adhered
to and practiced by the ambush force. The Drigade has found no secret formulas
and has not developed any new ambushing techniqueso It has proven heljful to have
the team leaders trained in the adjustment of artillery and mortar fire, but it
has been found by experience that if the basic principles of rifle marksmanship
and the ambush techniques taught in the service schools are properly applied, the
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ambush will have a good chance of success*

co. When the 1st Dn, 2d ARVN Regt was committed to Operation Montana Mauler
both t1he Drigadeo, and 2d ARVN Regt established TAC CPs at c2 (YD135645). The two
(2) CPs were collocated and were, in effect, a combined CP. The combined OP re-
sulted in fast timely coordination and both the scheme of maneuver and the fire
support for & Brigade and 2d ARVN were easily made to be complementary. The
combined OP had the effect of producing a unity of command for the operation*

do In moving at will in difficult terrain from LZ Alpine to Route 926 along
the Laotian border Task Force Remagen has given the enemy cause. to think. The
enemy's lines of communications in Laos are vulnerable. An armor/mech force, which
is totally supplied by air, is not subject to being destroyed by cutting off its
logistical tail. Such a force could enter Laos, move to Route 926 and then turn
and strike along the "Ho Chi Minh Trail."

6 Twlosures JIIES M. GTDSON
/l Brigade Task Orgaiza!izn COL, Infantry

2. Overlay: AO. 1st Inf Commanding
Div (Nech)

d3. Overlay: Operation Cam Hung
-,4. Overlay: &eration Montana Mauler
/. Overlay: TF Remagen AO

SOvorlay: Operation Ellis Ravine

GN T AtL

601 `_ -w" rL NTI AL
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3rd Marine Division
Command Chronology

May 1969

Encl 5B After Action Reports From USA Elements

Tab A Department of the Army, 1st Infantry Brigade, 5th Infantry
Division(Mech) Combat Operation After Action Report, No Code
Name, w/6 Incls:
T b 1 Brigade Task Organization
T b 2 Overlay: AO, 1st Bde, 5th Inf Div(Mech)
Tb 3 Overlay: Operation Cam Hung
T 4 Overlay: Operation Montana Mauler
Ta 5 OverlaY: TF Remagen AO
Ta 6 Overlay: Operation Ellis Ravine

Tab B Department of the Army, 1st Infantry Brigade, 5th Infantry
Division(Mech) Report, Subj: Lessons Learned for Period
Ending 30 Apr 1969, w/7 Incls:
T4b 1 Brigade Task -rganization
Ta3 2 Overlay: AO, 1st bde, 5th Inf Div(Mech)
Ta: 3 Overlay: Operation Cam Hung
Ta3 4 Overlay: Operation Montana Mauler
TaD 5 Overlay: TF Remagen AO
Ta 6 Overlay: Operation Ellis Ravine
Ta 7 Program of Instruction-Unit Chemical Operations Course

Tab C Department of the Army, 1st Infantry Brigade, 5th Infantry
Division (Mech) Report, Subj: Combat Operations After Action
Report (Operation Montana Mauler), W/I1 Endl; & 8 Sketches,
Incl 2A 22,23 Mar 69; Area Bounded by YD 029601, YD 029628,
YD 049628, Yd 049601
Incl 2 B 24 Mar 69; Area
YD 060635, YD 060610
Incl 2C 25 Mar 69; Area
YD 051634, YD 051615
Incl 2D 26 Mar 69; Area
YD 059636, YD 059614

Wc46492
7y1a649 OoArea

Incl 2F 28 Mar 69; Area
YD 075650, YD 075630
Incl 2G 29, 30, 31 Mar 6
YD 020670, YP 070670, YD
Incl 2H Overlay of Phase

Bounded by YD 034610, YD 034635,

Bounded by YD 026615, YD 026634,

Bounded By YD 026614, YD 026636,

Bounded by YD 022620, YD 022649,

Bounded by YD 021630, YD 021650,

9; Area Bounded by YD 020624,
070624
SIII
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(1 February - 30 April 1969)

ORGAjIZATIOIj

IF 1-11 Inf:

TF 1-61 Mech:

TF 1-77 Annrmor:

TF 3-5 Cay:

U"- • MMAC Bn:
(isc, ,,,

5-4 Arity:

ARBA OF OPERATION*

Organic light infantry battalion with
four (4) rifle companies. NTormially
o.,erated with three rifle companies
and a tank comipany.

Organic mechanized infantry battalion
with three (3) rifle companies iNor-
mally olperated as a pure mechanized
infantry battalion with cross attach-
ments- of tank companies as needed.

Organic tank battalion iith three (3)
tank companies. Normally operated as
a tank task force with one. infantry
comipany froni the 1-11 Inf and one
Cavalry troop (A/4-12) attached.

Cavalry squadron from the 9th Inf Div.
Nbrwmally operated with two ground cav-
lary troops (One ground troop operated
with the 101st Abn Div (A•) and D Troop
operated with the 9th Inf Div), and one
or two iifantry companices ttached.
(The infantry companies were from the
1-11 Inf, 1-61 Mech or 3d iThr Div).

The 1st IMTPRC Bn was reorbanized n., -
threeoo (3) company rifle battalion- The
1st IITJTC Bn normally opricated as a
puve rifle battalion with periodic
attac'iments of tanks, m•ochanized inf or
cavalry. The 1st A••ITI0 Bn w•s mPade non-
c.orational on 15 Apr and was roplaced
by a 1.ar,ino Battalion -oadqbarters and
two 1arine rifle companies.

AO RED

AO BLACK

AO GOLD

AO RED .

AO ORAY

Organic 155--m sp artillery battalion irith Brigade AO
threc (3) firing battories. The ..L Ar52ty
normally operated with one battery at LZ
Sharon (MD335h1J5), one at H'ai Lang FSB,
(UDU124.77) , and one at LZ Tnanc L .Trp,

5-1 lty ,•was reinforced I- o Arty GP
(TU SA) and U q 1 n miar &rt3 (
th-e, sit-vat1on requirod*

L I I1
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75th Spt Bn:

Qi,UZ ,0'DENTIAL
Organic Spt Bn with an 4•dmin Co at
CP Rod Devil, Medical Co at Quang
Tri, S m d T Co at Camp Rod Dovil
and a DS 4aint Co at IZ Sharon.

IMEA OF OP.KATION*

Brigade AO

1/4-12 Cav: Organic ground cava•-y troop. A/h-12 AO GOLD
normally operated as part of TF 1-77
miror, but from time to time the troop
was attached to TF 1-11 In' and TF 3-5 Cav.

1/7th EngTr: Organic engineer company with one
:b~de platoon and three combat
engineer plats. The comrpany operated
in a DS role for the ontire 1cde with
attachments of plats to the various
battalions for o-: rational roqujjirments.

'Brigado AO

Othor organic units oeirating out of Ccmp Red Devil •-ro: Brigade AO

290th Sig Co
517th I Doet
107th R•D

0iC, lst Inf Bde, 5th Txf Div (L)

CONF NTALP•L) I-
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!IQ# 14 an 2 a tn(e)
JPFO San Fi-ancisco 96477

AVBL.C 30 may 1969

SUBJECTM Operational Report - Lessons learned for Period Ending 30 April 1969.

See Dis"tribution

References: USARV Reg 525-151 dtd 13 April 1968; PCV Reg 525-2, dtd 9 May 1968.

1. SUCTIOU 1 - Operations: Significant Activities.

a. General:

(1) Mission: The priwmary mission of the lst Infantry Brigade, 5th
Infantry Division (Mech) continued to be to conduct pacification, strike,
counterinfiltration and counterinsurgency operations throughout the populated
areas of Quang Tri Province and in Base Area 3D01 (See Inclosmre 2).

(2.) Operations:

(a) During the repcr ting period the Brigade co inued to emphasize
simall unit search and clear operations, ccýbined operations with ARTVI, .RF
and PF forces and stturation ~mbushes and patrols at night. The cmphasis
continued to be on cutting the eneny's lines of commnications betUeen the
old base areas in the iountains ahd the population in the lowlandsp as well
as interdicting his movement iithin the populated areas. Duuing the month
of February the Brigade prepared and implemented plane to protect the low•i MVN
l6octions and in pril a Price Dnial prograý n m niW - All three
2orations were planned and inplemented in conjunction w:ith vi fore,4.

(b) In addition to operations within the.Brigade AO the 1st Infantry
Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Yoch) conducted a series of operations
elseuhere in the 3d Marine Division AO. Frau 28 February through 3 Narch
and from 22 March through 2 April the Brigade fought two major battles
south of the DIZ and vest of Con Thion (See Iuclosuro 3, BDttle of Cam
Hung; and Inclosuro 4j, Operation Montana Mauler). On 16 March the Brigade
began operations on the Khe Ssnh Plain. The operations on the Khe Sanh
Plain were conducted by an Armor/MYch Task Force (TF Remagen) and lasted
until 29 April (See Inclosure. 5). * From 8 April through 15 April the Brigade
conducted Operation Ellis Ravinoe, wiich was a search and clear, road build-
ing operation conducted in coordination and cooperation with the slet and
2nd ARII Regtsj, 1st ARVT Division. During Ellis Ravine a road mwas opened
between LZ Sharon (YD3354A5) and Ca Lu (YDO15455) giving the 3d Marine
Division a route from Quang Tri to Vanidergrift Combat Base that could, with
a little improvement, be tused as 1 supply route for Vandergrift Combat Base
should Route 9 be closo lo 6), DOWNGRADED AT 3 YE;, .UT; 1:.

" DECLAOSSIr !ED AFTER 12."EAhS
DOD DiR -5200.10 /
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(3) Task Organization: The Brigade ls task organization was changed
as the situation warranted to provide forces tailored for each task.
During the majority of the reporting period9 the Brigade was organized as
set forth in Inclosure 1.

b. Operations in the Brigade AO (See Inclosure 2):

(1) BackgTound:

(a) Intelligence Estiaate: An analysis of the enemy situation in
the Brigade A0S coupled with an analysis of cordon and search operations
and saturation ambusahing and patrolling that had taken place during Deo-
omber 1968 and January 1969 revealed that:

1. IA and VC nimin force units had not returned to the populated areas.

2. The enemy continued to move in small groups, avoided contact and
usuaMly refused to fight mechanized forces.

3. A shorbage of food and personnel continued to force the eneny to
move in small groups from his base area to the populated areas to secure
food and intelligence, and to recruit replacements for his depleted forces.

h. The infrastructure had been seriously crippled by the combined
cordon and search operations of Hovember 1968 through January 1969. In
order to surviveo, the meobers of the infrastructure had to move continuously,
conduct their operations during the hours of darloless, and attempt to recruit
now rnmbers. In additions cordons had become less profitable because a
large nuaber of the infrastructure had been killed, captured$ or run off
by the constant conbined amibushing and cordoning.*

5. In order for the infrastructure to survive, the enonemy would have
to demonstrate the inability of allied forces to prevent enerny raids and

tcks by fire duringS Tot, and also would have to disrupt the local
clections that worc to take place each Sunday in iarch.

6. The enet•ry's offensive capability was limited to the conduct of
harassing attacks (attacks by fire, sniping, and the placement of mines and
booby traps)2 or terrorist activities. Major forces would have to re-enter
the area from Iorth Vietnam before a serious threat could be posed to platoon
or coimpany sized Brigade. ARVII, RF or PF units.

(b) Operational Concepts: To take advantage of the enermy situation
and continue the pacification effort it was decided:

(1) To continue the interdiction of the enemy movement from the base
areas-to the populated areas, and within the populated area by continuing
to emphasize small unit (squad and fire team) operations. These operations
were to include t1Hunter-KillJjer operations, saturation patrolling and sat-
uration ambushing. Brigade forces ~uhished .betweep +e1 popl.tio0n -and the
base area, and betw*en population centers -while. territcrial forces alubushed

AL
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30 May 1969
Ending 30 Attril

1969.

within the populated areas. An additional benefit of the saturation ambxshp
ing and patrolling would be the early detection of the entrance of large
ener-r forces into the area.

2.o To continue conducting combined daylight search and clear operations
with the regional and popular forces. These operations were to include
integrating PF platoons and squads into the conpranies and platoons of the
Brigade, using US tank and mechanized infantry platoons to block while RF
mand PF forces search an area, and conducting joint strike operations.

3*. To discontinue the use of cordons for the Tet period (the month of
February). It was decided that because cordons were no longer as pro!
ductive as they had been it would be much better to use the available
forces for a~ibushing and patrolling.

. To continue maintaining continuous liaison with Trieu Phon,, Hai
LanqgxC. and Mai Linh Districts; Quang Tri Province; and 1st 1RVN Regt Head-.
quarters, in order to be able to react to any encmy attack. This liaison was
to include the ostablish~ mnt of secure voice and VHF point to point circuits
between Bde. Sector and 1st 1IRVIT and between the BD and Districts, It was
considered to be of particular importance to be able to react quickly to
enei:r attack against resettlenment villagesv District or Provincial Head-
quarters and isolated PF platoons. Joint plans were developed for the above
contingencies by the Brigade, Ist ARVIT Regt and the Provincial forces,

5. To insuro the security of the local elections by patrolling the
nortar belts wi-th US and ARTVN forces and replacing Provincial forces
charged with the dtfense of fixed installations with US or ARVIT forces. The
Provincial forces were "-bn freed to conduct security operations close to
the villages and hamlets in which the elections were being held. On the
days of the elections Brigado units stayed out of the populated areas com.
pletely.

(2) Tet 1969: The critical period for Tet was considered to be the
untire month of February. The Brigade concentrated on arbushing andpatrol-
ling at night and ombined search operations during; the day.r No cordons
were conducted during the month.

(a) The saturation anbushing and patrolling paid off. During the Tet
period no kno=n anyr terrorist activities occurred in the AO1, and captured
documents statoi that the enemy felt that he could no longer enter the
populated portions of Trieu Phong, Hai Lang, or Mai Linh through the part
of the Brigac AO west of Route 1. In addition the enezV was not able to

.launch an attack upon friendly forces or installations during the Tet
period (in Me case an enemy mortar squad •we ambushed and seven (7) of
the eight () vre killed as they atte=pted to moe to a firing position in
the vicirity of LZ Sharon).

(b) The eniphasis during daiva1ht was on the combined search operations.
tlemera of the Jlrigade, Provino21 forces and Ist L••TVN Ret continual,y
soarched all known or suspected areas that the enemy had used as assembly
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(3) Local Elections (1arch 1969): In preparation for the local
electionss careful plans were dramm up ty the Vietnamese to insure that
the Provincial Forces would be able to secure the voters.

(a) To provide rma~dma security the elections ere spread over the
first four Stu~xays in March so that there would be sufficient Provincial
forces in all of the villages and hamlets in which elections were being lheld,
In cooperation with Provincial authorities, the Brigade assumed responsibility
for the defense of the critical bridges in the AO from 0600 hrs to 1800 bra
during each cloction day. Assusmuing responsibility for the bridges allowed
the Provincial forces to secure the voters. The Brigade, in conjunction
with the 1st JARM Rogt, also patrolled the mortar belts during the electLonb
and was prepared to assist any RF or PF force that might have been attacked.

(b) During NMarch and the first part of April the Brigade becam, heavily
committed in the Leatherneck Square area and at Khe Sanii, thus not until 9
March was the Brigade able to p3ace its maxim1m effort in support of the
elections. Despite other coryitments the Brigade was able to accomplish all
of its missions. ITo incident was repcr ted to have taken place during arq
of the elections.

(4) Rice Denial: lfter close coordination with Quang Tri Province,
Rice Denial operations began on 23 April-196 9.

(a) During tho:period of this report Rice Denial operations. :~ o -

centratod on cutting the ene•• y•s lines of cormiunications protecting the
rice farmers while they harvest their crop, and preventing the VC from
stealing the rice. The 1st Inf Bfle, 5th Inf Div (M) has concentrated on
cutting off the enemyts line of coiammications by constant3y ambushing and
patrolling the enermys rice routes and likey temporary storage areas. The
GVUI fcrcos have directed their effc ts tomrds prrt;cti%ng the pGOp1 and
their crops.

(b) Rice Denial operations will caatino through 15 June 1969 with
cýzphasie dhifting c~tring the middle of May to search operations desigi, to

iind eno1 3: .o caches.

c. Batt-le of Ca unmg (28 February - 3 March): On 24 February the

3d Sqc••A 5th 0Oz, consisting of B and C troops and the Squadron Head-

quarters, was placed -nder the operational control of the 1st Inf Wdes 5th

Inf Div (M) and on 27 February the &Squadron occupied Con Thien (MD117701) and

02 (YD136646). The mission of the Squadron -as to secure lamd clearing

operations nathoast of 02 and conduct anti-infiltration and strike operations

in LO GIREIEN (See lnclosure 3). DurijC the early morning hours of 28 Feb-

ruary Quat Xa Hanlet 'me mortared. Grater analysis indicated that the

mortar fire may have dome from C•amn hing (YD079629). Based on the crater

analysis and on other intellxgence provided by the Brigade S2 indicating
enoerny presence at Cam Hung the 3-5 Cav dispatched the 3d platoon of j Troop

into the area -

(1) At 1540 hrs on 28 Februar,7 3/B/3-5 Cav was engaged by an estimated

TVA colpany at YDO98630. The remainder of B Trp and C/ 5 Cav rx 4nforeod by

N~IEU
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a platoon of I/3-3 MIarinoes moved to reinforce the platoon. The ca•rTy
employing air and artillery on enerfV positions and 1:kely avenues of approachq
closed with the eneoi and swept thoe battle area finding 60 enemy ICA. At
1815 hrs contact was broken and the cavalry with.1ew to defensive positions.
Throur,ghout the night six (6) batteries of Marine Artillery, two (2) batteries
of tAxy Artillery,and the USS INw Jersey fired into the area and on os0pected
eneci routes of withdrawal. Results of the dfrts action were one (1) US
KI1A, nine (2) US WIA and 60 IWA IA.

(2) The enemy appeared to be fresh well traired, and well equipped
-witAh new unif ons and mweapons. The enemy employed small arms n machie

guns and RPGs and he fou[ht hard and well to defend his positions. An
assessmernt of the oneir actions indicated that the aavalry had probably run
into a forward defensive position for a larger force (possibly a Battalion
or regiment). Based on the above estmiate of the eneny situation AA-12
Cav was ordered to mxv from the vicinity of Quang Tri Combat Base (QTOCB)
to an assembly area at YD102596 to block the south and vest avenues of with-
drawal. The troop moved at 0010 hrs on 1 Mar and upon arriving in t1v
assombly area 0330 hrs was placed under the operational control of 3"-5
Cay.

(3) At clAuwn on the morning of 1 Mar A/4-12 Car crossed the Cam Le
river and moved north to rgain contact with the onermy while B and C
Troops 3-5 Cav and one (1) platoon of 1/3-3 Marines nimoved back into the
area of the previous dayls contact. At 1050 irs 0/3-5 Cav regained contact
vic IM078639. 0C Troop maneuvored to dislodge the enemy from his positons
while A/4-12 Cavp B/3-5 Cav and elements of 1/3-3 IMarines mared to seal off
the battle area and prevent the enemy' s escqve

(a) Shortly after contact was regained B/l-61 1••ch was moved from 40
BLLCK (See Inclosure 2) to C2 (ID136646) to act as Brigade reserve. At
1250 hrs C/1-11 Inf was air assaulted inte the. bhatTs area ad D.I.ood mr1er
-'.0 operational control of TF 34 Oavw

(b) Throughout the cay air stri:kes and artillery were employed iri p-
port of the assaults by the ground troops on the enemy bunkcr positionsgi
The eneiy was u•ell dug inj, his fortifications 'mre extensive and he fought
hard to hold his ground. By nightfall the enemry still occupied fortified
positions and the Squadron withdrew to defensive positions on high grouid
around the enerrls locat:bions. Th an attempt to hold the enemy in position
artillery was again fired on the enemy positions thi'oughout the night ard
mbushes were placed between the friendly locations.

(c) Results of the d•& activities were: two (2) US KII, twenty-five
(25) US WI.A and 17 11VA yIA (as. a result of constant contacts from 1050 hrs
until 1730 hrs. ranging from sniper fire to heavy engagements between
company sized units, it was ipossible to check more than a small pn rt of
the battle area for enemy casualties). In addition, five (5) personnel
carriers and four (h) t~ks ore damaged and placed out of action by the
enyo ,W ll•

ODelCIA
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(d) At 012000H Minr 69 the lat Bn, 61st Inf (M) was ordered to move at
020700H Mar 69 with a jupap OP and one rmech rifle corpany from LZ Sharon to
02. '•he battalion was to regain operational control of B/1-61 Inf (M) upon
arrival. at 02 uand to be prepared to attack west to seize hill 162 (YD070635)
in an attenmpt to prevent eneior escape to the ncrthlest. The Brigade jump
CP was also ordered to move to 02 to control the op ration.

(4) At 0700 hrs on 2 Mar TF 1-61 luf (M) moaved with the Bde junmp CP
to 02.C where TF 1-61 Inf (M) was reinforced by two (2) Marine platoons. By
late morning there had been no sL gnificant contact so the 645 east west
gridline was estcblished as a boundary between TF 3-5 Cav and TF 1-61 Inf (M).
TF 1-61 Inf (M) conducted search and clear operations north of the boundary
while TF 3-5 Cay conducted search and clear operations in the southern
portion of AO GIEEN.

(5) significant contact was never reestablished with the eneimy AlhouLh
several small contacts were made on 2 and 3 March. By the evening of 3 March
TF 3-5 Cay returned to Con Thien and 02 Thile TF 1-61 Inf (M1) continued
search and clear operations in the mstern half of AO GRIT until 0608001-H
Mar 69 when the battalion returned to LZ Sharon.

(6) iesults:

a. Enei: During the battle of Cam Htuing the enea lost W18 1]VA KIA
and 3 indivicbdual and 8- crew served weapons captured. In addition., 212
mortar rounds (104 60imT, 90 82r~in and 18 122mm) wre captured,

b. Friendly: Personnel losses were three (3) US Kil and thirty-five
(35)TUS WIA. Seven (7) persontnel carriers and six (6) taks were damaged
(most of the damae was inflicted by anti-tank mines).

c. Documents captured during the battle indicate that two (2) bata3ons
tT•e 27th INA Rect wei-re in the Cc:iHung area diiring the bafttle. O.er

o first two days of the battle the enemy moved norithest into the DIVZ and
.ould not be pursued.

do Task Force Ramagen (16 March - 29 April): Task Force Re~ragen was
an armor/moch infntry task force which opened Route 9 to Khe Sanh. and
conducted reconnaiss-canoe in force and strike operation on the Khe Sanh
Plain. Frord 16 xarch to 11 April TF Remagen tas controlled by TF 1-77
Armor and from. 1. April through 29 April it was controlled by TF 1-61 Inf (M14).

(1) Backgrotmund:

(a) Intelligence:

1. Ei•emy strength ad 2 disposition in the area of operations was unknown
prioýr to starting the operation. Intelligence did indicate that highway
926, it ich connected north-south Route 92 in Laos with eney base areas in
Vietnam entering RVI at •D78023L. Ad runninE east to '3935299 -vs being UEdd
by the INA to transoort men and materials into South Vietnam b-y weeled
vehicles. Aj-'

7,.
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of recent heavy use. In additionp Marine reconnaissance teams had repcrted
hearing tracked. vehicles' along Route 926 during the hours of darkness,
mand aerial obdervers had, on several occasions during the latter part of
February and the fibt of March. reported suspected tracked vehicle move-
ment along the same robto, It •r•s believed that the tracked vehicles, if
they- did in fact exist ýiere prime movers for supply and or artillery con-
voys, but the possibility did exist that tbo enerq had moved tanks into
the area (enemry tanks had rstruck the Lang Vei Special Forces Camp along
Rlouýo 9j thirteen (13) kiloraters north of Route 926 during the 1968 seige
of Rhe Sanh).

2. Upon first entering thA area cround lKhe Sanh (ZD862398)s cn 19
marcr 69, elements of the Task Force found bn2y *gns of the 1968 seigeo
As the Task Fr ce pushed on cloqor to the Laotian bcrder. its lead elements -

passed through the Lang Vei Special Fcr cos Camp (XD794361)' Four PT76 tanks.
all of which had been destroyed, were found at the location along with an
abundance of old iunitions and destroyed equipment of both INVA and friendly
fcr ces. No signs of recent activity were apparent. Not until the lead,
elements reached the Xe Pen River (vicinity XD780340), on 20 March 1969,
irre there any signs of recent activity. At th$s point fresh footprints in
the river bottom indicated possible platoon sized elements had been in the
area within theo a1st 24 hours. Aerial observers repcrted signs of recent
activity all along the oXe Pen River an the Laotian side of the border.
Such signs as gaxdens, corrals, and fish nets a-ong the banks of the river
were seen by thq lead elements of tlhe Task Force. Throughout the period
of 23 Mar 69 th-Ough 29 l:ril 1969, elements of the Tad Force spotted
vehicle lights Nid a large amount of anti-aircrft fire almost nightly' in
the vicinity ce the 00Co Roc Mountains (XD7h0317). Intelligence reports, red
haze and reporte from aerial observers operating in the vicinity of TF
Reoagen durig the hours of darkn'-e all i=d10atAd that there was an oL+eren 3ly
large enermy reo elc=mped wst of the Co Roc.

3. The Ao1minating terrain feature in the area of operý ions south
SrI~ute 9 yas the Co I'oc o The Co Roc is a granite ridge, in laos that

runs along the border from IM725348 southeast to XD768321 and then south to
XD753270, Vqaying in height from 850 moters to 5$5 meters above sea
level tht Co Roe is about 300 meters higheor than the Khe SaW' Plain and the
crest of the ridge is only one to three kilometers inside Laose From their
privil%eed sanctuary high atop the Co Roc the ene•ry was able to direct
mortaw /ire on Task Force Remagen as it mar ed toward }.oute 926, and with
artillVry the enemy could control the majority of the IKhe Sanh Plain. Other
than ýhe Co RoC- the terrain in the area of operations was of two types: High
steey mountains, and gently rolling plateau covered with elephant grass.
The high steep mountains were characterized by dense undergrowth and
nmerous mountain streams and were found on the eastern and northern portions
of the area. The slopes of the mountains were a challenge to track vehicles
aMd exceeded sixty percent (60%) in maWr cases; See Inclosure 1 (Area of
qerations). The plate'au ran generally est from the IKhe Sanh area and to
die south along the Xe Pen River under the Co loce with e.ephant grass up
to fifteen (15) feet high covering the rema nder of the area. Erosion has
caused may geurL4-es runLdja from the mour&ains wiest 'nto t1- Xe Pen Rivere

Pj NEDMran a NCsa
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and conceaLwent for tracked Vehicles would have been good along the Xe Pon
Rivers where the trees and surrounding vegetation exceeded 100 feet in
height in most areas except that the area was so dry that the vehicles
could be easily spotted by the dust that they stirred up as they iimoved.

4. The weather for the period 16 March to 12 April was extremely dry
with no rain, Heat Laversion caused the viaibility to be only fair during
the period of 26 Mar 69 to 30 Mar 69. The reduced visibility was an asset
on the Laotian border, Temperatures ranged from the mid 901s to 1050 F
during the poriod. Throughout the operation the weather in the pass east
of IKhe Sanh and running east by northeast was characterized by lowi clouds
and fog which lasted until mid morning eash dayi This condition hindered
any,aircraft from entering the area of operations prior to 1000 hrs.
During the last t~wo weeks.the weather turned cool and several rain stcrms
created trafficability problems in the mountainous areas*

(2) Operation Maine OrdG: Based on the repcrts of heavy enemy vehicular
traffic along Route 926, and the reports of possible tracked vehicle move-
me nt in the areat the 3d Narine Divison launched Operation Maine Crag orL.
15 March 1969, Operation Paine Crag was designed to be a regimental size
search and clear operation along the eastern portion of Route 926 and around
the laotian Salient in Quang Tri Province. The 3d Marine iegt landed on
LZSaiCon (xW315275), Paris (M)808236), Hanoi (XD802310) and Sparrow (Do506 6 8).
The Marines moved east along Route 926 searching for possible ener, storage
and assembly ateas tryaing to find where all bf the traffic along Route 926
had terminated.

(3) Mission: The mission of TF Remagen mwas to open Route 9 to:Khe SXalhL
cut Route 926 in support of the 3d Marine Regiment's operation 1Iaine Cragp
protect the 3d Marine Poegiment from an attack by an en.ne armor thrust
from Laosy oonduct roconnaisganco- in force ope?at:iaons on the Khe Sanh "
- ain and to conduct strikce operations as directed by Task Porae Hotel-.

(4) Concept of operation:

(a) Task Force Rtemagen was to stage at Ca Lu (YDO154655) on 16 1March
and beginning on the mzorning of 17 March the Task Force was to move west
opening Route 9 to IGCae Snh. The mie to Ihe Sanh was' to be a deliberate
move with the scouts and engineers clearing the road of mines and obstacles.,
the mech infantry securing the high ground along the routep and the artil*
lery displacing as needed to cover the lead elements of the Task Force.
After the lead elements opened the route the tank company and comnmand
group oere to proceed through to Khd Sanh. From Ca Lu to IMe Sanh 21.9 IN
of Route 9 is nothing but a turnings twisting road cut out of the side of
a steep ridgeline. In short$ 21.9 1m of Route 9 is perfect ambush country
and TF Remagen was not going to take any chances* After arrivirg at Mae
Sanh the Task Force was to proceed south as rapidly as possible to cut
Route 926 and protect the e9oseod flank and rear of the 3d Marine Regt from
any possible enenr armor thrust f•rm Laos- Because of the need to get
astride Rotute 926 rapidly the Task Force would have to move z. ong the
relatively easy terrain at the base of the Co 2oco Once astride Route 926
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TF Re en was to condue aTh qnd clear ope ations south of the high••
and along the Laotian border.

(b) Aother objective of Task Force Remagen was to give the ernmy cause
to think about the vuLnerability of any equipme# or units that he might
try and move from Laos into Quang Tri using the main avenues of approach into
the province. Fr demonstrating the ability of a mEch/armor force to
operate in the difficult terrain around and to the so uth of IGe Sanh the -

enei~r .ould not only realize the vulnerability of his infiltration zoutes, but
lw the vulnerability of his main lines of conumnications in Laos to an

armored thrust would also become quite apparent.

(c) It was decided that. TF Romagen would operate at Khe Sanh without
a E*ound line of coimiunications. Because of the length of the road from Ca
Lu to Mie Sa,-h the distance that the Task Force planned to move from .ihe
Sanh while operating in the areas and the limited combat power available
to the task force it was decided not to waste combat power on the sdourity
of resupply operations. All resupply to include al3 gas, E4; and replace-
ment parts for the vehicles was to be accoVplished by aire

(5) Execution:

(a) At 0600 hrs on 17 March TF Remagen departed Ca Lu for KIhe Sanr,.
The scout platoon of the ist Bn 77th Azmor sipporbed by the attached
ei.-ineer platoons fters and AVfLDs led the waxy. Progress was slow but
steady as bypasses around destroyed bridges were constructeds AVBBs- were
used repeatedly to span washouts and fallen bridges and the road was swept/
for mines. The scouts reached D92nll9 at 20315 h1r and established a nIt
defensive position at that ce ation. At 18060011 March the scouts and
engineers resumed their operations westward. B Company, let Bns 61st
TIf (14) simul:aneously displaced from Ca Lu and moved to secure the high
6round vic XD93510. At 1530 bre Dtry 0, 1st np o0th Artillery (105 SP)
isplaced from Ca Lu to XD921419 to provide fi e support for the Task For e
3..ents which now -extended along Route 9 from XD913h03 east to Ca Lu.

; nightfall, the scout platoon had. crossed the last barrier to traffic
nid spent the night on the IGe Sanh Plateau. Their arrival on the plate*u

Malked the reopening of 1oute 9 for armcred traffic, A prodi~ious amount
of eng,ineering effort had boen -required in the first two dtre * Thirtbeen
(13) b,passes were constructed, the AVLBIs had been launched and recovCred
six (6) times~, and eneiV antitank mines qere aiscovered and destroyed in
two locations along the route. O Corq ny, 1st En, 77th Armor began moving
West on Route 9 at 190800H Mar 69. The Task Force Co•nmand Group and -

combat trains followved 0/1-77 Armor. The march went without incident,
and all Task Force eleents had closed on the plateau within five (5) hours.
tad elemonts of the Task Force reached Khe &Sa-h by noon, where they were
vtsit-bd by LTG Stillwel, IV Corps Commander.

(b) oin 20 March TF Remagen mar ed through the abandoned Special Forces
cam att Lang Vei (XD?r5363) and then turned south along the Laotian border
to•ard Highvr 926- At 1520 hn. on 25 Lnrch Tm C lin1nd up vith A/1-3
Matihe4 in the vioinity of High-oay 926 and estabJlshed a night po,-ition at
XDT2 L The battalion 4.2" mortar platoon and the e . _ _
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W.iDy>9g to suppor c,ne -e .s.. .LGz,n.,.gL . a ann.use at xiie point aae re
Highway 926 entere South Vietnam after crossing the Xe Pen River. This
amnbush engaged 3 to 5 enemy moving through the f ord site and the enaay
returned fire* A search of the area the followirG morning revealed blood
trails and two 82nn mortar rounds were found at YD7802"Z.

(c) From 26-29 March 1969, both teams conducted e.,tensive search and
destroy operations north and south of Route 926 from the Laotian border to
the vicinity of the Laotian Salient. Approximately I00 square kilometers
were searched with negative results. Highway 926 was found to be a good
dry highway for wheeled vehicles. Observation of the laotian side of the
river revealed numerous huts, bunkers and trails. On the night of 29
1ar Team C started north back to Khe Sanh.

(d) At 300720H Mar 69, Team B and the batatlim mortar platoon bqgEan
movinr, north. They were attacked at 0836 hrs vicinity XD778239 by an unknown
sized enemy force. One t,ank was damaged by an anti-tank mine, and1 another
was struck by an RPG9 Texi B returned the five annd s~pt the area. Three
(3) enemy bodies were found. Team B suffered three (3) wounded in action
and both damaged tanks vere repaired in their fild locations, Team 0
had sent a tanmic platoon, proceeded by a mine swooep teams in reaction to
Team D's firofight. Following the mineswmeop teams, the lead tank struck whvt
was estimated to be two Chinese Conmmnist plastic AT mines stacked one on
top of the other. The detonation blew sections of tank track 300 meters
from the vehiclej and left a crater seven feet in diameter by four feet
deeoop. hile securing the da&maged tamkj and sweeping the area, Team 0 dis-
covered and destroyed a large eneiy cache at •X790255. The cache con ained
the folloVIng:

82m morbar romunds 1120 with fuses
6Ona. mortar rounds 218 Trith fuses
75rm recoiless rifle rounds 86
51 cal IED rounds 3500
37mm rounds 20
7. 6 2im. rounds 1500
RPG boosters 2
Ohicom Lt FD 1
11K.47 ax•inition 3400
RPG-a2, 2
Chicom grenades 2
Mount, s1 cal aI 2
Gas Mask: 300
Plastic manti-tank mine 1

Team B passed throuf Team C and moved nc th to a night position at XD765292
while Team C secured the badly damaged tank. The following morning (310615H
Mar 69) Team B took approximately 100 rds of 82mma mortar, resulting in
one (1) friend%r KIA and six (6) WIA. Counterbattery fire from 0/1-A0 Ixty
was placed on the suspected mortLr positi.on in Laos and the enemy ceased
fire at 0654 hrs. At 0855 hrs Team C took thrloe (3) rounds of 82mm fro:- the
Laotian side of the river but there were no casaalties. At 1235 hrs, Team C
oe, under morb,ar anmd iZPG fire. A VTR from D C•ompany, 1-77 Armor took a RPG
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ing in one (1)
KIA, four (4) W1As and a total loss of the VTR. Temii C returned fire with
tmak guns, suppressing the enauy fire.

(e) From 2 through 6 April 1969 the Task Fcace was involved in ex-
tracting the •Waged vehicles and in reloc ating b,ck to the vicinity of
Khe Sanh vhere extensive ni ntenance was performaed. It must be rememnbered
that all of the replacement parts, to include tracks and power packs,
had to be delivered by air.

(f) On 7 April the Task Force moved north to conduct a recomaissance
in force toward LZ Alpine (XD755530) with TB C while Tm B conducted search
and clear operations vst-northuat of the Ihe Sanh airfield. By being
able to rio from Khle Sanh to Alpine the axrmor/mech farce demonstrated that
armor is capable of getting astride all three of the main routes of infil-
tration into Quang Tri Province from Laos.

(g) On 9 April an accident occurred at Vandergrift Combat Dase. Late
in the afternoon a Marino CH-46 crashed and burned placing the Divisionts
forward logistical suppoart area (LSA) out of operation. "The LSA at
Vandergrift was the solo means of support for TF :RemagenP the 3d Marine
Regt and the 4th !,rine eogt. The LSA remained clca ed on the 10th and did
not reopen until 11 April. Operations by TF Remagen were able to continue
unabated.

(h) On Uhe night of 10 April 1969, after the LSA had been closed all
clayF, C/1-0 Arty secured by the battalion headquarters ta*k section and
the scout platoon moved to ID811369 and conducted an artillcry raid, Tar-
gets cqnsisted of 40 to 50 vehicle light vie XD780280,p vehicle lights at
M761328, X-772318, and grids XD770310 ancXD770300. The battery fired 1149

HE, 95 WP, and 70 VT rounds. There 'were 45 secon~L&ay e)losios•, including
6 largo flases. One laxozye fire was starteod.

(i) On 11i pril the 1st Dn, 61st Inf (H) relioved the 1st Bn, 77th Afmor
.s the control headquarters of TF Remagon. At 1345 hirs the comimand grouPaj

scout platoon, mo•orta platoon and support elements of the 1st Bn, 77th Armcr
departed IGe Sanh and after a 97.6 Km road march the last elements arrived
at LZ Nancy at 2030 hrs. When the 1st Dn, 61st- Inf (M) arrived at Khe Sanh
it brought with it 1/1-61 Inf (M), A/1-77 Armor $ the scout and mortar
platoons of the ist Dn, 61st Inf (M), a self propelled 155mm havitzer bat-
tory (3 howitzers) and two (2) Marine 8 Inch ho;iwtzers. The 8 inch
howitzers broke do-n before they reached Ca Lu and A/1-77 Armor had to drag
them to Ihe Sanh after dark.

(j) After arrival at IKhe Sanh L/1-61 Inf (M14) moved toward LZ Alpine
to conduct search and clear operations south of the LZ while D/1-61 Inf (M)
and C/1-77 Anmor conducted search and clear operations in the vicinity of
Iteo Sanh. On the 13th A/1-77 Armor began to move directly south from Ehe
Sanh to••vard LZ Saigon (MD815275) and Route 926 attempting to find a way
through the mountainous terrain That would allo7 th Task Force to move
betw nU o-924-d (he Sanh without movinr aloir the base of the Co ioo.
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k) While A/1-77 A~ior 1mved south the remi4cder of the Task Force made
i dash for the Laotian border. Employin tAd air, artillery and advancing
Vrectly west from IGMe Sanh the mech/armor force moved toixrd the border
*tempting to iake the enemr believe that his lines of commmulications in
leos were in dangers and that he would be attacked in his sanctuary. The
qemr- did not react to the feint.

(1) On 15 April D/1.-61 Inf (M) and 0/1-77 A1mor departed Khe Sanh for
I Sharon and LZ NIMancy respectively. As the companies reached Ca Lu the
41ums split. All inoperable vehicles were moved along Route 9 to Dong Ha
ad then down Route 1 to their final destination while the remainder of the
0cpanies moved through the newrly opened Ba Long Valley road. As D/1-61
If (M) and C/1*77 Armor departed IKhe Sanh the two (2.) 8 inch howitzers
taa had accompanied TF 1-.61 Inf (M) on its move to Khe Sanh were re-
trrd to Vandergrift Combat Base.

(m) On 19 April the 2d Troops 7th AOVN Cavy reinforced by the Recon
Ccp lat IXVIT Regt moved from Caup Evans to Ca Lu. The followin g day the

.ZV' 1oved to Vie Sanh and wras placed under the operational control of TF
4iia;n9 t ter arriving at IGOe Sanh the AUIT conducted search and clear.
Dporatt~ons north of the airfield and then west toward the Laotian border.

(nj On 21 April A/I.-77 Armor reached Highway 926. After spending
the nirtt astride the highway, A/1-77 Armor returned to LZ Saigon ih ile
4/1-61 Inf (M) moved through the tank company* turned east on Highmway 926
md condwted search mnd'cloar operations near the Laotian Salient in
the vicinity of P885225.

(o) On the 23rd the elemvnts of TF RemaLgen that had been working along
Hiaghway 926 begsal their move back to Mme Sanhe The last e3e ment returned
to Khe Sai h on 14 April and the Task Force perfornmed mni ntenanre in pre-
paration for it~s schedulad move to LZ Sharon on 26 Aprils

(p) At (7330 hours on 25 April an estimated WA battalion attacked the
2d Troop, 71, 1XZVI Cay which was located at XD8121aO The attack started
with a hoav7 mortar barraZe which lasted for about one hour (one mortar
round landed near the FDO track of C/1-40 txW killig the battery exocutive
officer ai4 wounding every man in the FDO). "- Following the mwtnr fire the
enemy attacked the A4V• position using 11PG1sj snmll arms fire, atomatic wea-
pons fire flamethrowors and smalr satchel charges. At 0600 hours the enev
broke c o,act leaving behind 33 1VA KIA. A further search of the area re-
sulted i= the capture of 22 AK-471s, four (4) B-W0 launchers, one (1) B461
launcher, two (2) IMGs, one (1) bangalore torpedos two (2.) pole chargess 50
Chicom grenacdes 300 satchel charges and one (l) fl3amethrower. Friendly
casualties were: eight (8) A1JVN KIA, hO ARVN WI&, one (1) Australian
advisor KI4, two (2) US advisors WIA, two (2) US KI[3. and three (3) US WIA.
Three (3) 10R71 personnel carriers were destroyed and one (1) tarnk from A/1-77
1rnior was damaged.

(q) The mnove from Khe Sa 1h was postponed uMtil 28 April to allow Task
Fczce PRemagen time to conduct a thorough search for the enimy At 0300
hrr on the 28th the enemy attacked once again. This timan-the-mai. ack wnjas
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XD845390.
The coqDany was alerted just prior to the start of the attack by a liUs-
tening post which sprung an atbuah on the enenr as they wzre moving into
position. -The enemr- attack was supported by 1PGq mortar, wamll Z ms and
automatic weapons fire. Throwing satchel charges and using flame devices
the enery charged from the southwest but was unable to penetrate the per-
Imeter. At approximately 0540 hrs the ener broke contact and disappeared
into the night. While A/1.61 Inf (M) was under attack both 2/7 MAVI and
the Task Force OP were probed by the enewy ground forces. 2/7 JJ1 morved
to A/1-61 Inf 6 location and swept the area. The clay was spent attemptingr
to regain contact and at 1100 hrs C/1-11 Inf was air assaulteod into aniLZ
near the Khe Sanh Orfield. Contact was not re-established.

1. Friendly casualties were five (5) zIA and 35 Ias. In addition,
two T1) 105ii SP howitzers and one 1548 6argo carrier were damnaged hile one
(1) 1113A1 personnel carrier, one (1) 148A3 tank, one (1) water trailer and
one (1) M548 were destroyecd.(one of the 1548s was loaded with 10o5m•m am-
munition ihich exploded causing most of the friendly casualties).

2. The ene~r lost 34 I-VA ITI and abandoned the folloang equipment:
15 47-47s, one (1) RjPD, two (2) UPG-2s, 500 satchel charges and 76 RPG
rounds.

(r) EnerV units involved in the contacts of 25 and 28 April have been
identified as elements of the 57th and 9th Regts., 304th IVA Div.

(a) At 0700 hrs on 29 •p4Aril TF Remagen began its move from IMe Sanh
back to its hori base, Because of the enomy attacks on the 25th and 28th
it was anticipated 'hdat the eneiy had m•ned the road from IGe Sanh to Ca
Lu and that he might try and attack the Task Fcr c -hile it was on the
road. The move to Ca Lu was slow and careful but by 121J46 hrs the lead
elemint had reached Ca Lu without incident and by 2150 hrs the last veh-
i.cle returned to LZ Sharon,# a distance of 80 (ruelinc kilometers.

(6) Logistics: Because the bridges behind TF RLemagen were removed the
operation was a test of the ability to resupplyj, and keep an armored fcr ce
operable without the use of ground lines of comrmunications. "ja Brigade
established a forwemrd support element (FSE) at Vandergrift Combat Base
where supplies and repair parts were assembled for shipment by helicopter
to TF Remagon# Both battalions maintained coebat trains with TF Remagen
ilhich consisted of tracked maintenance and resupply vehicles, the majority
of the mechanics and a portion of the battalion supply section. At Vander-
grift, with the FSBE the battalions maintained their PLL personnel and
most of the remainder of their supply sections.

(a) All types of Class I wre available at Vandergrift. Sundry packs
were issued on the basis of one (1) pack per 100 men every two (2) days.
The USMD Class I point issued one (1) A.-ration meal per day. Because of
the difficulty of distributi5g A-rations, O-rations were used about 90%
of the time.
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(cherry juice) and LSA (lubricating olp semi-fluid) in large containers#

By anticipating requirementas, sufficient quantities of padkaged POL Tere

crdered from Brigade stocks to meeot demands as they arose. Five-hundred
gallon rub1ber drums were used to carry 75#000 gallons of fuel to the man*
euver elementse

(c) There was no difficulty in idra•ng ~muunition. The Brigade 844
and the Marine Logistics Support Unit (LSU) Co;mmander arranged an ammnitioni
accountability transfer that enabled the TF Riemagen S-4 to draw ClassVT
quickly. "Specialized items such as Wmm antim-eircraft (duster), M79,
claymores, and hand flares were not available in large quantities but could
he ordered through the LSU. Non-emrgency delivery was normally made s2
dcays after ordering. The 1005~n battery fired over 7,000 rounds and the
82rmu morbars fired approximately 4,000 rounds during the first three Aecks
of the operation.

(d) The US1M LSA scheduling system for helic pter logistical supporb
caused the greatest logistical problem. Helicopters were not dedicated
to the suppert of TF Rermagen and the LSA scheduling system requires precise
locations and tiais for delivery the afternoon befcre the supplies are to
be delivered. ,Wth all units maneuvering, it was extremely difficult to
comply 4th the LSA systems A better resupply system would have been for
the USMO to apply all helicopter supporb to its priorities until TF Remagen
was in a position to be resupplied; then oooontr&te on TF Reimgen needs
until completed. With an average of 30 minutes per round trip., four (4)
'heavy lift (JN-47) helicopters could have met TF Remagen's average daily
resupply requirements in I hours. In additL on a Brigade TUIl was used
daily for retail distribution of the partsV mail m d meals from the combat
trains areas to the users.-

(e) Second echelon maintonance support imas avAiAAle froma the oanbabt
trains and a contact t6eam frora D Company, 75th Support Battalion was in

.•e field duing most of the operation to prot&le direct support. In ad-
Cition the Drigade provided repair parts and direct support maintenance
for the 12' Troopi 7th AlTV Cave MThile operating under combat conditions,
the maintenance teams perfozed alL required functions to include the pul-
ling of power pa6ks to adjust or rop2ace themo

(f) Followisig is a summary of the logistic-L activti,s, required to
support TF lemagen. It must be remermbered that all resupply. to include
replacement. ptrta 6ht aa poTs -iwka ',s aceconplisbod by air.

CLASS IL

goals 93 pallets. (55,662 mnals)
Sundry packs 96

CLASS III

M4ogas 19; $0
Diesel %,.50

[VEPa L nI
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CE 5o 865 gallona.
CE 30 980 eallons
OE 2D 330 callons
Brake fluid . 45 .6alons
G-AA 110 gallons
ISA 56 Lýalons
GO 90 90 gallons
Hydraulic fliid 71 gallons

CLASS V

205mi 8;~&83 rounds
811m 4,677 rounds
4.2"1 2,338 rounds
90mm. tank 522 rounds
.50 cal 59 200 rounds
7.62rmm 17, 800 rounds
Wrim 5760 rounds
Hand flares 624
Frag grenades 606

155r1T044h rounds
Ol ix rounds
40m (duster) 12,256 rounds
CLSS IX: Items. listed below are items that were replaced. This

does not include iteju tlha.t were "pulled" and adjusted or repaired in the
field.

1-77 Armor (16 Mar - 11 Apr)

TAUKS
Engino
Transmission
Startor
Track
Conp Idler im

188
VR/final drive

Track
Generator
Cowp Idler Arml

1-77 amor (16 M-ar - 11 4r

M 113AVI-577AI

Engine 3
Track 6 Pes
Transmission 0
Final Drive 1

3
2
1
3 sets
1

2

2 sts

1

0AIMD TOTALS

3
2
I
3
1

2.

1
1

1-1 eI~ch (12 Apr - 28 Apr*

XL13LI/PJ77AL

-igine 6 9
s Tra•ck 7 outs. 13

T-ranomiswi.on' 4 4
D F ialDriv e
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M l06A1 M 106AI

Ende 1 Engine 1 2

14 12$A1

Engine 1 1
Trxnsmission 1 1

* Vehicles not repaired by 28 April were evacuated with the move of the
Task Force to LZ Sharon.

(7) For fcrty-seven (47) days an armor/mhch force had operated in
the northwestern mountains of South Vietnam along the Laotian br der. Eccept
for the early mar ning hours of 25 and 28 April no major battl] s were
fought, but the 1st Dde 5~th Inf Div (M) had proved that armcr can ole rate
in difficult terrain over extended distances 'without a ground line of
communications. In moving at will from Alpine to Ioute 926 along the
Laotim border Task Force 3iemagen has given the ene1W cause for concern.
The enenyTi lir a of coamminicat ions in Laos are vulnerable. A tank infantry
force, which is totally supplied by air anid therefare not ambject to being
destroyed by cutting off its logistical tails could enter Laos., move to
1'oute 92 then .turn Bouth and astrike along the tHo Chi Minh Trail".

e. Montana Mauler (22 March - 2 April): Dy 22 4arch available infor.-
mation indicated jhat. elements of the 27th INVA Regt were again operating in
the area in wlioJi the battle of Cam Hunge had been fought eaAlier in the
month, During the peridl 15-22 March the Can Lo (ID128595) area and Route
9 from Cam Lo to Vandergrift Combat Base (YDOOO•090) experierced a significant
increase in eaenmr activity iihich was characterized by minings, harassing

-:rtar fire, XPG firep saall arms fire and numerous ennemy sightings.
...o nature ot the enemy activities indicated that the 27th Regt probably had
hio •idssios of intercdicting Route 9. To determnine the eneyr situation

and attexVt to eliminate the enemy threat to 'Loute 9 a reconnaissance in
force operation was to be conducted by TF 3-5 Cay. TF 3-5 Cay was to move
through the Khe Chua Valley searching the drawsm condacting reconnaissance
by firej and attempting to grin contact with elements of the 27th INA 'kogt-.
that vure believed to be operating in the area. The general trace of the
reconnaissance in force was to be as follows: YD)143616, ID0140620, YO6000,
2D965595, XD980570s, and ID985545.

(1) Operation Montana Mauler began on 22 Mmarch when TF 3-5 Car departed
02 and headed through the IG-le Chua ValMey. Initially Montana Mattler was
a reconnaissance in force operation in which a cavalry squadron uA ng two
armored cavalry troopsp a combat engineer platoon and tuo light infantry
platoons searched for the enemy, locotedhim mand developed the ' tuation for
the Brigade, Once the situation had been developed the Brigade then com-
mitted two 34ght infantry battalions (one US and one AQ.VN) to assault the
enemy t s position and destroy him in plaeo. As the infmatry closod with the
ene•y the eav3ry a
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around the frioeli
assume a screening mission in o-r tfoetctthhe infantry battalions
from enerV attacks launmched ftom within the D14Z,

(2) During the first two days of the operation enay contact was fro.
quent but sporadic. On the third day TF 3-5 Car encountered the primaTry
defensive positions of the enemy. Two (2) comranies were entrenched in
camouflaged burnkers at IDO46624 and )0O41616 with a light acreaming force
established between the two positions. I/3-9 Marines air assaulted In-o
tWe battle during the afternoon and was placed OPCON to TF 3-5 0Cav.
Fighting was heavy on the 24th until the late afternoon when the ener. nOw
est,imated to be a battalion in strength, began -b diminish his attacks.
During the evening of 24 March it was decided that the b'"ation had
been sufficiently developed by TF 3-5 Car to com••yit two (2) counieas and
the battalion headquarters of the Ist Bn, .11th luf to the fight,

(3) During the afternoon of 2- Yarch A and B Ccpanies and the battalion
headq%ters of the 1st Bn, 11th Inf air assaulted lito an LZ on the high
gcounM ncrth of the previous c1& s battle (0LL43623)., The battalion (-)
landed vithout incident and throughout 'the day contact was light and qpxradic
for both battalionse The lack of cwtact in the valley on 25 March gaVe
cause to suspect that the NVA had moved north. Accordingly plans were mado
for the at Dn; 11th Inf (-), with I3/3,9 Marines OPOObT, to move north to
rega.in cortact.

(4) 26 IJarch turned out to be the first of four (4) days of heavy
fightinX fo-* the 1st Dnp 11th lnf. At 0330 hrs the battalion was attaaced
by small arsie, automatic woapons, RMGIs and mortar fire from the ncrth, west
and east. At 0800 lrs the battalion jumped off in the attack and almost
inmmed1ittoly contact was gained. Airstrikee and artillery pounded the enemy
positions1 but -with each pass the fighter ~cir0of+. O ~Lev a heir volim
of automatic woapons fire and the enerV refused to Tadge. After experlaneing

at d3ff.iout with the enem1 and the heat (the first time sLnce Ootober

'.at the teather had been hot; 1050 F) the 11 Intf returned to their

,ositions of the previous night and prepared to resume the attack on thc Zjth.

(5) The LtDn, 11lth Inf baran to attack north at 0715 hrs on 27 W.rch.

A and B Colr mLtstrong resistance but by noon the enemy had been rooted

out of his buLners on the intermediate objective and C/l-11 Inf was air

assaulted into a position north of the main enemy position (Hill 200 at

YD0436h4).

(a) As C/1-11 Inf air assaulted into their LZ it was kmmediateOY

brought under intense enony mortar fire from the northwest. The company

commrnder was wounded and evacuated and the mortar attack did not sOtop until

airstrikjoes could be placed on the mortar positions.

(b) During the afternoon A and B3 Cots pressed on and seized their

objectivess but the ene~r immediately counterattacked each company, By 1717
hrs the eneIr attacks were repulsed but the price had been high, B Co lost

l P 4 4- •f- c•4 n",+q for its FO who comircledd the company throughout

the afternoon. At 11'
1 31 - .th cay
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(c) The day had cc
30 WIAo. Enery casualtJ

(6) 28 March was devoted to cleaning up small pockets of enenW resis-
tenices reasupply and reorganization. Although no major engagements took
place the casualties remlnecd iigh. The 1st Dnp 11th Inf suffered one (1)
ICEA and 46 WIA while 60 INVA were killed.

(a) Since the 26th the 3-5 Cav had remained in the IGe Chua Valley.
On the 28th the Squadron was given the mission of moving to the right flank
of the battle area to be in a position on the 29th to suppa'rt 0/1.11 Inf
on Hill 200 YDO4364h). The cavalry moved into position, and dfting the
night A Troop received two (2) probing attacks.

(b) During the course of the battle on 28 March it became evident that
the Drigade did not have the forces in the battle area to completely encircle
the eneimy and prevent his escape. Coordination was made &ith the 2d ARMI

egtos slet IJVI Div and it was decidW to cor,mit the 1st Bns 2d .RVI. Regt
to the operation. Plans called for the battalion to be air assaulted on to
Hi•1 262. (YD03166,) during the morning of 29 lMarch in an attempt to block
escape routes.

(7) 29 March was the last day of heavy fighting.

(a) Action was initiated Thfnen D/l-11 Infi moving to secure a pce ition
in support of an air assault by I/3-9 Marime sp was'engaged by an NVA force
in a bunker comp2e x. Nontoxic riot control agents, airstrikes and small
arms fires were used to root the enemy out of his pcsitions. Jhile'the
air assault of 3/3-9 Marines was: in progress elements of A/1-11 lufp which
had been moving north along a ridge (YDO36635), came under heavy coanterattacic
by an estimated 1VA Go* The ene= attacked from the north and attempted to
,ut off the load platoons. As B/1-11 moved to reinforce A Co both companies

me under heavy mortar attack. The enenr attp.ck was beaten offi but
'.•ioughout the remai.nder of the day the 1st Bn, 11th U nf contVnued. t ree±vt

sporadic mortar fire.

(b) The planned air assault of hill. 262 by the 1st Bns 2d, ARVI Re9gt
was changed and the 1st and 3d companies landed on an IZ at YD0 636 46
while the 2d and hth companies landed on an LZ at MD067655. After landing,
1-2 IOVN moved toward the sm uh orn boundary of +the DMI in an attempt to
cut off the enermy escape routes. Only sporadic contact was made by the

MVN battalion during the dwr.

(c) Results for 29 March were 2 19 frienl3y W•A, 45 enacr KIA and two
(2) enermy 82mm mortars destroyed.

(8) On the 30th and 31st of March the 1st Dn, 11th Inf searched the
battle area while 1-2 YVN moved to and searched along the southern-odge
of the DIE wvst of Con Thien from IDOM55685 to •Do35675. TF 3-5 Car, rein-
forced by the 3d Cop 2d Dn4 2d IMVN Regt screened the northern flankl of the
ba++.le a-en and -miltalind one troon reaction force at Con Thieno Significant
gromund contact s not
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a Ist 1n3 ad
WIT RePgt made contact wibh an estimated enmiy Co I-), The onenmr broke

contact at 1530 I*s leaving 15 dead behind; the ARVN suffered no friendly
KIARs.

(9) TheLa2st two days of Operation Montana Mauler, I and 2 April were
without contact. The slet Dn, 11lth Inf con&icted search and clear operatioms
back over the battle area moving east-southeast looking for bypassed enemy
positions and personnel. 1-2 LRU continued its search along the southiern
boundary of the DML and then joined TF 1-11 Inf and searched the ncrthlern.
half of the battle area. TF 3-5 Cav continued to screen the northern flank.

(10) During Operation Montana Mauler the 1st Inf Wde, 5th Inf Div (14M)
had been in contact with at least two battalions of the 27th WA Regt, Docu-
ments captured during Operation Montana Mauler identified the 3d and 4th Cots
1st BnP and 2d and 3rd Cols 3d Dn' 27th IT7T4'ogt. The losses suffered by
the 27th Rogt have great3y reduced the combat effectiveness of the Regt and
indications aro that the Regt has returned to North Vietnam. Since the
completion of Operation Montana mailer enenr initiated incidert s in the
Cam Lo area and along Hwy 9 have sigrificantly decreased.

(3.1) Results:

(a) Friencly Oasualtios:

KIL 21 (KCS) 1 0 22
WIA 150 11 D10 171
DOW 2 0 0 2

(b) bierW Casualties:

(1) Cumulative: KIA: 274, PWl 0, CIVDEFs 0, HOI CHRLW Os, 11•: 31,
CigC: 17

(2) Inflicted by US Forces: KI1: 246 , PW: 01 RI0VMDEP O0 HOI CHI=I 0O
1"D: 17, CS3. 6

(3) I flieted by 11VN: KIA: 28, P14I: 0, CIMF: O, H01 CH1WdH 0s, I : 14,
0SWC: 21

£. rElls 1avino (8 April - 15 April): On 0 Air il the 3 t Intf *De, %h
Inf Div (1) began a combined search and clear, and road building operat ima
in the Ba Long Valley west, of Quang Tri City. The ope ration was cord uctet
in coordination and cooperation with the Ist and 2d 1WVN Regis and lasted
until 15 April.

(1) Elements of the Brigade that participated in the ops ration were
the 1st Bn., 11th InW and the 3d Squadron, 5th Car. The Ist Bns 11th Inf
was reinforced by the addition of one Cav Troop (A/4-12 Cay) and an engineer
platoon (Reinf) from the organic Brigade Engineer Cor
*he 3d Sq&~cn 5th Cay consisted of A and B Troops 3-5
a 'zeoiforced engine
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(2) TF 3-5

30 May 1969
Ending 30 April

and began operations
into the valley from the west. TF 1-11 Inf departed LZ Sharon on 8 April
and entered the valley from the east* The task forces conducted recon-
naissance in force and search and clear operations designed to dceastroy the
enewr arl his caches in the valley. As the battalions mm ed into the
valley they built a road from Phuoc Mon 0D308469) to Ga Lu. On 11 Apdril
the engineer platoons opened the road to tracked vehic3 s but much wo rk
remained to be done before the road was passable to wheeled vehicles.
On 13 April TF 3. Cav departed the valley for operations in "Leatherneck
Square" and TF 1-11 Inf remained in the valley until 15 April when the road
had been made passable to theeled vehicles. The on3y enerV contact during
the operation by elements of the Brigade was made on 13 April when 2/3/1-I
Inf spotted two (2) VO on a trail and killed one of them.

(3) While the Bde was building the road tlhe 2d ARVIT Regt landed one
battalion at IZ Holcomb (YDII9432) and conducted search and clear operations
in the mountains north of the Ba Long valley (See Inclosure 6)* South of
the valley the lst A3VN Regt landed one battalion at LZ Bavis-Hill (YD253290)
and conducted search and clear operations toward the north. No major con-
tacts were gained by either Pz~geent.

(4) Pllis Puavine had not resulted in th+ destruction of any enemy
forces or caches, but an alternate supply route was opened between Quang
Tri OCpbat Base and Vandergrift Combat Base.

g. Suary: Dfumring the repa ting period the Brigade pror ed that a
Mechanized Infantry Brigade is- capable of operating in rough terrain without
ground lines of conmunicationsp fi[hting main force 1WA RegiEa ts and w orcing
closely rith the GVIU forces in the pacification effort. Total results for
the repcr ting period waxre:

Enemy KIA: 581 (426 IWA, 155 VC)

Enemy: POWI: 30 (12 NTVA, 18 VO) '

Hoi Chanh: 7 (4 at IGMe Sanh)

Individua Wapons Captzmed. 132

Crew Served Weapons Captured: 19

Civil Dofendents: 20

2- 4WEC=,T 1i - .TASMS LE.MD:

r-Ik
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SUBJECT: Operational icport - Lessons Learned tor Period Ending 30 April
1969.

a. Personnel: None

b. Operations:

(1) EnoV miningg:

(a) Observation: Plastic m, ines have taken a heavy toll in damcaged
vehicles and casualties. lemy mining usually follows recent use of a road
or trail.

(b) Evaluation: It is not always feasible to conduct deliberate mine
swep operations in front of an armored column duo to the resultant delay.
Even with mine detection equipment, it is very difficult to insure that all of
the mines have been located. A strong contributor to mine damage is repassa;e
over an area within a short time span. The ene~y observes armored movemint
and can assuim that the force will be required to retr,ce its steps.. When this
is so, he mines in the probable area of trivel.

(c) -ocoeiondation: 1rmor movement should be planned to avoid using the
same route more than once during an operation. If the route must be used more
than once, there should be ambushes or other formns of security placed along
the road to prevent oneim•r mining incidents, or the road must be sTept again.
Whercover possible, armored vehicles should not double back on their old tracks.

(2) Tactical Dozors:

(a) Observation: Dozers were used in support of arniaor operations to con-
struct pionoor roa.'s concurrent with the movement of the mTain body of tanks.,
AFOCs and self-propelled artillery, or to construct tactical crossings where
obstacles halt cross coun-try movei-ent. load construction is often not estab-
lishod as a separate effort preceding or following tactical operations.

(b) Evaluation: In the above role, the dozers are expected to maneuver - -

Jith the tanks IMd APs but the standard engineer dozer is not capable of
traveling at the sipeecd of a tank. The C.jV ard the dozer tank are capable of
traveling with the tanks and personnel carrieors but they have proven to be
unroliable, and the blade of both is relativoy unum)aneuvorable.

(c) RecorjrenOdation: It is recom•ended that an armored dozer be develop-
ed that is capable of traveling at the speed of arnrod vehicles over exteond-
od distances, and perforaing oearth movin[ tasks similar to thseo of a stan-
dard bulldozer.

(3) Lrploy~mnt of Improved Conventional hu-nitions (IC.H) on Seismic
Intrusion Device (SID) Detected Targets:

(a) cbservation: The employnmnt of ICM on SID detected targets has
jprovx n to be an e~noi-y affoctive means of en,,aging the enem.

(b) Evaluation: During this reporting -periodý, the up2ý on S3D
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detected taogets has procu sv d vto•r (17) con4irmd enermy KIAs.* The key
to the employýmnt of t1his umnition lies in the ability of the firing eleremt
to place accurate and timely fires on the target area within seconds after the
ene;ir is detected, The computation of firing data for this type of munition
is time consmifnr, thus timely fires can be delivered only- if data is comruted
prior to activation of SID.

(c) Recou,mendation: It is recommended that data for the use of IO o6n
SID detected targets be recomputed each time a metoorological message is re-
ceived by the fire direction center. By usingL this mothod of computing firing
data, fires h1ave been placed on SID detected targets in as little as eighteen
(18) seconds.

(h) Addition of a Fourth Firirng Battery to the 1 Artillery Battaliont

(a) Observation: DLring the nine months this Drigade has been in Vietnam
the need for additional orranic artillery support has been apparent.

(b) Evaltuation: During the nine months this Drig ado has been in Vietam•,
it has boon habitually responsible for areas of operations which have boon too
large to be covercred completely by three orf-anic 155lm~1in (SP) 1owitzer batteriosa.
By careful selection of firing positions it has been possible to maintain m.xtaal
fire support betovmen adjacent firing batteries, but the massing of fires of all
three DS batteries has proven unattainable. Norm~ally this DriLade has organic,
attached or opor:bic'nal control of from four to six battalion size maneuvor
elements. As a result the DS artillery battalion normally controle the fixes
of from four to six batteries of artillery. The additional batteries of artiw
llory are normally provided from XXIV Corps Artillermy resources. Due to the
nature of this low-intensity conflict, m-aneuver:ing forces are often employed
as independent platoon, scuad and fire team size elements. This increases
the iamiount of area covered, requires forward observ-er teams below coalvany level.
mnd increases the requirement for DS artillery fires. In addition to the
• cnosibilities inherent to the DS artillery ridssion, diroct support artillery
.irc is provided in Vietnam on an area basis to UM units, PhF and PF units,

combinmd Action Groups, Long an•. e PRcoiam issanoe Patrols, ang Teams and
Sdoecial Forces Teams.

(c) 1ecom;iendation: That a fourth oi'anic firing- battery, prefeoably
a 10•rnm• touTod battery, be added to the DS artillery battalion. This iwould pro-
vide the Drigado with organic, helicopter liftablo artillery for support of
its foot-mobile infantry battalion. The addition of a fourth firing battery
would not require anyr sinýificant augmentation of personnel or equipment
authorized the HQ andc service battery of the DS artillery battalion.

(5) Tactical Fords:

(a) Obseritions 1hen moving mechanized forces through difficult terrain,
or constructing a
sing streams or d3

(b) Evaluati
on tactical opora
once implaced. A

6-
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construct a tactical for.dTsing li,cally avaikble material. First, push large
boulders or blast rock into the gap, then place srmaller rock on top of the
boulders. The large rock contains gaps which allows the water to flou through
the ford, Iiile the smaller rock provides a compact roadway for the volhicles.
The tactical ford is less vulnerable to enevy action than a bridge or culvert,
requires no transport prior to construction, and is less likely to wash out durit
heavy rains than either a bridge or a culvert. The tactical ford requires very
little maintenance.

(c) rEcommencdation: when the proper materials are available, it is
recormiended that tactical fords, not bridges or culverts, be used in the con-
struction of tmank trails or obstacle crossings.

(6) Perfomnnanco of the M41A3 Tank:

(a) Observation: The M40A3 tank, as omployed by the Brigade, has per-
formed in an outstanding manner.

(b) Evaluation: During the reporting period, ý38A3 tak•s were issued to
replaco the 130A20 tank. The iproved characteristics of the 3 wetre immediately
obvious and gave the Drij[ade the capability to Eo places and do things not
formerly possible vrith the L20. With the increased cruising rance over the
gasoline driven A20 the unit =as able to maneuver in the AO for up to four (4)
days without fuel resupply. The power of the engine and the reliability of the
power train permitted tanks to climb steep slopes, and manouvor in mountainous
jn•ile torrain.

c. Training: Training of Unit GIM, Personnel:

(1) Oboervation: Turnover of pjrsonmol in Viotna= plus applications of
chomical material not encountered 1in CONUS or Europe result in a lack of trained

jiZ personnel t munit level.

(2) Evaluation: Unit CD11 officers and 11CHOs can bc- trajined by chemical
personnel at Brigade and Division level. The 86th Chemical Detachment assisted
in conducting three, 8 hour unit chemical operations courses between the period
24 February to! 4 April. Significant improvao•ent in unit chemical operations,
ospecially maintenanco of CBR equipm~nt, has been observed as a result of this
tra4inin.

(3) Rocormaendation: That other organizations present similar courses
to train unit CD0 porsoihnel. The program of instruction presented by the 1st
Brigade, 5th Infantry- Division is included as inclosure 7.

d. Intelligenco:. Aerial Photographs:

(1) Observation: Aerial photos woro requested for upcoming operations on
two different occasions. Each tjim they were roquested seventy-two (72) hou.rs
prior to the tine they were noeeded. On each occasion noeither the readout of
the photographs nor the photogr.aphs themselves were received until after the
opera

Al
I l..
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IVBL-0 30 1y 1969
Period Ending 30 April

for the read-out and photo-

SUBJECT: Operation-l
1969.

(2) Evaluation:
graphs to be processed. It normally takes six days to receive any results.

(3) Recomiendation: It is recommended that the Brigade be authorized to
place requests for aerial photography directly to XIV Corps, and that the
resultant photography be sent directly to the Brigade MI detachment for read-
out. This system would cut out several tine consuming steps in the processing
of aerial photographs and 'the read-out of the photography by the Brigade's t

detachment would insure that the information required by the Brigade was pro-
cessed as rapidly as possible. If the above system can not be adopted then
it is requested that the aerial photographic support system in northern I Corps
be examined with a view toward shortening the time lapse between request and

delivery of infonrmation.

e. Logistics:

(1) Fuel Transfer Pump:

(a) Observation: Due to the requirements for resupply of fuel to a con-

pany that is some distance from the forward support areaj a fuel tankor, with
socurity, must be sent to that unit thus diluting the combat power of the unit

involved. A more adequate system is needed for units that are isolated, or

at a great distance from the forward support area. A gravity feed system was
used by C/1-77 Armor during TF Remagen, but this system requires a VTR to

lift the fuel bladder.

(b) Evaluation: An electrical pump system is required for transfer of

fuel from a rubber fuel pod that has been airlifted to the using elements

(c) Recommendation: An electrical pump system be made for transfer of
fuel from a rubber fuel pod that has been air lifted to the using element.

This pump system can be made using a 14113 bilge piump. Components needed to

bricato this pump are: Valve assy for the pod; hose asay rubber FSN:

1 .20-718-6020; hose assy rubber FSN 4720-718-6013; nozzle, fuel FS1N 4930-902-

4642; bilge ipuxip FS 2580-697-9643; toggle switch for cutting on and off;

male connection to hose assembly to be welded to the bilge pump; and female

connection FSN 4940-360-0711. The power to operate the pumnp can come from

any vehicle.

(2) Use of 500 gallon POL bladder:

(a) Observation: The 500 gallon rubber POL bladder is easily damaged

by aerial movement.

(b) Evaluation: The rubber POL bladder has heavy metal reinforcements

~t- ~each end for lifting straps. If the filled bladder is slung by a strap
on each end, the cylinder rotates in flight, often damaging the bladder.

(c) Recoyi-ondation: The filled bladder should to slung by attaching
two lifting straps
Wminimizes damage t

(3) Operation
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AVBL-C
SUBJECT:

(a)
in the Northern I Corps Tactical Zone, maintenance of tracked vehicles be-..
came a major problem due to an increase in suspension system component failures.

(b) Evaluation: Sandy Terrain and beaches cause track vehicle suspension
systems to wear out imuch faster than normal operations. Normal Fll stocks are
quickly depleted and suspension system repair parts become critical items.
Complete replacement of road wheels and sprockets can be expected every 90-120
days (1IMl3A1 sprockets must be replaced every 30-45 days).

(c) Recomuendation: Units alerted to operate in sandy or beach areas
should increase their ASL/Pll of suspension system repair partso Increased
attention to operator and organizational maintenance is also roegir6d.

f. Organization: None

g. Communications:

(1) YX Retransmission:

(a) Obsorvation: During TF Remagen the Brigade was required to establish
a FM retransrission station at FSB Cates. FSB Cates cannot be reached by
vehicle mnd the retransmission unit had. to be airlifted into positlon.

(b) Evaluation: .. Such a mission requires a lightweight)- portablp and
sturdy mount for. the M,I/VRC 49, The mount must include a location for antennas
and a po~wer supply. The need for this type of mount is not likited to TF
Remagen, On many airmobile operations .a-FM 4retransmission station ha..been*
established on remote Fire Support Bases, and in this AO the 3rd Marine Recon
Bn (A IRRP Bn) is constantly. establishing isolated retransmission etations. on
isolated hilltops.

(c) Rocorrondation: It is recomended tlhat a m-ount for the -AN/V/ 49
~. doveloped that can be used as mntioned aboveM, as well as in a vehlcle.

(2) KAC Codes:

(a) Observation: Mhe. KAC codes now issued to Arrw units..have promd
ipractical for. troop use in the field.

(b) Evaluation: The. small. printing and slow decryption and encryp4o6n
have caused munits not to use the authentication/numlerical code, DisencLnt-

ment with the published, approved codes..has. resulted in some units -attert:ing
to develop their -ownm "shtackle" codes. The use of such an'insecure code Is .
dangerous to unit security.

(c) Reco-mendation: It is recommended that an approved and simplif:d
authntieation/rmnrieal, code be deaveloped to replace the K.Cs. now in us%

DECLASSIFIED
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,AVBL-C 30 May. 1969
SUBJECT: Operational Report - essees.-Learned for Period Ending 30 4pril

19690

A fast, reliable, code suitable4-or use in helicopteqs and moving tracked
vehicles, and legible under low ammbient light condiEions would iatorially
improve comunications security.

SIncl :Jt M,]:SO
/7. Brigade Task Orga ation COL, I

2. Overlay: LO, 1st Bd4) th Inf Commading
Div (Moch)

V3. Overlay: Operation Can Hung
. Overlay: Oqeration Montana Mauler

Overlay: TF Remagen AO
SOverlay: Operation Ellis Ravine

Program of Ihstruction - Unit Chemical
Operations Course

DISTRIBUTION:
2 - CINCUSIZPL.C ATTN: GPOPODT jPO 96558
2 - HQ, USLJ ATTf: AVIHGC-DST
3 - 00, MCIV Iorps ATTN: 0-3
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1, o JECTIVE: To qualify personnel at unit lovol'to serve".as unit. 0BR
officers and 10Os,

2, SCOPE!: Insbtructiou, is dcsigned• to train individuals in:

a Operation and. •intoenunco of choemical cquipment authorized at unit
love I

b. Fl-ýme warfaro,

c, * ~mploy2o•nt of riot control aLonts (RCi).

d. Dotection of and protection ag,ainst hostilo eloymont-oft-CB ~wapons.

3. DUW3TIO: 8 hours (1 day)

4. STUDEITS PiE CLUSS: 15 (imin 10, max.20, class .aize-to..bhc based.on.brim...
zado requirommnts throo woeeks prior to class).

5, CLASS-S P&3 Y~L" 6 (!oto: Initially, classes -will be conduc.ted monthly
I roim Februar,- thru Lpril. Thereafter, classes mill be conducted every other
month)

6. STUIDEMTS !1i 11Ais 100, based on .requiremont .for additional .duty COR
porsonmnol thro1ugThoum t th bri ade.

7,1 P L]QUIJiTbSt: 6-5 or above, 180 dayrs rcmaintinC in RVT upon coiplotion.
u: cvrso, Sucurit-, claroiance, confidential.

•,. FLCILIT-S iL~QUIY~Ds ..0lassrooLi, training..aidsa as -prescribod in-lesson'

9, CLi,=SS TO liDE COIDUCTD:

Outline of Course Material

TITN'

Rolo of Chou'ical
QOx'rations in Counm.
tr Inaurgrjecy

IYi'1GTH

20 Min
Confeorence

if

SECUGITY
cLASS IFICI9 1011 OBJECTIVE.

Unclas ... ... Introduction to course mat-
oo.aria.l. Brief description, of

S . . use of,.RCA,.flam, and herb-
.- icidoes in combat operations.

Eneom-equipment and neo of
- RCA and flmao.-i 1,Provide

general imowledge of provie-

1the -Drigadr SOP,

Inclosure 7

DECLASSIFIED
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ProtecOtiveo
hasks and Related
Equip3:nt

FKlW,m
Warfare

....pl ent of
ECA in Cc,nbat
Joie0ations

Defe nse
Against Enoyý.
K-i1ployi.nt of
CB Agents

2 hr Confer. Unclas
once Practi-
ical Exercise

Unclas

Unclas

2 hr
Coni eronce

1 houru
Conforonce

Provide working know,ledge of
functioning, use, and organ-
izational Ymai.ntenmnce of
Mah1, 127, 1124, 125, and

-- 82 protctive masks. Pro-
wide working know-eage od
operation and msintenence -of
the ),813 filter unit, tank.
Practical exercise du•ring
which students d1isassebl.e,
assemble and inspect protect-
ive masks..

Provide general knowledge of
functioning, e mloyment and
effects of the 1,1132 mech-
anmized flamnethrovr md
142L1-7 portable fl.mettower,
Provide general knowledge of
construction and eff•ects of
flane field expedients. Dem-
onstration firing of fL-me-
throwers and flame field ex-
pedients.

Provide general mknowl-Cdge of
effects and emplcyment tech-
niques for all RCAi munitions
available for emplo.ymont.
Provide working iknmwledge of
effects and qyrployfEnt of
mnmitions available at unit
level.

Provide working knowledge of
unit action for detection of
and protection against enemy
omployment of CB viaterial.
Review of requirements for
chemical annex to unit SOPs.

DECLASSIFIED
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1 hr Unclas Provide working knowledge of
Conforonce effects, protection at,aint,

and decontamCination of R•CA.
h Provide goneral knowledge of

the effects of lethal and
incacpacitating 0) Bmatorial.
Provide general knowledge of
nature and effects of herb-
icides and flaee fuels.
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1 Jin,, 1969

COPFIDZ,PTIA3k (inclassified upon removal of basic correspond(e.tn-)

PTKST ,.•ouSZ4E,•NT on CO, lst Brigade, 5th Infantry (Trech) Combat After
,.ction Report .ontana Nauler cof 4 May 1969

From: Commanding General, 3d Marine Division (Rein) ?MF
To: Conmmandit-g General, U. So Military Assistance CoCmmand, Vietnam
Via: (1) Commianding General, XXIV Corps

(2) Commanding General, III Marine AI-phibioos 'orce

Subj: Combat After Action Report

Ref: (a) MAcy I)ir 335-8

1. Readdressed and forwarded in accordance with reference (a).

2. Contents noted with following remarks:

a. Dates of operation officially 23 Mar~ch 1969 - 3 4pril 1969.

b. Division official results of casualties sustained, c.,sualti-s~
inflicted on the enemy and weapons c:ptured ware-

USMC USA 1,7A
KIA 16 19 KIA 300
JIA 89 129 IC 36

oswC 7

These results differ from the following Birigade results:

IWA losses b~y

USMC USA ARVN US", ORCES IARVN FOROCS
KIA 1 25(1 KCS) 0 N1VA KIA 246 28
WIA 11 150 10 IO1C 7 14

CSW3 6 11

Differences in results of 15 USMC KIA, 5 USA KIA,, 78 USC VJIA,
10 ARVN WIA, 21 USA WIA,26 WVA KIA,15 I JC and 10 CSJWC were caused by:
(a) the Brigade included operation results of 22 March 1969; (b) re_-
sults" of all units in backdated AO not OPCON to the Brigade were inclu-
ded in 3d Marine Division (Rein) "results" and not included in the Bri-
gade's "results"; and (c) ARVN "results" are not included in 3d Marine
Division (Rein) "results".

F. Ro , AINCE
By d rection Copy f opCopy_ of Copies•

C0DEL ASIDZqT ,J
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•" HIQ,

AVI L0

AVDL-

Div*n (Mech)

4 Mxy 1969

SUBJECT: Corbat Operation After Action Report - Operation MONT2d1A MAULxj4
22 March 1969 - 2 April 1969.

TBRUs Commanding General
3rd Marine Division
FPO 96602

TRU: Commanding General
IV Corps

APO 96308

THRU: Comanding General
III Marine Amphibious Force

-FPO 96602

TO: CamnAdert
United States Milit-a Assistance Command, Vietnam

ATT: MAQ J3b3
I?O US Forces 962.2

1. (U) NAM & TITE OF 0W.LATION:

a. Name: X ont•na Mgler

b. Type: Reconnaissanoe in Fc ce

S(U) DATES OF OPERAj'ON: 22 Narch 1969 2 April 1969.

3. (U) LOCATION: Nor ch tentral Quanmg Tri Province from the southern boaundary

of the RwZ to nine (9* kiloameters south of the DMNZ, Map, VIETHAM, 1:50,000

AkS Series L7014., Car Lo sheet 63b2 I. Area bounded by coordinates YD0267,

YDo80367, 00860, and M0260,

4. -(us) ComaThO ZvWA~RTERZ ILst Inf antxy 33rigae, 5th Inf~antry Divislon (Moe-

hanizeod).

5. (U) UlIT COV!fNDERS:

Comnmading Officer 1st InS Bde, 5th Inf Div (XM):

COL Jaies M. Gibson, 048730.

Cornmn-din,, Officer, 1st Bn, 11th Inf:
ILTC Thomas N. Britton Jr., 070169.

Cor • =aianding Qfficer,, 3d Sqdn, 5th Cav:

LTC Thomas E. Carpenter III, 083157

Commanding Officer, 1st Bn, 2d ALIM. Regt, let ARVN Divisionf

l,J fTruong Thanh Hung, 01/209-503.

6. (0) TASK neGAuIZATION:

a. Phase I: 22 - 24 1Mr 69.

TF 3-5 C-A
S .A/3- Car d & hth PIts D/I-11 Inf

S'" B/3-5 Cay /A/7 Engr (-Sqd + 2 dozers,
1/3-9 Mar 3rd Mar Engr Bn)

WDORGRADED AT 3 YftR IhIRVALS
DBCLASS3IFIED AFTH4 12 MEES

DOD DIR 520C,10

CDONFSDFNTIAf
DECLASSIFIED
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UOBL i LJLENT&I, 4va
SUBJECT: Conmbat Operation After Action Report - Operation MONTILA 1AUIER,

22 i,rch 1969 - 2 April 1969.

bo Phase I!: 25 - 31 Mar 69

TF i-21 Inf TF 3-5 Car 1-2 ARVN
,e4-a/. "M&f A/3-5 Cav V yT
B/1-11 Inf B/3-5 Cay 2/1-2 APm,
0/1-11 Inf 2d..& hth Platt/D/l-11 Inf . 3/1-2 IJVN
D/1-11 Inf (-2 plats) 4/1-2 jjRVN
1/3-9 Iar

c. Phase III- 1 - 2 Apr 69.

TF 1-1 Inf TF 3-5 Cay 1-2 ARVN
A/1-11 Inf A/3-5 Cav 1/--2 E
B/1-11 Inf B/3-5 Cay 2/1-2 ARW
C/1-11 Ins 3/2-2 ARVN 3/1-2 ARVN

lD/1-11 InT 4/1-2 LRV,1
1/3-9 Mxr.

d. Throughout the coirse of the battle the task organization Tas constantly
changing to meet the sitvation. The three task organizations above' were the

organizations that evolvwd as the battle progressed; within each phase several
minor changes in the task organization took place.

0. The lat Bn, 11th I -uf u5d 60,n.i mzortar, (bor-owed from the 2d ]LVT RJot,
!.!t LiIT7 Div) i )alne... of the heavier, more cumbersome 81mm mortars that belong
to the infantry cortanies.

. (U) SUPPOMTIN FOROT,S:

a. Arnyr Avintion:

(1) Diuring Phase I of Operation Monbtana i•huler the 3.d' Sqdn, 5th Cay
-od its organic LIH aircraft for com~mnd and control purposes . The 3rd Sqdn,

5th Cav has only two (2) OH-6A helicopters in the squadron. D Troop, the air

cavalry troop, is in the delta with the 9th Dnf Div.

(2) Throughoutb the operation the Brigade Commander and Deputy Brigade
Comimiander used one LOH (OHI-6A) each for comiand and control. During the course

of the operation those holicopters wore often used to assist units in contact

with their command and control, reconnaissmance and emergency resapply missions.

(3) Throughout its participation in the operation, from 25 Xiar through

2 A&, the let Bn, 11th Inf used one (1) U3.1-11 from the Brigade Aviation Section,

The helicopter wns used for conmand and control, n,connaissance, resupply of

water and food, and medical evacuation. The DE-1H flew a total of 57 hrs and 4 2

mine during the nine days that the lst Bn, 11th Infantry participated in the

operation.

(4) The air assault by the let Bn, 2d ARWN Reg-, 1st ARVN Div whs con-

ducted with twelve (12) U11-1D lift ships from the 101st Abn Div, escorted by

four (4) UH-ME and four (4) I-l1-B gunmhips.

b.. United States Marine Corps Aviation: The bulk of the resupply missions

flown in support of Montana Mauler were flow- by ITvkine 4 a-4.6 helicopters. During

the first three days of the operation, and the last day no aerial resupply was

conducted. butfrom 25 March through 1 jpril 10,8 short tons -were haulod by
Marine a~.rraft for an averate aerial resupply rate of 12.7 short tons per days.

The vast majority of the troop lift was also provided by Harine mr 4!s* 7
lifts condu.cted by the let Bn, l1h In we re conducted with 0H-460p A total

of fort%•ix (146) helic6i3ter sqrties were fl.own in support of Montiia Hauler by

Iarine helicoptors.

c. Artillery: Sixteen (16) US Army and US larine Corps artillery batteries

fired in support of Montana Mauler. The sixteen (16) batteries, consisted of

- (A) 100m, batteries. five (5) 155•n batteries, two (2) 175imi batteries and

DECLASSIFIED
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AVBL-C T may 1969
SUBJECT:- Combat #pe t fr'A4ik 1plf -1 MONTAITA 11'ULER,

22 iT.ach 1969 - 2 April 1969.

do Tactical Air Support;

(1) Throughout the operation a total of 140 missions were flown using
247 sorties. An accurate bomb deamge assessment was not' possible on all but
thirty-four (34) of the missions. Inclosure 1 (Tactical Air Support) gives a
reission by mission bre*dowOn of the Tactical Air Support that -was used during
Montana Mauler, and the bomb dtmoae assossment that was obtained.

(2) The type of missions flown were as follows Nine (9) preplanned,
forty-nine (h9) inmediate, and eighty-two (82) TPQ's (Sky Spot): IRadar directed
preplanned missions flown at night or in bad w•ather.

(3) Throughout the operation, during daylight, the Air Force Forward
Air Controllors (Fe.'s) flow over the area of opelrations. The FACts w6re used
to direct air strikoa, control artillery and perform visual reconnaissance. The
support of the FAG1.s was outstanding. The FACGs used for the operation w•re
those from the 20th Tactical Air Support Squadron that are regularly assigned
to the 1st Bde, 5th Lif Div (M14) and they .were commandod by LTC Moore, WSI•.

(4) 'From time to time the Bde FAC's were augmented by US•M• FAIts and

aerial observers from the 108th Artillery group.

8, (C) I]TLLLIW4JCE:

a. Enemy ftivity•.

(l T IfOrnation available prior to the commeincement of Operation
:'ontana -LMaule•r indicated that oloiments of the 27th NVA Regt •ere operating in
t,o area Neorh end ",est of COm Lo (YD128595). During the period 15-22 March

-c :2ea e•oerioncod a significant increase in enemy activity which was character-
. by midings, ha=mssing mortar fire, RPG fire, small arms fire and nm-orous

sigh aings. The nature of enemy initiated activitiGe indicated. that the
:, Reoct probably had the mission of interdictin-g -H 94

(2) Cover and concealmoent in the dense undergroath forest is gOod and
good to excellont along the steep slopes of the hills. Cover is fai± in tht
valloys. ln the low hilly areas vegetation restricts movement to existing
stroam bedsd' and trails. In areas of high elevation movement is somewhat re-
stricted to stream valleys due to the perpendicular pattern of the major ridge
spurs. l M~ierous bofb and shell craters present somio hindrance to movement
throughout the area. Major avenWes of approach in the area generally parallel
stream valleys. Weather during the course of the operation was extremOly- hot
for the first time dthis year uhich adversely, affected activities of friendly forces.

9. (C) MISSION: TF 3-5 Cav was to conduct a reconnaissance in force through the
Mie Chua V.olley north of Doug Ha Mountain (YO15594) from 03 (ID1h3616) to Elliot
Combat Base (ID985545).

10. (C) CONICELT OF .OPFRATION: Operation Montana Mauler was to be .a one task
force operation. TF 3-5 Gay was to conduct a reconnaissance in force through the
Khe Chua Valley, scoarching the draws, conducting reconnaissance by fire and
attempting to gain contact with the elements of the 27th Y5A Rogt that mwere believ-
ed to be oworating, ini the area. The general trace of the reconnaissance in force
was to be as follows: ID143616, i0.0o620, m.m0600-, XD965955•, XD980570, and
xD985545.

11. (c) EX;CUTI01%: Operation ront•na Mauler as a t•aslve (32) day operation.
that took place. northwest of Cam Lo and south of the D4 Z. Initially M•ontana .
Mauler was a squadreon reconnaissance in force operation in daich a cavalry squa-
dron using two ground troops. a combat engineer platoon and two light infantry

platoons searched for the enemy, located h:l and developed the situation for the

Brigade. Once the sitb-ation had been developed the Brigade then coyitted two
light infantry battalions (one CS and one LIN") to assault the enemy's position
and destroy him in place. A,s the infantry closed iith the enemy the cavalry
withdrew from the area of intmedicate contact and moved around the friendly forces
to the opposite side of the battle area to assume a screening mission in order.

CONFIDENTIAL..
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ik,- 4 May 1969
SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - Operati MONTANA MAULER

22 March 1969 - 2 April 19694

to protect the infantry battalions from enemy attacks launched frcua within the
DIM.

S. Phase 1i During Phase I the 3d Sqdn, 5th Cav gained contact with the enemy
and developed the situation. By the end of Phase I the Brigade had a good idea of
the size and location of the enemy force. Following is a day by dty account of
Phase Is

(1) 22 Mar 69% At 0800 hrs A and B Troop of 3-5 Gay, with a platoon of D/
1-11 Inf attached to each troop, moved westward into the Khe Chua Valley. As the
troops moved west they searched the draws, and reconned the ridgelines by fire, but
the move was rather uneventful. At 1521 hrs an observer in a LOH spotted two (2)
NVA in the valley vic YD049 6 20 and again at 1618 bra another NVA was observed in
the same general area. Artillery missions were fired on both occasions with un-
known results& At 1750 hrs, as A Troop approached a crossing site over the Khe
Uhua River, the troop received RPG fire from the north. Eight (8) NVA were spotted
north of the river vic YD056617. The troop returned the fire killing two (2) of
the enemy. Friendly losses were one (1) KIA and four (4) WIAa Following the
Izirmish A Troop and the command group moved north and took up a night defensive
)o-ition (NDP) at YD058617 while B Troop spent the night at YD067615. See inclosure
ZeA or a sketch of the day's activities.

(2) 23 Mar 69s At 0216 hrs A Troop received six (6) 82mm mortar-rounda
.... h negative results. During the morning A Troop moved west into the valley. At
114 b-rs three (3) NVA* who appeared to be obserVing the troop, were sighted on

Ae highground to the north•west vic YD041622. The enemy was engaged by artillery
:"e with unknowh results. By 1200 hrs, A Troop was iccated at YDO0262o where it

Sjoined by B Troop in the early afternoon. During the afternoon the OP received
42 fire from the northeast on two occasions, two rounds at 1320 hrs and two more
,nds et 1650 hrs.. On the second occasion a personnel carrier (APO) was hit re-
S: • in one (i) friendly KIA and four (4) lIA. Also at 1650 hrs enemy troops

. re observed to the north (vic YD049630) were engaged with organic weapons
ing in one (1) enemy KIA. At 1830 hras five (5) NVA were observed moving west

--hte highground to the northeast. The enemy were engaged by artillery with un-

Sn: rcsults. The squadron remained overnight in the vic of YD052622. There
::e no further enemy sig-htings or contacts on the night of the 23rd. See inclos-

,re 2A for a sketch of the day's activities.

(3) 24 Mar 69s At daylight on 24 March TF 3-5 Cav continued to move west
into the valley. Movement was slow and difficult due to the rough terrain, heavy
vegetation and the need to sweep the route for mines.. At 0917 hrs vic YD048621 a
bulldozer was hit by an RPG round resulting in two (2) Marine MIA. At 0945 hrs
the CP Group, in the same area (YD048621), received one (1) round of explosive
ordhance resulting in one (1) WIA.

(a) At 1000 hbrs elemcnts of the Oar in the vicinity of YD0U4623 made
contact with the primary defensive pcsitions of the enemy. Two (2) NVA Co's were

entrenched in camouflaged bunkers north (YD046624) and south (ID0,1616) of the

valley with a light screening force established between the two positions. Another
bunker compleo occupied by an estimated NVA platoon was located to the northeast at

YD059632. The NVA were employing small arms) automatic weapons end RPGs. The Cay

and attached Infantry returned fire with small atrms and tenk gun fire. Due to
restrictive maneuver space end the close proximity of the enemy the aquadron, while

maintaining contact, moved back to a more beable nosition (YDCO2620) in order to

employ artilleryj. In addition to enemy el',ents located in bunkers small groups

of EVA were seen and engaged north and -,,uth of the squadron's lecation (3 NVA

05•3625~, 52 NVA YDO58612., 12 NVA YDO50622, and 1 NTA YDCoh6617). At 1ho00 hrs an

ars•rrike wais placed on enemy troop locetions ,north of the valley vic YDC5L623 and

at 1420 brs against a suspecte, trcop Location at YD 052635. Once major contact

had been established the USMC 8pecial Lauding Force (SLF) was requested. This

request was denied but I/3-9 Mar was committed to the operation cl placed UPOON

to TF 3-5 Cay. I/3-9 Mar was scheduled to be air assaulted into an LZ north of

the valley but because of difficulties in securing the LZ it was decided to coimit

the company farther south. At 2515 hrs the lead elements of I/3-9 Mar were air

assaulted into an LZ on the southern side of the valley vic YD039610. The air

assault was completed by 1545 hbs and I Co began an immediate search of the area.
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(b) The enemy, now estimated to be battalion strength, began to
diAinish his attacks by 1600 hrs as a result of the heavy vol-Omo of organic fizeq
artillery and airstrikesE placed-rfn his pcbitions during-the aftorncn4 ' By .730
lire the enemy had conpletely broken contact. The squadron remained overnight
via MO052620 and I/3-9 Mar established a night defensive position vic YD039610.
There trere no incidents or contacts during the night. The day s action had
resulted in twenty-three (23) I•VA KIA, at a cost of one (1) fzriendly KIA and six
(6) friendly WIA. There were no incidents or contacts during the night.

(0) At 1730 hrs it was decided that the situation may have been
sufficiently developed by TF 3-5 Cav to commlt two companies and the battalion
headquarters of the 1st En, 11th Inf to the fight. The let En. 11th Inf was
ordorod to be prepared, on order, to air assault into an LZ on the high ground
north of the valley vic IDO43632.

(d) See inclosure 2B for a sketch- of oporations conducted on 24 Ma••ri
b. .Phase II: During Phase II the 1st Inf Edeo, 5th Inf Div (M) exploited the
contact by air assaulting the let Bn, 11th Inf into the battle and later by comA
mitting the 1st Bn, 2d ARTI Regt. Following is a day by day account of the bato
tle as it u'~nfoldod during Phase II:

(1) 25 itar 69:

(a) Throurghout 25 ,1ar contact was light and sporadic. Daring the
*::orning an estkimated twenty (20) VPA in smal groups of two to three (2-3) were
seen moving north vio DO0h7635 and engaged with main gun tank fire, 4.2" mortare
c.nd artillery. This fire resulted in three (3) NVA IIA. During the late morning
,nCd afternoon A/3-5 Cav and I/3-9 1&ar searched westward from their previous
--ositions (0O52620 and ITD039610) along the southern part of the valley to posi.

. located vic -3-035616 and ML028617. NDring the sweep enemy contact was lxi-
Il to tno (2) sniping incidonts; one vic YDO45617 gt 1010 hrs and the s6cond

-D0736.14 at 11413 hrs. A kirine was killed by the second sniper. The move-
. of the squadron was again slow due to terrain end the necessity to improve,-

otrcsn- crossing vic D039618.

(b) In an attempt to exploit the previous contact additional units
were cozl•2mitted to the area during the afternoon of the 25th. 1-11 Inf (-)j con-
sisting of a Cormand Group and A and B Companies, was air assaulted into an LZ on
the high ground north of the valley at YD 043623. By. 1520 xrs the air lift was
completed mand the 1-11 Inf began sweeping in a southeasterly direction along the
ridgoline to M043623 whoere night defensive positions were established. 1hile
sweeping the ridgeliae A/l-11 Inf discoverod"one (1) RPG booster and 100 meters
of coznio wiTreo vie O=040629. The co.mno wire led southwest into a bunker then
north for 100 motors.

(c) I/3-9 Mar spent the night, at ID 028617 while A/3-5 Car returned
from its sweep and occupied its positions of the previous. night at YD050620.,
where the entire squadron established its INDP.

(d) The lack of contact in the valley on 25 4-rch gave cause to sus-
pect that the I•A had moved northlard. Accordingly plana.s were made for 1-11 Inf
(-) with I/3-9 lMar OPCOIT to rmoae north to regain contact,

.(e) See inclosure 20 for a .>- of activities on 25 "Lar

(2.) 26 -2rL 69:-

(.) It 0330 lu's 26 lix 1-11 nt' poei Lions at Y3DO43626 were subjectred
to small arms, automatic weapons, RPG and mortar fire from the north, west and
east. The heaviest volume of fire came from th.e highground to the north vic
)D037632. The enemy fire iwas returned with organic weapons and arty., Th•e enamy
did not assault friendly positions, but three (3) IVA who approached the B Go
perimeter wiro engaged and killed by small arms fire. The enemy attack by fire
ceased by 0530 hrs after having killed ont (1) and miundi eight (8) inf-nt%y-
men.
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(b) At 0800 bra as 1-11 Inf began to move. six to eight (6-8) NVA were
observed to the north at YD037632. From 0910 hrs to 1015 hrs airstrikes and arty
were placed on this positiont With each pass the fighter aircraft received auto-
matic weapons fire. Byr 1200 hrs A and B Co's had reached a position vic YD040628
from which numerous NVA troops and heavy movement could be observed to the north.
Airstrikes end artillery were employed against positions at YD037632 during-the.
afternoon. A end B Co's, after experiencing great difficulty because of 1050
temperatures, returned to positions of the previous night to prepare for an attack
on the 27th (A Co vic YD04k0628, 1/A/-11i vic iDU00630, B Co vic YD044h624).

(b) At 0800 hrs 1/3-9 Mar was placed OPCON to TF 1-I1 Inf. *Xring
the day the company moved morthwest from YD028617 to YD022625 without incident
or contact. I Go remained overnight at YD023625.

(d) 3-5 Cay spent the day searching the area around their night
positions (YD500620). At 0900 hrs the search revealed three (3) NVA bodies, 1
RPG-2, 1 AKMO, 1 AK4h7, 4 B40 rockets, and assorted gear. About 100 meters north
at YD051623, a chicom first aid pouch and a bloody bandage were found. At 1934
hrs B Troop, at YDO$1619, received two (2) rounds of RPG and small arms fire froni
the northeast resulting in three (3) friendly WIAi The troop returned fire with
organic Weapons and a sweep ot the area early next morning resulted in finding
I AK4h7, 2 RPG' s, 2 Th0 rockets, 1 B41 rocket, blood trails and some documents. A
ttanslation of the documents showed that they had belonged to a member of the
hth Go, 1st Ba, 27th NVA Regt. These documents verified intelligence reports
which placed the 1st and 3rd Bn'sj, 27th NVA Regt in the area.

.e) See inclosures 2D for a sketehhof the dy's operations.

() 27 M-a-r -69:

(a) The 1-il Inf (-) began to attack north at 0715 hrs with B Co having
been given the mission to seize the high ground vic Y3037631 while A Co supported
the attack. I/3-9 War was given the mission bf seizing the high ground on the left
flank 1YD030631' in order to block any enemy movement into or out of the objective
area,

(b) A and B 0o a' made contact immediately and remained in contact
throughout most of the day. At 0850 hrs airstrikes were placed on enemy troops
in bunkers- to the northeast at YD046635. Eemny troops on the objective employed
small armsp automatic weapons and mortar fire against the attack. 3en~y troop
positions were engaged by artillery and the organic weapons of A and B Co's,
Continuing to press the attack A and B fought to a position south of the objective
(YD039628) by mid-ay. In order to block enemy avenues of approach and/or retreat
north of the objective area C/1-11 Inf was air assaulted into a blocking position
on Hill 208 (YD043644). The air assault began at 111l hrs after extensive air and
artillery preparations of the LZ. Upon entering the LZ C Co was immediately
brought under intense mortar fire from the northwest. This mortar fire was counter-
ed with airstrikes (1130 hrs and 1200 brs) on the enemy's positions located at

MDiX26h3. 0 Co secured the LZ without further incident. In the meantime, B Go
pressed on until the objective was reached (YD039623). Upon reaching the objective
B Co was met by-heavy mortar fire and a ground attack from the north (1YD041638 to
YD041635). Air strikes and arty were placed on enemy troops from 1300 hrs to
1515 hrs (YDc426359, 1300 brs; YD040635, 1330 hrs; YD011636, 1h430 hrs; YD0M1637,
1430 hrs and YD0W2626, 1515 hrs), These air•trik-s in conjunction with a heavy
volume of fire from B Co inflicted heavy losses on the enemy and repulsed the
attack.

(c) -I -he late afternoon the levd elements of A/l-11 were searching the
ridge which runs n(rth from the objective (Y035636) when they were subjected to
an enemy counterattack from the west (YD0326)3). As the ener attempted to assault
the friendly positions he was met with a heavy volume of fire. A11strikes were
employed at 1700 hrs and 1717 hrs and the enemy attack was repulsed. T%As attack
was the NVA's last attempt to pUsh the 1-11 Wnf off the occupied objective. &t
1800 brs the 1-11 Inf (.) was reinforced by Ve airlift of 2 platoons of D/1-11
from 3-5 Cave; these platoons were committed to B Co's position (1YD039633).
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(d) 7/3-9 Mar had seized its objective (M032631) •ithout contact
atd -was in position to block etr.T movement southwest to reixforce or to escpQ.
By late afternoon all units jegan to atrengthen their poeitions and prepare for
the night. (A Co vic IDO35636; B Co mand 2 plat D Co vic YDO39633; c Co vic ID
042644 and 1/3-9 vic IDO32631). TF 3-5 Cav remained in its night position as a
reaction forbo antd pemformed maintenance on its vehicles.

(e) 27 Mar contacts resulted in thirteen (13) friendly KIA, one (1)
KCS KIA amd thirý (30) friendly WIA. Enemr casualties for the cla were 120 NVA
ITA (85 by air and arty), seven (7) I,40 one (1) CSWTC captured and one (1) mortar
clestroyed by air.

(f) See inclosure 2E.for a sketch of the day.'s operations..

(I") 28 mar 69:

(a) The first enemy contact on 28 IInrch occurred at 0330 hrs tihen
C/1-11 Inf on hill 208 (vic )D0•2644) was probed by an unknown size enoir
olemsnt esploying small ar=s fire and grenades.' C Co called for illumination-
and ongage.d the ene•y elemont •ith small ars arid autozmatic weapons resulting
in throu (3) ',TA KIAI, and driving the enemy force off.

(b) At daylight A Co, B Co amd 2 platoons of D Co bogan conducting
a search of the inxeocxiate area around their 1 ositions and. received resupply
by helicopter. At 0800 hrs 1/3-9 Mar searching the ridGe.nortbhAest of the
previous night's position.found eight (U) 82mm mortar rounds at 7030633. The
rounds w-ro strap-cd to a carzrying pole. At 1000 hras the 1-11 Tnf (-) was fur-
-ther reinforced by the airlift of D Co (-) from LZ Sharon to a nearby LZ at
-9.336631.

(c) Throughout the morning resupply helicopters vre receiving
mall arus fire and during the afternoon ground units began receiving sporadic

noautar and sma.ll arms fire frum enemy positions south and west of Hill 208.
As the intensity of enC-my fire increased, airstrikos were placed on suspected
enemy locations (T•D0L0635 at 1238 hzrs; . 03356 at 1255 hrs; Y0035635 at 1335 hrs
and 035645I at V120 hrs). la airstrike at J1.20 hrs produced a sizeable secon-•-
dary explosion. As the afternoon progressed additional airstrikes were placed
on observed eneury locations (-D025646 at 1515 hrs; YD029646 at 1617 hrs), At
1750 hrs elements of C Co saw foux (4) INA at YW049635 and engaged them with
artillery with unknowm results. By 1830 hrs units of 1-11 Inf (+) were planning
for and preparing to defend their night positions (A Co vic YD038632, B Co vic
7D037631, C Co vic YDO436hh, D Co vic YIT39631 and I/3-9 vic YM028636).

(d) Results of the 1st Bn, 11th Inf. actions on 28 March were one (1)
friendly KIA, forty-six (46) friendly WIA, .six-ty-eight (68) VA KIA (40 by air
and arty), five (5) AIKh7 and one (1) SKS captured, two (2) 82mm mtr mand one
(1) LIG destroyed by air.

(e) 3-5 C:av, which hzad remained in the eastern part of the Khe Ohua
Valley, was given the mission of moving to the rirght fla k of the battle area
to be in position on the 29th to support C/a-.1 cn I1ill 208. The squadron began
moving southeast at midoorning creossd the Cai: Lo iRiver and m.oved east then
north to 0-2 -whoro the tue Ca-v Troops resuppli. c The troopr then moved to
occupy nirTt positions (A Troop YDO62635, B Troop YD072637), In moving out of
the Kho Ghux .7alley)4he Cav experienced difficult y in moving due ntoL mines. Four
(4) mines wore dotonated damaging three (3) vehicles but causing no casualties.
During the move fr-•• 0-2 to their night positions, tro (2) .tanks wore damaged
by mines and had to be evacuatecl to C2.

(f) -uring the night A Troop, 3d Sqdn, 5th Cav recoived two enory
probing attacks -The first attack ca=e at 2007 hrs with the enemy employling
RPG and small arms fireo The second attack came at 2250 hrs with the IVA employ-
ing RPG fire from the north, small arm firo from the northwest and mortar and
small arms fire fror the south. Iriendly casualties from these attacks were
two (2) KIA, two (2) Il., and two (2) AJCs damaged . Enemy casualties woreC CONF ID ' IAL
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(g) Daring the course of the battle on 28 Mar it became evident that
the' Brigade did not have the forces in the battle area to completel,y encircle the
enemy and prevent his escape. Coordination was made with the 2d ARVN Regt, 1st
ARVN Div and it was decided to commit the 1st Bn, 2d ARVN Regt to the operation.
Plans called for the battalion to be air assaulted on to Hill 262 (Yw031664) during
the morning of 29 Mar in an attempt to block enemy escape routes.

(h) See inclosure 2F for a sketch of the daysr operation.

(5) 29 Mar 69% 29 March turned out to be a day of heavy fighting with
vwamider&1oe losses bedngy Inficated upon tho merroy

position at YD042632 in support of an air assailt by I/3-9 Mar on Hill 300
(YE466635), was engaged by an NVA force in a bunker complex at YDO45635. D Go
employing emall arms fire, nontoxic riot control agents and airstrikes (0830 hra
and 0855 hrs) killed five (5) NVA within the complex. A search of the. area re-
vealed a number of mortar positions. After LZ preparations, by airstrikes, 1/3-9
Mar began air landing on Till 300 with the mission of securing the doanixant ter-
rain at that location and searching for a possible enemy CP that was believed tobe
in the area.

(b) While the air assault was in progress elements7 of A Go, which
had moved north along a ridge (YD036635), came under heavy counterattack by an
estimated NVA Co. The enemy, attacking from the north, was employing heavy small
arms and RPG fire in an attempt to out flank and cut off the northern most platoon
of A Co. The enemy assault was met with small arms fire and armed gunships, fol.
lowed by airstrikes (vic YD035635) at 1200 hra and 1215 hrae As elements of B Co.
were sent to reinforce A Co anll units on the hill mass (YD037632) came under heavy
morter attack from the northwest. The/enemy assault on A Go was thrown back with
the NVA suffering five (5) KIA by small arms fire and fifteen (15) killed by air.
At 1500 hrs A Co was again brought under mortar attack from the west (vic -D034634).
Arty fired into the area, silenced the mortar and killed five (5) NVA. Throughout
tho rest of the efternoon the 1st Bn, 11th Inf continued to receive sporadic mortar
fire from enemy positions at YDO28642 and YD028639. TAG air was uised in neutralising
these positions. Late afternoon airstrikes on a hill at YD025646 revealed an
extensive bunker complex. By 1820 hrs units of 1-11 !nf had moved back upon high
grcund and were preparing to defend their night positions (A Co YD038636, B Co YD
036631, 0 Co YD043644.h, D Go YD036631, and 1/3-9 Mar YD047635). Results of the 1-13
Inf contact that day were seventeen (17) friendly WIA, sixteen (16) NVA KIA by SAF
and twenty-five (25) KBA- and tX -(2) 82mm mncrtrs destrcyed by air.

(c) The planned air assault of hill 262 by 1-2 ARVN on 29 March was'
changed and it was decided to airlift the Bn into a secured LZ on the eastern
flank of the battle area. A and B Troops, 3d Sqdn, 5th Cay, who were in position
on the eastern flank of the battle area, begen moving north at daylight and by
1030 bra had secured two (2) LZ's for the airlift of 1st Bn, 2d ARVN Regt (LZ
Blue vie YD063646 was secured by A Troop, and LZ Orange vic YD067655 was secured
by B Troop). From 1123 hrs until 1335 hrs helicopteratirliftkd 2d and 4th com-
panies 1-2 ARVN on to LZ Orange and from 1345 hrs to 1610 brs 1st and 3rd Companies
were inserted on LZ Blue. At 1250 hvs elements of B Troop securing LZ Orange,
sighted an unknown size NVA unit to the northwest vic YD059665. The enemy was
engaged with tank gun fire and - the gunsbips 3e-orting the lift helicopters.

() Upon landing of th last lift tlez 2d :,cT. Uh flupanies moved west
from LZ Orange and by night had reached a positiQu ac IY~jC657c The 1st and 3d

Companies, while moving west from at .:01, 1t J.i$ brs engaged and killed two (2)
NVA and cap.tu.red, crn (1), ti7 v~ ,.0 06•., nDC r5 at 161- hrs the .ead 'elements en-
gaged two (2) NV in a bunker vie 3DD53646. A Zeerch of the bunker revealed 200
lbs of rice, one (I) HI-D, and two (2) B40 rkts. let and 3d Companies remained
overnight at vic YD058646. Results for 1st BE, 2d ARVN Regt's actions weres two
(2) friendly WIA, four (4) NVA KIA and one (1) AK4h7 and one (1) HMG captured.

(e) Totel results of the day's Fativities werea nineteen (19)
friendly WIA, twenty (20) enemy KIA by StF, twenty-five (25) KIA by ?ir -. 'nd
~rty anra twc (2) P2mm mortnrs .estrcyed by Air.

()U day' -Loperations.
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6. 30-31 Mars

(a) The 30th and 31st of March were spent by 1-11 Inf in making a
detailed search of the battle area and in receiving resupply helicopte*s. On
neither day was significant ground contact reestablished although the enemy did
continue with sporadic mortaring and sniping (A Co at 301020H received 3 rds 82nim
and at 301255H received 1 82mm round, 1/3-9 Mar at 301240H received 2 rds 82mm,
A Co at 311340H received 15 rounds 82mm). &nall enemy groups were observed and
engaged by arty as were suspected mortar positions. The detailed search revealed
extensive bunker complexes throughout the battle area and some enemy ammunition
and equipment weas found. Significant finds by 1-11 Inf (+) 30-31 March are as
follows:

YD 041633 - Mortar pit and 3 bunkers.
YD 040634 - 2 fighting bunkers.
YD 045635 - 10 fighting bunkers, 5 small bunkers, 13 60mm mortar rounds.
YD 043633 - 20 fighting bunkers.
YD 040634 - 32 Ohicom grenades, 12 shovels, 4 picks.
YD 043633 - 20 chicom grenades, 850 AK47 rds, 1 120mm rd, 1 82rmm rd, 19

shcvels, 6 6 0mm rds, 1 B40 rd, 2 packs, 130 7.62 rds, 2 Ohidom gas masks, RPG-2.
YD 045636 - 6 bunkers, 1 B4O td, 18 2 mm rd, 50 AKh7 rds, 1 Chicom grenade.
YD 0163632 - 4 bunkers.
YD 06V 5 -2 bunkers.
YD 035642 - 2 bunkers; 1 NVA body.
nD 044635 - 13 bunkers, 11 Ohicom grenades, 1200 AK47 rds, 10 rds 82mm, 4

entrenching tools
YD 038636 - 10 bunkers, 3 B40 rds, 9 grenades, 700 rds AK47 ammo.
YD 044636 - 33 bunkers, 8 entrenching tools, 6 B4O rds, 300 rds 50 cal ammo,

25 Chicom grenades, 12 82mm rds, 1900 AK47 rds, 2 NVA packs.

(b) To the north and northeast the 1-2 ARVN continued to move towards
Obj 1 (vie YD 025662). A search of the area of the late afternoon contact on.
2" 1"rch (YD 058648) found the followings 200 fighting positions, 75 - 8 man
bunzers, 7 NVA bodies, 1 AKIC47, 4 CKC rifles, 1 pistol, 2 LMG's, 1.12.7mm HMG on
an AA-mount, 3 RPG-2's, 1 ton of rice, 10 AT mines, 202 B40 rocket rounds, 100
Chicom grenades, 300 pounds of salt, 240 cans of pork and 1 case of Chinese med-
icine. 1st and 3rd Companies reached the southwestern part of Obj 1 early on the
morning of 31 March and began moving southwest searching the area. 2nd and 4th
Companies, who had spent the 30th of March searching the area vie IYD 0465 arrived
on the northeastern part of Obj 1 during mid-morning of 31 March. At 1102 hrs
vic YD 026665 2d and 4th Companies received small arms fire from the North. As
the situation developed and the companies employed gunships and arty, the sise of
the enemy force was estimated to be P Co (-). The enemy broke contact at 1530 bra
leaving 15 dead, 1 RPG-2, 3 LPG's and 7 AK471s, while 2nd and 4th Companies had
no casualties.

(c) On 30 March the 3d Go, 2nd Bn, 2d ARVN Regt wad placed OPCON to
the 3d Sqdn, 5th Cay. At 1306 hrs A/3-5 Cay and 3/2-2 ARVN moved to the north of
the 1st Ba, 2nd ARVN Regt to screen the northern flank of the ARVX and prevent
enemy reinforcements from striking 2-2 ARVN from the flank. The screen was estab-
lished from YD 080681 to YD 053683 and was maintained until 2 April. While 4/3-5
Car and 3/2-2 ARVN maintained the screen B/3-5 Cay was held as a ready reaction
force at A4 (YD 116701) and was prepared to reinforce any of the Brigade or ARVN
units involved in the operation.

(d) Total results of operations on 30-31 March were tventy-two (22)
NVA KIA, eight (8) AK47#s, four(4) OKCs, one (1) pistol, five (5) I~Gs, one (1)
12.7mm HMG mounted on an AA mount and five (5) RPG-2s captured.,

(e) See inclosure 2G for a sketch of operations on 30 end 31 March.

c. Phase III: During Phase III the 1st Bn, 11th Inf conducted search and
clear operations back over the battle area moving east-southedat looking for by-
passed enemy positions and personnel. 1-2 ARVN continued its search along the
southern boundary of the DMZ and then joined TF 1-11 Inf and searched the north-
ern half of the battle area. See inclosure 2H for an overlay of Phase III:

eOESNRDENTIA[
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S 22 March 1969 - 2 April 1969.

(a) On 1 Apr the Ist Bn, l1th Inf began a detailed search of the.battle area moving from Obj 3 to Objs A and B. No contact was made with the -

enemy, but numerous enemy bunkers, and fighting positions were discovered.
During the afternoon I/3-9 Mar was returned to the control of its parent battalion
and departed the battle area. While moving to j6in its parent battalion 1/3-9
Mar discovered three (3) additional NVA bodies at YD 047623. The enemy had been
killed by napalm. The 1st Bn, 11th Inf spent the night with A Co at YD 070636,
B Co at YD 072627, C Co at YD 070636, and D Co at YD 072627.

(b) 1-2 ARVN spent the morning with 2d and 4th Co's searching the
area vic Obj 1 while 1st and 3d Co's moved southwest along the DMZ seeking to
regain contact with the enemy. After reaching objectives vie TYD 998640, and
YD 001653 the lst and 3d Co's returned to Obj 1 and the battalion began $ts search
to the east southeast. By nightfall 1-2 ARVN had crossed phase line Blue and
occupied defensive positions vic mD 061643 and YD 067654.

(c) TF 3-5 Cav continued to screen the northern flank of 1-2 ARVN
with A/3-5 Cav and 3/2-2 ARVN while B/3-5 Cav remained at A4 (YD 116701) as a
ready reaction force.

(2) 2 Apr: On 2 Apr the lst Bn, 11th Inf and the lst Bn, 2d ARVN cont
to sweep east southeast in zone. By late afternoon all units had cleared the
battle area. 1-2 ARVN departed the area at 1630 brs and moved to Dong Ha while
TF 3-5 Cav remained at A4 and 02 and the lst Bn, 11th Inf spent the night with A
and C Co's at YD 097638 and B and D Co's at YD 089620. Earlier in the day, while
moving from its night position,an element of D/1-11 Inf detonated two (2) Chicom
cla5ymcres resulting in one (1) friendly KIA and six (6) friendly WIA. On 3 Apr
the 1st Bn, 11th Inf was airlifted to LZ Sharon to prepare for operations in that
area. There were no enemy contacts on 2 Apr and except for 1st and 3d Cots, lst
Pn, 2d ARVN finding 100 82mm mortar rounds and 60 Chicom grenades at YD 073645
there were no significant finds during the day.

(d) During Operation Montama Mauler the 1st Inf Bde, 5th Inf Div(M)
vtad been in contact with at least two battalions of the 27th NVA Regt. Documnts
;aptured during Operation Montana Mauler 'identified the 3d and 4th Co's, 1st Bn

and 2d and 3d Cola 3d Bn 27th Regt. The losses suffered by the 27th Regt have
greatly reduced the combat effectiveness of the Regt and indications are that the
Regt has returned to North Vietnau. S&nce the .completion of Operation an'tana Maler
enemy initiated incidents in the Cam Lo area and along Hwy 9 have significantly
decreased.

12 (C) RESULTS:

a. Friendly Casualties:

ARMY usMo AVN CMMLATIIE
KIA 21 (1KO•S) 1 0 22
TIA 150 11 10 171
DOW Z 0 0 2
MIA 0 0 0 0
CAPTURED 0 0 0 0
NH DEATH 0 0 0 0
NH IN JURY 0 0 0 0

b. haemy Casstaltiesi

(1) CLmailatives KILs 274, 11Wf 0, G1VDEFP 0, FTC (LfHs 0, 90: 31,

(2) -Inflicted by US Forces: KIA: 246, FW1 0, CIVDEW 0, HO 01CHANH 0,
Ims 7, CSWC: ..,

(3) Inflcted by ARVNK KIA 28, PW: o, CIVDEF: O, HOI CHMAH 0, IWCs
11±, CSWC, 11.

c.. No significant items of US origin were captured by friendly forces.

d. ~ey material losses&

CONFi DENTIA
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SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - Operatio ANA MAULER
22-March-1969 - 2 April 1969.

I¶EM 41OUNT ITEM . AMOUNT

B-40 Rkt rds 222 AK-47 24
82mn Mtr rds 173 K-50 1
Cbicom grenades 263 SKS 1
Ax-47 rds 5100 CKC 44
AK-47 magazines 20 Pistol .45 Gal 1
60mm Mtr rds 19 NG 7
120n Mtr rds 1 RPG 2 6
.50 cal rds 300 RPG 7 2
7.62 rds 130 HMG (12.7mm) 2
Shotgun shells 2 boxes
hnmo pouches 8
RPD Armo Drumrp 2
AT mines 10
Protective maskb 4
Ehtrenchlng toois 12
Shovels 22
Picks 4
Machete 1
Packs 6
Pith helemets 11
Tennis shoes 2 pý
Canteen
Salt 3t0 lbs
Cans of Pork 24t tans
Chinese Medi4ine 1 ase
Rice 2225 lbs

13. -(C) ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS:

a. (U) Logistioss

(1) Aerial Resupply: During this period helicopter resupply was hampered
by adverse weether conditions developtng in midmorning and midefternoon hours.
Even though adverse weather condition prevailed.the operation received a daily
average of 12.7 short tons resupplied y air for a total of 101.8 ohort tone.
Aerial resupply was accomplished by tke use of USMO CH- 4 6 end 0H-53 helicopters.

(2) Ammunitions Unit maintailed two basic loads. Basic itans used
ranged from small arms to 90mm tank ammnunItion. The primary means of rAupply C
large caliber ammunition was by vehicle. Air resupply was used only in eme*=Uecy
situations.

(3) Maintenances

(a) ' The twelve (12) deys chring which elements of the 3rd Squadron,

5th Cavalry end 1st Battelion, 11th Infantry conducted OPERAUTI MO1NTANA MAULR
uncovered no problems which were new to maeintenance operations.

(b) Other than mine damage sustained by one (1) M88 recovery vehicleo
two (2) M113A1 Personnel Carriers, and three (3) M48A3 tanks, there were engine

and final drive failures amcng track laying vehicles that could have been expected

considering the terrain and heat. Three (3) 148A3 engines two (2) X113A1 engines,

and one (1) M88 engine inourred failure during the nine (9) days. Only one of the

above could have been considered other than failure due to normal wear factors. One
-ficie liTe air

M.8A3 engine appeared to have fide {o lack of oufficient ' The air

cloeners were found to be excessiviely clogged oith duost, prov~eting ;ir intke and

causing an excessively hot engine. All final drive feilures were on M43A3 ta'ks.

Four (h) failures occurred which are suspected to have been caused by the constant

gear changes, numerous neutral steer requirements, and resistance of dense under-

growth. 'he terrain was largely rolling, alternating to steep end hilly. Very lit-

tle easily traversable terrain was encountered. Added to the terr-n riff•-ultI-

the extreme heat tended to cause assemblies to run much hotter than normal. This
obviously could bý considerGd r kaedition.'l fctor which led to the above failures.

CON E DDENCTIAL
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Gortainly the co::Linatio::s of loat-and'terrai:...canced failures that ve:.18

probably not 1:ave oco .vrod under only one of these conditions.

(c) The 1st Battalion, 11th Infantry encountered no maintenance

problems that could be considered abnormals The makGUp Of the Unity limited

primo maintonance attoution to weapons. In-this respect, no limiting problems

persisted.

(6) 13.though not a.maintenance problem as such, it might be notod

that the terrain also caused some degree of difficulty La regard to recovery

operations. The one (1) I8 engine failure can probably be attributed to
extreme stress placed on the recovery vehicle whilo retrieving a tank., That
failuro caused an operational problem in that cumbat elements had to bo. positioned
at the point of failure until another 11.8 and tank which it had been towing
was evacuated which required a double haul. This one failure causod forward
elements of 3/5 Car to be without recovery capability for the better part of
one day in addition to tying up those elements required for security at the
recovery site.

b. (0) Ac•ainistratlon:

(1) (U) Goneral: Administrative plans and actions in support of the
opo,ration iere fully complementary and set no obstacles to the accomplishmennt
of the Brigadets tactical mission.

(2) (C) Mainitenance of strength: The Ist Battalion, 11th Infantry
incurred an unusually large number of casualties between 26 inarch and 29 IMarch
1969. Of particular i•portanoe was the loss of company comm•aderse D Co lost
tUro companyr co•ivanders and for a critical four (4) hour period on the afternoon
of 27 March the comrpany was commanded by the artillery forward observerp=LT Smith.
C Co also lost its company comirander on the 27th of March. As a result of the
i2nif icaim shortages in a brief period of ti-e, an emorgency fill request was

Lto.lophoned to USABV on 28 MHrch 1969. This emoirency request was honored and
'i-p)1ny A (Repl), 75th Support Battalion, received fifty-six (56) replacements,

iS 1B, on 29 March 1969. A rapid proceassing and training program was initiated&
Officer casualties were replaced by using in-house resources. As a result of
the long hours, quick reactions and effective program acceleration of the elemients
within the Brigade, a ;major portion of the casualties of the 1st Bn, 11th Inf
wore replaced in less than four (Q) days.

(3) (U) 1edical: lbdical plans were adequate and provided full capa-
bility to handle the casualties which occurred.

(a) Battle casuilties wmre generally given preliminzary treatment
by corpsmoen in the field and arragemints made for helicopter evacuation.

1. Medical evacuation coverage was available to all field units
through both tactical aircraft in the AO and 237th Med Evac (tmb) located at
B Company., 75th Sup•pport Battalion.

2. Evacuated casualties wre treated either at battalion aid
stations, D Gompiny, 75th Support Battalion, 3rd Marine Hospital at Quarz Trin,
or the USS Repose deojpending upon the severity of the injury.

(b) Du.rig Operion 1ontana Maer, 1st BrigadOc- 5th Infantry
Division (14ech) had a total of 117 casualtioc dte to hostile action. A,ditionmlly,

- 61 Brigade me:-•tors vTro treated for heat 0t'atio, Of the toto•• 1 76 casnalties,
77 inere treated and r't-ond to utityj g a hh rtOGuTrn to duty r•etG of L3%,

(0) Casualties incurred by fowatd : medical personnol on 27 March '
1969 wore im-ediately replaced by iiiembers of other medical elements of the
Brigade.

(d) Overall review of this operation shomwed the medical support
was adequatue ad funtioned v-ll, accordi•n to acceptable 1xrm, standards, during
the period

L~'IIE1~
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(e) On the spot changes v0re made in the medical program when it
mwas felt to be of benefit to the patient or orgýaization. One example is the
distribution of water containers from moedevac helicopters when the aircraft
were evacuating heat casualties.

co () Comrcunications:
(1) Signal support provided Operation 1-ontana aalr encompassed m.lti-

chlnnel radio relay, radio teletype cmwmunicabions, and messenger sevice bet•een
brigade eand battaliun base camps aend was provided by the 298th Signal Company
in continuation of its norwal mission. Internal cortmand and control commanications
for maneuver battalions -was accomplished with organic battalion M4 radio sots.

(2) Signal support irovided by the 298th Signal Company effectively
provided the means for the Brigade Commander to control the Brigade. Battalion
radio net o~eration, in some cases, revealed a weaknoss in net discipline and
proper use of established radio nets during periods of intensified eneonr contact.
In one case artillery was being adjusted, a FAG ims controlling an airstrzi;e, a
medevac and a resupply mission were being run siltaneously on the command not.
Battalion adi7nin/log nets, Brigade air request netse, and artillery fire direction
nots, .ore not being used for their established purposes. Introduction of log.,
artillery, TAC air control traffic, etc, on the battalion coammnd net will effec-
tively destroy the co,miander's means of controlling hia maneuver elemints. Crer-
ation Montana tkulor demonstrated that battalion forward CP's and mwaneuver ole-
wnts down to and including company size units should be required to carry secure

voice equipmont. ftequont roquirenments to transmit classified intelligence/
cori=•and infor:atmtioi make it imperative that the available cipher equipment (KY-8,
Iý-38) be used.

14. (C) C101IDEll'S.,YSIS:

a. Operation Montana auler was a reconnaissance in force operation. Two (2)
ro-unc' troops of the 3d Sqdn, 5th Gav were sent into an area in which an N•I Legt

o- uspected to be located. Being small encugh to invite Uan attack by en enemy
-. imo,nt, yet strong enough to bo able to defend itself until reinforcements could
arrive, the cavalry was able to draw the enemmy iniTbo a fight. Once contact was
,ained the cava1 ry was able to develop the situation so that additiQnal forces
could be intelligently cor.mitted to the battle in an attoempt to close with and
destroy the enemy.

b. On 2h Narch the situation had been developed to the point that it was
necessary to couamit as rmany forces as possible, as rapidly as they could be conm-
mitted, in order to gain a decisive victory. In hopes of cutting off the eneamys•
routes of escape, the Brigade requested that the USHC Special Landing Force (SLP)
be con~itted. The request was denied so that when the 1st 13n, 11th Infantry
landed and began its attack there were no forces available to cut the enemyws
routes of reinforcaent and withdrawal to the north and uest. The 1st Bn, 1Ith if
was able to prevent escape to the south and east and eventually the 1st Dn., 2d
M-ITN Regt mwas able to prevent the enemy's escape to the north and northeast, but
the routes to the uest and northwest were never really closed. Had the (SLF) been
comniitted it may have been possible to prevent the escape of large portions of
the 27th 1V.A Raegt.

c. When the let Bn, 2cd .ART, Rer't was com.ittued a TAG OCP was est"blished by
the Brigade at 02 ("D135645)* The 2d LRVN Rc'gt also established a T!AG O at 02
and and the two CPUs were collocaied The es:abis•ment of a T± G C2 by the Brigade
and +the 2nd 0RVN 13et at the sa•ze loca~Ie rc .... ~i• fa',2 ti;,ly coordiunation•
DBecauie of the joint CP a.ranIemei..nt the tM~Bid .n' w cw here t'ie L2t:T co2npnu,oes

were at all timos and 1 VLT kne1w lsere the e2 e of the -.ri .ade wer located'. In
addition, both the sacheme of maione-er and the fire support for the Brigade .nd
AUVN were easily made to be compleqmntary.

d. The lack of organic G,unships in the Brigade created prcblems during the
operation.

(1) On 31 March. as 1-2 Ji~VN closed onto objective 1, strong enemy
resistance wi
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as Joint OP's be established when
ation and cooperation with each other.
ation of muttu.l probleas and insures a
In practice it has booeen found that the
of cc rand.

US and ATrVT forces are acting in coordin-
The joint CP allows for instant coordin-..

greater unity of effort by the two forces,
joint CP has the effect of producing unity

bo The 1st Wde, 5th Inf Div (M) be authorized four (4) Gunships,
d
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to withdraw from contw~t to obtain sufficient room to eTploy artillery or fixed
wing ' support. Instead the AI~VT were able to use gunships while remaining very
close to the enemy positions. In this action the APV1 killed fifteen (15) NVA
without any friendly ICA'As On many occasions during the operation the slet 3n
11th Inf found themsaelves in a position where additional fire support was needed
to talke an objective. Gunships were not avnilable, so the company involved had
to back up and employ TAG air or artillery. The battalion sutffered casualties
in returning to the objective. Had punships been available they probably could
have been omnployed much more rapidly and effectively than TAO air, and lives may
have been saved.

(2) On 27 Mareh, after an air assault onto Hill 208s 0/1-11 Inf was
attacked by the enemy. late in the afternoon C Oc:p•iny was running low on water
and amminition, The only aircraft available to resupply the cmp=sy were the
Brigades a UK-31i helicopters ihichs except for the dooruna., are unarmed. One
relatively unariod helicopter had to resupply the company without any gunshipa
to fly escort and provide suppressive fires.

15t RECMUETIDATIONS: It is recommended that
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mo0 a Mauler TacticalAix SUpport

(22 March 1969 - 2 April 1969)

1, 'Follodwng is a clay by day accounmt of the TAC Air used in support of

MONTANA HAUIER.

DATE pp IM TPQ OOORDINA7S AFCT ORDHIANGE PESUTS

2 2 at Nn
- gJAitillitMMMggmmnmnu--- 

-

23 Mar 69 None

x n0o39612

)TO45623
zY4662.3

1~mt~r

2L4 D/.O0i,Bonb

Y DO2635 2F100 2/500#Bo,mb
X YD047630 2A7 600/2Oam

10/5o00#LD Bomb

25 liar 69 x yfom5626 2!A 36/250,0afb

M OL05626 2Ah 8/500#Bomb
4/500#NAP

X yw45628 2F4 2/250#onob
6/900#A~!P -. -

26 Mar 69 X .M38 632 2Ah 8/6500PBolb

X YID38632 A4 -" PC"Zi FFAR h bunkers destroye

10/2800oniBfb

x. T038632 214 8/500/f#Bomb

x YD038632 2F• 12/500#omb h bmunkers destroye

6/5oo00#,1ap
X MTZ038632 2A6 : 35/500#Boilb 3 bunkers destroye

1/POD 2.79tFFAR

x nODQ30631 2F1, 12/5o00#Bomb - bnakers- destroy
- 3/5oo00#Nap

4 /Gul POD
S 1=330631 2FU 7/500#NAP 2. bunkers destroyE

6/500 ,Bo~~b
- b,/Gd.n POD

27 xar 69 ,x DO03644 Not run.
POL1,6635 2a- 615)Q'/ olt

L&/OO#Nap

" DO,6635 .2-A.---k/05b#Nap
8/00Bomb

x MWooh2613 2Fh . 6/500#ombb
7/5oO#!ap

2 Y .26L123 2 . 5200#Boa-ib
6/50oo0ap

-YDOh26V2 .221oo -6100 a b

I nDOh2643 Za,8- " ""0Bo
4/,1,00#0;ap

x YDOLz6h3 2Fh 6/500#Boab
4/500fTTNap

u ioL)o635 2A- -6/5007B;o-b
6/5Oo#,Nap

: YDOk268 2A4 38/$O o-rb
I/00i a

d

d

d,

d

6 IMA -

6 IMA

5 KB.
6 .BA -

6 I13A
6 KBA

.6 KBA

ITcl 1
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MO?NTLI.A R•LTULR Tactical Air Support (22 M ar 69 - 2 Apr 69) (Cont)

PP rlTIY TPQ COORMThLTS IFCT OrPDINAuCEL RBESULTS

X M00l0635 2F100 l /500!Bo,8b
4/500#N1aT,-,,

x M041636 2A4 8/00~BoýDob
4/500#Nap

x 1M041637 2P4 12/250#ý0omb
6/05oo#~Nap

X YD042636 2A6 1/2000Q;Bo'ob
10/1O000#Bomnb

X nf037633 217 20/250# Bomb
4/Gun POD

X YDO037633 2F4 12/200,3Bomb
6/500#1aP.

6 IBA; 1 secondary
explosion
6 IMA

6 KJBA

6 EBA; 1 mitr psns.

S iABA
5 1KA5 IMA

17034650o
Dol43635

r274

U040635 2F4 6/500rj3oyib 5 IMA
6/500#Nap
6/POD 5"Zuni FFAR

x YD035645 214 4/500oýnib 5 I•L
4./POD 5" Zumi rAr
2/500#Nap

X 1D035635 2A7A 20/500#Bonb 5 I'BA
600/20,im

X 1D025645 2F4 8/500#Nap 1 sec
YDO42633 6/500j'rDab 5 1MA;

20mm
X Y025646 2A0 8/50%0'Bomib 5 I~A

4/500iNap
X ID032665 2F4 6/500l#Nap 5 KBLBA

4/7D POD 2.75"FFMR
6/S00iNap

X '1032665 2F100 4/500,,Oiap 1 seco
/500Borimib 5 I•MA;

x -mo29646 Wt, 6/5oo0#Bcib 5 KA
/5o00ýNap

x 1D032665 2F4 21100 rds220mL
h/50O#Nap
6/500#Bomb

T D032665 214 8/5007,Bomb
4/500NTap

S MD275475 2F4 12/250jBomb
6I/000Tc,

andary exl,
1 mortar p:n.

ndary Exp.
1 mortar pan

X UD03 63 20V-10 14/2.751- 7.62
n D046635 2A4 16/250',onirb 1 secon-anry exio.

4/5oo,iap
X DOh46635 2F4 8/500Bomb

6/500,,11fp
2/7D POD 2. 7 5t FFV,J..

IDO46635 214 12/00,,Dormb
. 20ma

O 10046635 2F4 12/2500Bomb
6/500#Nap

X Dx)Doh6633 2F4 6 /500:'r0ml
4/500;1Th!p
•/7 D POD 2.75"'FFRw

X' 1046633 2F4 I./00#•N•p

6/O033#onO
2 pistol

- YD035635 24 12/2.50#Bomb
6f/5oo,Nap

x IDO35635 2t4 6/004'4 o,bs 2 secondary exp
./5o20 ap

20;2

2

0 4
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IIMAT• A A ULROiP Tactic Air Support (22 Mar 69 - 2 Apr ) (Cont)

DATE pp LI TPQ C000UDI)ATES ~CT OMDNTANCE RESULTS

29 mar 62
(0011t)

x 7041634 2FM 4/5OLNaP
12/500#Domb
20imi

XYDl041.634i 2F4 0-1'itipcm

2 bunkers destroyed

5 bunkers destroyed

20mm
X D00163h 2Aii 16/250.a omb 12 bunkers destroy

4/500LTap
X YD038635 2Mi. 12/2503Bonb

6/500o,ap

X YYD025645 2F4 /7D POD 2.75"FFmR
9/500Wzap
6/2500Bor.) b .

.X yD0256L5 2F4. 12/2 503Boi,b 9 bunkers destroy~

2Ap 69 y -D896627 2FY 12 N2 38UU7
X 7D0786h2 2F4 12 NCl2

3 SUU7

TOTAL 9 L9

26 rollowil is a daky by day account of tho TFQs (Rjadar directed propla-nned

DATE oi0002i S ACFT bRyMANCE TU GET .

22. Mar 69 None

23 Mar 69 f..38635 2-F100 8-50NP3oiIbs

24 ,jNr 69 -0)0623 2-Al 8-r00 -oij'As Troops in contact 1416

"-500,1,ap
IDO52635 2-FJ0O 0 .-500;,*Nap Troops in contact i•30

8-900 Doi;bs

JM037683 4-A?1 20-.00j,'Bdubs L.Z -Prep 1630

024)34 I-A6 6-50,'PIo-bs Troops in contact 2000

D0286Oý3 36-5 ,t3 o00ombs Troopo in contact 2110

YO30612 -Ai 6-500i,8ombs o Troops in contact 2150

)103464l I-F4 1O-250,,-DoI1s Troops in contact 2200

03DO639 i-F4. 10-500§ crabs Troops in contact 2237

77D037643 3-A7. 20-500-;!Boibs Troops in contact 2330

ZY040647 2-14 20-5005 0N mibs Troops in contact 0058

1=40633 1-A6 3-2000i'oambs Troops im contact 0110

YD037652 2-L21 0-500 1, 0oLJE Troops il contact 0115

ID36633 2-A4 12-500WBambs Troops in contact 0205

DO Q634 1-A6 22-500,-3ombs Troops in contact 0325

IW028640 .2-A 8-500~o•ombs Troops in contact 0330

7.O24634 2-A1 8-500 Bombs Troo-ps in contact 0518

1-F4
1-F4
2 -44
1-A6
1-IA

2-A
I-F4
2-FL.
1-h6

1-Fb
2-11

a 0-2500i'r oaz s
10-500:'jomba
10-500,Vombs

5-20001ý Bonbs.6-500M or.nbs
5-25000'Bombs
6-500~BTc bs

6-500j81::, ý Rm 1-10-500; .ouebs* -~5uOc;-; o:,,.oo

2 , UC Ab s
20-900 oidPCI
10-00 - uaibs
12 -500-ii' o,b s

12-500 ITN:cI

0 :i

Enery positions

Einey positions
rner.,y positions

Enemy positions
Enomy positions

Enemy
Kno-wnm
Known
Known

Ki;.lmT1nlowm

positionsenomy psns

enemy psns
onemy psns
oner"Y psnsenemy psnS

Troops in contact

Troops in contact
Trooos 1 OOn•tact

2105
2110
2120

2130
2200
2220
2030
0010

0045
0235

0500
05200520

J
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Bunkers Lo2~U

25 iar 69 00D95707
ID56662
0o56662
xD056662
-yDO56662
YD053661
YGOT.668
YD097705
zo55664
y0o566683
)mo5L673
1-M53661
-00X40647

-Q30647

2D0h36h9

ed

ed

t 100Bunkers

f
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MONTAUA YiA-UM. Tactical Air Support (22 lar 69 - 2 Apr 69) (Cont)

DATE C001DINATRS AOFT ORDhM•AMI TARGET TI~

26 ilar 69- -630665 !-w65 5-00%#B a,bs BBunkers-troops 1h48
YD026656 1-A6 52000o#Bobs Bunkers-troops 1448
1008o660 1-A1 6-500,Uombs NVA. Unit 2135
YD0h41684 2-F4 12-500~ ozks NVA. Unit 2155
YD138727 I-F4 10-500, Dombs NVA. Unit 2240
IDO95715 I-F4 10-500iBobs IVA. Unit 2340
TD095715 2--A 12-5007,ombs TVA. Unit 2359
Y0095715 2-A)4 8-500 orambs ITA. Unit 0259
)M041684 2-A 84.5001-iombis IVA. Unit 0305
YD078651 2-A[4 12-500#Bo.orbs NVA. Unit 0513

27 Mar 69 MD0i•G•75 2-F4 10-500Bombs Troops in contact 1245
Y)024634 I-A•4 6-250#iBombs Troops in contact 1832
ID029641. I-A4 10-2500Bcombs Troops in contact 18041
Y032660
TYP40650 1-A6 28-500Boambs Troops in contact 1925
To044655
Yo054656 1-•h 5-20001'Bombs Troops in contact 1935
2M02264b, 1-1, 10-250jtumbs Troops in contact 1943
IM035657 1-A4 10-500 Boimbs Troops in contact 1955

0026640 1-A6 22-500QlBombs Troops in contact 2005
3YD027644 1-A6 22-50i,Dombs Troops in contact 2010
1DO30647 2-F4 12.0500 ois Troops in contact 2025

YDO37655 1-F4 10-500,-Boils Troops in contact 2115
Y •35657 1-1. 8-5003oojobs Troops in contact 2145

TDO5169 1-Fh 10-00jDombs Troops in contact 2155
IDO57658 1-F4 6-500Dob,ibs Troops in contact 2205

DM050663 1-A6 12-500j,Doriba Troops in contact 2230
Y0D44666 1-Fr4 5-2000iBomibs Troops in contact 2235
1-D056668 2-F4 8-500-0Bonmbs Troops in contact 2315
YID050667 2-F74 6-5000ilombs Troops in contact 2320
i0V70646 1-F4 1O-500jBombs Troops in contact 2335
-1--50656 43-17 40-50ClDobbs Troops in contact 0010
YD027655 2-AI4 12-500#Douibs Dmunkers 0100
'M22,6-59
~04l655 2-A4 12-50•j rb os Troops 0115

0)44660 2-I4 12-500j"Bombs Troops in contact 0340
IDO)59655 2-A4 12-500#Bombs Troops in contact 0355

M024652 2-AIJi 12-500 Bombs Troops in contact 0800
IDO024660 2-Ah 12-500jDombs Troops in contact 0520
YD066654 4-A4 20-500#Bombs Troops in contact 0540
I1044660 1-Fr4 10-500#BLombs Troops in contact 055

23 Mar 69 2M031653
YDo35653
YiD039656
,Dm67618
Y0061618
YT062655
YDM81617
)M039656

ID0276114
IDO21643
ID025662
Dw016657

30 Plar 69

31 -Mar 69

1 ~pr 69

2 Apr 69

TOTAL MI:SSIolS:
TOTAL SOCRTILS:

1-A6
i-A6
1-A6
1-A6
1-A6
1-A6
1-A6
2-A)4

1-A6
1-A6
2-A)4
1-.A6

5-2000oBolmbs
285oo00--omibs
15-500#Bonhs
22-500#Bolbs
3-2000•fTr bs
2-2000%Doimbs
22-500#Borbs
2-2500tBomb
8-500#'or, b ýs
12 -5o0,Doqb s
10-5001Domb
8-500#Dorbs
28-900j#Bombe

Enemy rmovenont
Enemy nlov0moont
Eneny trails
Troops in contact
Troops in contact
Troops in contact
Troops in contact
Troops in contact

Suspected
Suspected
Suspected
Susplcted

Mortars
Mortars
Mortars
Mortars

1Yone

ne

62
123

0 4 46
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2236
2300
2330ou5

0405
0415
0425
0650

0420
0432
0510
0555

D

Naix!

f
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( MONTANA MAUIER
OPERATIONS SMETOIS

4?
Attached" are :ak•tchea of Operation Montanai Mauleri The sketches are. for
the dayso, and cover the areas liated below.

1hcl 2As 22,232 mar 691 Area bounded by YD 0296 0o1, i 029628, m 049628,
m o49601

Iacl 2B: 24 Mar 69;. Area bounded by YD 034610, D 034635, sD 060635,
nD 06o61O

SIncl 20: 25 1i 69; Area bounded by )D o26615W, Y) 02663, D 051634,
I 051615

Incl 2D: 26 Mar 69; Area bounded by YD 026614, YD 026636, *YD 059636,
D 059614

Incl 2E: 27 Mar 69; Area bounded by YD 022620, YD 022649, ID 049649,
7D 049620

lnol 2F: 28 Mar 69; Area bounded by YD 021630, ID 021650$ E) 075650,
YD-075630

I ncl 2G: 29j 30j 31 Mar 69; Area bounded by MD 0206241 ID 020670,
ID 070670, D 07062

Inacl 2H: Overlay of Phasae III

Inel a
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